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"

^^^c

^Altcft^s
If

you had asked

July what

me

thought this

I

book would look

when

in

published,

I

took on a difficult task

doing
to

like

probably

but they

so,

to respect that

in

managed

power. Pub-

lishing a yearbook, however,

keep an incredible sense of
and commitment

integrity

"

is

a task

whose tremendous-

ness can be appreciated only

all. They place their
work before you with pride

by those who have attempted

enced, did not appear to be

and a

Drift editor;

having much luck when they

ask that you be as kind as you

started the literary year with a

can.

above

would have laughed. This
staff,

small and inexperi-

trip to a

in

bit

Kansas City. Our

flight,

Besides taking a more

resulted in us losing our hotel

designing the 1994

And though
we were given

eventually

room, we were infonned

Drift, the staff

a

that

had neither a shower or

beds. Also, due to a slight

we

financial miscalculation,

couldn't afford a cab and had

concur with the 7929

"Those who have not

creative license in

reservation.

I

been connected with

yearbook workshop

being delayed three hours,

it

it.

of apprehension and

worked

cannot imagine the
labor that must be

performed and the

dili-

gently to recruit a larger
portion of the

campus

into

Under-

Drift production.

own

provide their

copy and candid photos

difficulties that

must be

overcome. The

task,

in

Sigma Chis to go down
and have their pictures
taken is enough to drive

order to personalize coverage

an ordina>y staff

three miles in the sordid

of greek, commuter, and

crazy.

Missouri heat to the closest

resident

to

walk

both ways)

(uphill,

restaurant.

We

arrived

home

life.

points were

Homecoming

awarded on the

As

you may well have

both exhausted and broke

basis of percentage-of partici-

with a collective seventeen

pation in portrait sittings in

cents to our names.

the

Well,

more pictures were taken in
one week in the fall than in
two weeks in prior years.

certainly not

But

We

though

it

did

seem

that

lady luck

was

not

smiling upon us then, one

only has to browse through
this

book

to see that

got our act together.

proud of the work

the

we soon
I

am

this staff

Chis, well,

changes

1994 Drift

sincerely hope

yearbook. This annual

but

embody

is

of this year.

experienced. Their jobs,

ored to take an honest look

while extremely demanding,

the attitudes, opinions, and

were also

activities here at

to

of

this,

do with

of course, has

their struggle

against the negative image of
their project

on campus. They

to

the history

We have endeav-

Our

to you,

our reader, and to

it

so,

if

you

for

we

like

it,

perhaps you don't, the

7929 D/-///
would like

editor

and

I

to tell you;

"You know where
you can

go.

is

this

we have empowand we have tried

publication-

ered

responsibility

book

at

our beloved

school.

has

have prepared
this

just a part of the tradition of a

meant

Much

much

you, and

are

personal triumph they have

unrewarding.

must be a

changed.

in

has accomplished, and of the

fairly

it

tradition for them, because

the staff realizes

that the

guessed, the thing

about the Sigma

and consequently,

fall,

for

instance, offorcing

graduates were given responsibility to

such a venture simply

Rachael Schumann
Editor-in-Chief,

7994 Drift
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Things haven't changed

T

was

hat

laid,

than that.

women who

was much,
The young men and

but

it

attended Butler University in

1929 had the same hopes, dreams, worries

and

fears as the students of 1994.

They

worried about registration, graduation and
the rising cost of tuition.
in

They

participated

football,

life

was,

is,

and the
and

undeniably more.

is

will continue to

no doubt, but there

you

is

since 1929.

words of the 1929 Drift staff,
1994 Drift- Tradition

to the

of Change;

There

an old saying, "the more

is

more they stay the
staff was here today,

things change, the

same."

1929

If the

they would probably be very surprised at

"We

hope

that

how

you

true that old

maxim

That

is.

is

not to

will like our Drift,

say that there hasn't been a heck of a

gentle reader,

change since then-

goodness knows

we have

tried

to

it

you
don't like it, you
know where you
can go."

after

lot

what

that is

all,

of
this

book is all about- Tradition of Change. It
means that change itself is a tradition here

hard

make

nice book. If

like.

be a traditional part of the college
experience, there

invite

enough

Rush. Geneva Stunts, band. Student

Government,
University

In the

we

Jordan Hall was

much more

the year the cornerstone of

much

a

at

Butler University. Just as the class of

1929 watched Jordan Hall and Hinkle
Fieldhouse be erected, so too did the class
of 1994 witness the construction of a couple

of malls, and the grand addition to
Atherton. University

which

the tradition

life is

carries us through the changes,

insuring that Butler University, no matter

how

on

altered

face,

its

is still

and

will

always be, Butler University.

Our

staff

welcomes you

to

examine

the tradition of change at Butler University
in the

1994

Drift.

It is

before, "the yearbook

believe this
staff said

it

is

we have

when

"And now, having
perused

this

delightful forward,

turn to

where your

picture

is in

the

book and gaze

at

yourself as long as

you want
do

We

they closed the

introduction to their Drift:

know

said

yourbook."

and we believe the 1929

true

best

as
is

to.

You
we

as well as

that' s the

only

reason you [picked
up] a Drift,

anyway."

With fondest remembrance.
The 7994 Dn// staff

The smoke cleared
Jordan Hall as a

in

new no-smoking

policy went into effect in

all

academic buildings.

It

smokers from doing

their thing-

but

it

didn't stop

led to a nasty collection of

butts outside Jordan Hall.

All one had to do

around

was look

to see, "the times they

were a-changing." From the new
bike racks and trash cans, to the

new

buildings and roads, change

was

evident.

The renovations on

campus, though, were just a part
of the University's continuing
facelift.

Changes, however, were

more than just skin-deep.

There were changes
policy, attitudes,
ideas, opinions,

were changes

and

in

lifestyle,

and goals. There

in major, parking,

and plans, but one thing remained
the sarr?e- the Tradition of

Change.

Student J_^ife

Indianapolis Indeed
new and

Butlerites search out

exciting activities

downtown

Students had places to go, people to see. and things to do. Indianapolis,
the thirteenth largest city in the country, offered a

wide range of things for

students to take part in and to spectate. There

was always something
500 or the Indianapolis

happening
Ice

in Indy.

whether

it

was

the Indianapolis

hockey games.

As

the leaves changed, so did the activities for one to do. Students

many

the opportunity to attend

had

exciting festivals; for example, the annual

Greek Festival at the Holy Trinity Greek Orthodox Church, and Penrod Arts
Museum of Art were both held in September. The
fall season was also a great time for a picnic at Eagle Creek or Holiday Park,
Fair at the Indianapolis

at nearby Stonycreek Farm in Noblesville. Indianapolis
games were always a popular weekend activity at the Hoosier

or even a hay ride
Colts football

Dome.
Seasons changed and winter came.

It

was

a wonderful time for festivity

around town. The Celebration of Lights kicked off the holiday season with
the lighting of the Soldiers"

and Sailors' Monument

on the Circle the day

lights

after

-

284

feet

of Christmas

Thanksgiving. Throughout the holiday

season, students ice skated at the Circle and the Indiana Fair

Grounds

Coliseum. Also recommended, by senior Lina Pajunar, was the skating

Pan American Plaza. And who could have forgotten shopping
gifts?

at

for holiday

Popular malls included: Glendale, Lafayette, and Castleton Square

Malls. Union Station, and the Fashion Mall.

Spring brought a thaw to Indianapolis, as well as basketball. "Hoosier
Hysteria"

came

to Indy,

and high school and college basketball moved into

high gear. Students caught the action
well as

at

the Hoosier

Dome.

A

at

Butler's

own Hinkle Field House as

nice springtime place for a visit

was

the

Indianapolis Zoo, which featureed over 2,000 animals and a whale and

dolphin pavilion.
to

An

Indians'

game

at

Bush Stadium, was

also a great

way

spend an evening.

Of

course, there were places to visit in Indy at any time of the year.

Students took in movies

town.

A

at

General Cinema and Loews Theaters around

very popular cinema was the

which offered

campus was

the latest in

new Clearwater Crossing Complex

cinema technology.

Museum

the Indianapolis

Just around the

comer from

of Art, one of the oldest

in the

many traveling exhibits and a wonderful permanent
There were many theaters in town - the Indiana Repertory

country, featuring
collection.

Theatre, the Phoenix, the Christian Theological Seminary, and the Theater

at the

Clowes Memorial

Indianapolis

Symphony
Hall,

Lexy Gilmore, was

Orchestra, which performed regularly

where a Butler

I.D. entitled

many

was a carriage ride around the Circle City with a group of friends, or with
someone special.
Union Station has always been and continued to be, a favorite place for
and shopping year-round. Students looking for
atasty but inexpensive meal, found that favorites like Cheddar" s, Bazbeaux' s,
restaurants, entertainment,

Grill,

and the Olive Garden were

often depicted in

symbols of

still

(Photo by Jennifer

Stumpf)

students a

night of music for just $5. Another favorite anytime of the year, said Lexy,

Malibu

is

and

Monument

the Circle City.

Part of a perfect evening, according to freshman

at the

Soldiers'

Sailors'

visual

on the Square, also provided great shows.
spent

The

Sculptures at the

base of the Soldiers'

and

Sailors'

Monument

tell

stories of the war.

(Photo by Jennifer

Stumpf)

the "in" places to go.

Indianapolis continued to serve as a college town's haven where
students found plenty of things to do

There were so many new things

when the need to get off-campus struck.

to see

and do,

that they

found

it

dov;;i tra-ijlic-nal "Butler-on-the-town"" pastimes. Indianapolis

city

where

stiidenis felt free to explore

by Ann Ev/bank

and

to partake in

hard to turn

was indeed a

its' fruits.

The James Whitcomb Riley Memorial is
located in Crown Hill Cemetery. (Photo
by Christine R. Meyer)

The Indiana Repertory Theatre located on
the circle hosted Shakespeare's

Ahoiil Nolhini;

in the spring.

Much Ado

(Photo by

Jennilcr Slumpri

-The clock tower

at

Union Station

high above the flags flying

Commons. (Photo by

A

at

Jennifer Stumpf)

horse-drawn carriage awaits

passengers

in front

rises

Capitol

its

next

of the Hilton. (Photo by

Jennifer Stumpf)

A

view of the Indianapolis skyline as seen

from the James Whitcomb Riley Meinorial
in

Crown

Hill

Cemetery. (Photo by

Christine R. Mever)

Range
New Alcohol

Change Inflames

In

policy continues to spark controversy

MY HEAD HURTS. MY FEET STINK. AND I DON T LOVE JESUS.
B YOB (It 's that kind of morning. It was that kind ofnight;) cause headaches
(tiying to tell myself my condition is improving,) for students and greek
if I don't die by Thursday, I'll be roaring Friday night).
"Although attitudes have changed, the practice of individual fraternities

houses {and

BYOB has been more slow to change. All of Butler's fraternities

regarding

served alcohol to minors despite the

new pohcy," wrote Tim Anderson,

managing

in the Sept.

editor of the Collegian,

23 paper. "Last year

fraternities virtually ignored the policy."

Students struggled against classmates and "the system" to maintain their
social traditions

and independence in the second year of BYOB dividing the
,

upperclassmen more distinctly from the under by the memories of the
gigantic keg parties and the

way

"They could stop being so
Derby Days party
students,

it

used to be.

anal," rustled

Kim

Perrella at the

Sigma Chi

DG, like many
dampened socials

September. The testy sophomore

in

blamed the administration for BYOB and the
however changes relieved worried greek

that followed;

officers.

how much of an insurance risk they are,"

"Fraternities are realizing

said

Phi Psi social chair, Jeremy Derucki. Phi Psis controlled parties with a

"sober patrol" and by trying to limit the party area to only the

and other greek officers worried about accidents

bad social reputation undermining houses

too, about

class of deferred rushees. "I

first

at parties,

wish

we

in

He

first floor.

but they worried,

competition for the

could have kegs," continued

Derucki.

Pam

Perella and her sorority sisters, Melissa Fulk, Carole Winfield, and

commenting on how
the campus looked on Sunday mornings, littered with cans. The DCs
pined for more dancing; houses nearly abandoned their house stereos

Moise, agreed that they would
nice
also

for fear of attracting safety.

makes

like to return to kegs,

Pam noted how dancing cuts down on drinking.

the parties)

Very

chatty, very stand-around, grab-a-drink,

Public Safety shut

down

the

"(It

and

chatty."

band playing

at

Derby Days

after a

few

complaints from the neighborhood, and a weekend earlier the Delt band,
playing their house

at a

four-way, had been closed

our grounds covered, and

we

still

down

got shut down," said

too.

"We had

Sigma Chi

all

vice-

president. Jeff Bonez, disgustedly.

He
in

described

CPR

"People

and

first

know

how

the

whole Sigma Chi chapter would soon be trained

aid as part of his house's alcohol awareness program.

that the responsibility

understand the seriousness of

until

it

is

there, but they're not

something happens.

It' s

going to

kind of sad."

Although greeks understood the danger of liability, the minority responded
to

it;

the rest partied per usual on Saturday night.

HUM

A SONG, PLAY SOME PONG, EAT A DEVILED EGG;

temp 'ratiire

is

rising better pop

but that's all right, 'cause they

Saturday night.

by Matt Burden

10

another keg. Sixteen

'II

may

get yon twenty,

be rockin and arollin on the Livingston
'

'

"Not down

Gee

at the

there, its cold!" A Sigma Chi protests the aim of
a Dee
Derby Days pie-throwing event. (Photo by Christine

Meyer)

All-campus events were popular ways
Adam Broughlon and Josh Clark

well.
to

to

spend the weekends as

at

Phi Psi

500 do

their best

keep the crowd entertained.

BYOB didn't stop students from rushing to the
every weekend.

Good

women seemed

to attract fairly large

fraternity

music, dancing and good looking

crowds

houses

men and

to parties, despite the

lack of refreshments.

11

"

It is

your light."
"Ihunv.

"

quietly.

You've Grout

"Will you

More

help me?"...

to

be kidding.

graffiti.

"Wliy should one be raised,

Students protest,

money, boy,

listen

and learn

'

slowly, as

Inside a cool, sheltered recess a

man

stood relaxing, staring

wall with

at the

Dr. David Mason, head of the political

to

science department.

Money?...

a

Unstartlingly. her research

his finished mind, drew his clenched
fingers up. withdrew a pen. and left his

compiled proof that college students

dynamic thought on the wall-in the tiny
space of grout between lines of tiles that

ago. Black Student

you might

Mills,

when tiie Klan

find in a large kitchen.

Inside him. a touch of anarchy,

rallied at the capital

89% of Gilliland's

house.

sample pertormed volunteer work

were mo\'ie men. "The Grout Muppet
Caper"" and Oz the Grout and terrible. TV

the Streets flourished because of student

"(I

issues,"'

am)

Pleasantiy surprised at

she praised. SGA-sponsored Into

goodwill, also the

YMCA"s Direction

A Groutful Dead fan. and plain
me Grout or sive me death!""

Gene Keady
children on

how

to beat

in.structed

young

Glenn Robinson

to

defaced; they rallied for the AUiance,

hoop during Direction Sports, that is,
after he helped them with their homework
while pirating mild-mannered TKE Jim

against the Klan; petitioned against grapes,

Conklin's body.

for the en\ironment; and listened

second year

the

Students dissented and they

to

speakers like Black Panther Erika Huggins

and

scientist

lectured

Stephen Jay Gould,

who

the

first

ConkHn volunteered

in Direction Sports

was rewarding;

attention that they get,

a

because

the kids need the

he mentioned.

on evolution. Most of all,

however, students channeled activism into

community

service

and

"I think

people that don't

consider philanthropy

charity.

[sic]

or

community

events necessary to help people should

"Although student activism
not as visible as
it is

it

was

in the 30" s

is

and 60' s.

present in less violent forms such as

volunteerism."" said junior Pi Phi

GiMland, an expert
scientific

at the

Giving Tree
staff,

officer.

and students bought

children, a

number

.stated

YMCA

Chris Tweet. Faculty,
gifts for

200

increasing every year.

who conducted a broad

Halloween

Kappa Alpha

party.

"Make yourself wliat you

with her mentor,

Chn^.

prizes at the

12

reconsider their priorities."

survey of student activism for a

summer research project,

Kids

Angi

iish for

Fsi annual

Alpha

of 6 L.E.G.I.T. of

Psi learn

at

will.

Dyk and Debbie Reece help
SGA's Into the Streets. (Photo

Elizabeth
out

from

by Rachel Stoeppler)

Kappa

the oldest living

the first person initiated into

Indianapolis.

Sports and Giving Tree.

decadence. "Less filhng-tastes

Members

the fraternity. Irven

Butler activity and concern for current

-

from Life in the Ironby Rebecca Harding Davis

Kappa and

in the

men. The Grout Gatsbv and
"Grout, Damned Spot. Grout I say!"" Some
literary

fanatic-"Give

is it?

Butler

past five years.

Grout"

"Tliat

Union and Demia,

though, did co-sponsoi' a successful protest

and a sense of humor. On the wall,
scribbles. With an established leader, other
dissidents rose up with pens. Some were

its

He said it over

one repeats the guessed answer

demonstrated less than they did 25 years

Instead, over

and

'Money ?"

riddle, doubtfitlly.

anarchic thoughts. Tensionless. yet with a
trace of excitement ([lerhaps). he parried

lefi?-l Imve not the
" to Wolfe, shortly.

when myriads are

Armstrong of

"There's always a

someone

to contribute,

way for

whether

dropping a dime or two

in the

it

helping a child.

by Matthew Burden

is

dropbox for

MS or tutoring a child in reading.

It is

The Teke all-campus brought band

welcome their parcnls t(i
Parents" Weekend. (Photo by Christine

ABCl

Meyer)

patio steps. (Photo by Christine

Pi

Phis

to the south

Here, their banner

lawn of Atherton.
is

draped over the

Meyer)

^^^'X n

A

I
Kappa Kappa
strong,

and

Gamma

invited their families

Ot'l cJi

ivere

In a

3>a^^<i

Many aspects of Butler life
common to all corners of the

:ampus.

One

of these aspects was

;ampus events, and

the banners

Followed closely behind.

Wo^,,,
crammed

we

if

all-

which

better

;ommon

goals, and fun!

in the night

sponsored.

We knew that
we would have a

hit.

chance of winning."

The men

for a

Lambda Chi

at

even judged these banners
the lucky winner. Their

to

choose

well-known

Watermelon Fest included

Parents'

Weekend brought

about another banner brigade, while

spirit,

students

These

time that went into them,

more

ind usually consisted of nothing

brushed onto a king-sized

;han paint

ties are

banner

banner

a

judging segment that was very popular

advertisement were only as expen-

sive as the

work

From

grandiose and highly decorated forms
Df

home

iM

weekend. (Photos by Christine Meyer)

good job,

did a

"esidence halls to fraternity houses,

sanners portrayed group

the

all

before the deadline

family

their Parentfest

m

worked to make their parental
welcome. Without

units feel

question, these banners were highly
visible.

They were

outside a top-floor

either draped

window

or fastened

to the roof.

iheet.

amongst the housing

units.

Mike

Kalscheur, junior, commented, "The

guys

make

in

my

house didn't really

the banners.

It

seemed

like to

like

nobody really had the time. For allcampus events; however, it was kind of
fun to get paired up with a .sorority to
work on a banner. Then it was usually
the artistic

ones that did the work."

Alicia Yates described an

These attention-grabbers
jlayed a major role in competition

jetween housing
;vents such as

units.

For all-campus

Geneva Stunts and

spring Sing, banners were crucial in
obtaining points to get ahead. These

vere done with more originality, time,
ind detail because they were judged so

These banners could make

:arefully.
)r

break a competitive team

in

one of

incident involving Parents

"One time
and asked

would be

in.

Junior Colleen

"We

always

McKay,
tried to

it

would

let

them hang
I

a

didn't think

a big deal until they

came

this

huge sheet

things in the room.

to different

One end was

always ended up that we

Junior Angela

Angstmann

and senior Maggie Leach, both agreed,

"Banners were a pain

to

work

We

on.

when the topic of working
on them came up. We thought they
usually

left

were a good experience

The Alpha Phi banner

for Parentfest

1993. (Photo by Christine Meyer)

for the

pledges."

tied

to a

lamp, the other was attachd to

bed

post. "

my

Although sometimes
banners have

a traditional decoration for

Quite to the contrary,
Charissa Dresden gladly admitted,

"Banners were a good way

to display

your creativity as well as house

spirit."

parents to observe.

take the time to

make them, most

everyone on campus agreed they were a
nice touch of decor to any housing unit.

Like anything that required

spend

of time on our banners in the

ouse, but

me

took out the screens, and tied the

ends of

become

ots

I

my window.

difficult to hang, these

hese events.

Jinounced,

if

banner out
it

Weekend.

five frantic girls called

Many

fraternities

and

sororities incorporated banners into the

theme of the all-campus events they

time, planning and even patience,

many

b\ Jenette Michalak

mixed feelings went along with banner
preparation. Although nobody liked to

13

T

brec's c«Mp9Nv b«t f «vr

Far past the outer

who

family members.

new

living existed a

proved

more

be a whole different ball

to

game than usual dorm or Greek
life. Where the more people in an
apartment meant less rent for

was not uncommon

saw apartment

Eric

dimension. Off-campus living

all, it

to find four

similar to family

anything

than

life

"Some days we got along great,
other days we hated each other.
When that happened we knew it
for break or a

Problems seemed

had

life.

sacrifice.

watched

Clay played Mr. Fix

made dinner

himself, and the others ate

comfort than the guys ever

more or

why

he

moved

dorm, Ross

When

asked

get Cable off campus.

"We

I

free

I'll

was
still

probably never

The four men have learned
was more to off-campus

the water

Clay described

"We

stress-free environment.

campus, we thought

used

to,

Now,

they had

bill, electric bill,

don"t

we

like

and we are 100 times

to

become

gas

bill,

The budget tended

telephone, etc.

as a

life

have any pressures to study

best to just

it.

I

guess I'm

responsibilities like worrying about

cable in Ross and no free beer on
it

not over

I

living than parties.

really hate

house music."

could

With no

were cookie

class, there

sick in the bathroom.

there

like

I

drove him off

life

enjoy some cookies and

angry for weeks.

them well

"I liked

alternative music.

dorm

came

forgive him."

Consequently, Jeff was

enough, but just because

campus. Clay reported,

I

picked on quite often. Jeff
exclaimed,

aspects of

was

coming

and going without much trouble or

sucked."
discussing which

r.

all

wrappers everywhere and Marty

less the quiet one,

simply stated. "Because Ross

When

to

milk after

sandwiches and cereal. Jeff was

fuss.

Marty

off campus,

"We

pitched in for a skid of cookies

home

for

The two bedroom
apartment provided more home and

that recently took place,

from Sam's Club, and when

and

it

"Home Improvement",

while Marty

Hall, specifically.

come

out of situations like groceries and

The guys acquired their
own personalities from this way of

contributed to sharing as well as

in the

to

strict,

although the

bills

were divided evenly between the
four. From time to time a change

would come up from one

get out. Besides, the reception

further

from the cable box

the drive to

individual, like

short,

campus everyday was
sometimes it was necessary

three-way calling. Jeff accepted

to kill

time between classes. Eric

the responsibilities for the

better than

the

we used

100 times

is

to have.

Now

Simpson's library we made

from recording

it

every week

from the

commented,

is

complete and clear."

library."

Although

"I liked to suiprise

my

It

was

a

good idea

to crash

The hometowns of these
guys ranged from Las Vegas to
Puerto Rico and Lake Titicaca to

there because

Daznuts. Differences were not

between campus and Kessler.

seen between the four as drastically

Sometimes

one would think under such

watch T.V.,
drink.

could take a break,

eat, or get

something

to

kept up the connections

It

tired of

I

me

I

enough differences

them at our place. Our
apartment was always open, kind of

keep things

interesting, but overall the

wanted

the

same

men

all

things.

same
like

additional $3.00 a month. That

using

it.

the invitation

was

the

for

Waffle House or Denny's."

di^'idin.G

up chores or house work;

they reiio

mess

to

to

J

on who made the

rof.re

ci..;:,,',

:;

up.

When

inviting

Jeff described his

Overall, the

privacy not given
rules

"We knew who

drove

was

presentable, esp.icially for
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the place

in the

dorms,

all

campus

the

way over from

to see us.

We

also learned

less

and regulations, and no

visitation hours.

The

When

confronted with

2:00 P.M. and go through

the next day until 10:00 P.M. For

into the

apartment added

greatly to their college enjoyment.

The

same arrangement for next year,
Marty jokingly stated. "I've lived
with these guys for a long time.

wouldn't want

to

have to

hating anyone else."

parties could

move

smile Jeff replied,

With a

our real friends were when they

si.ire

off-

Marty, Clay, Eric, and Jeff the

life.

the

ruaki

move

campus was highly praised by the
four men. The apartment provided

interactions with friends as a

was

tc

rewarding.

change from dorm

out-of-town guesi,- ihe host usually

one

as well.

cared about his feelings."

start at

The guys did not admit

Then they paid

Marty commented. "Jeff really had
to learn where to stop. But I still

thought people got

just dropping in, but

they

to

Jeff ordered

the possibility of repeating the

circumstances. There were just

knew

when

was. until he caught someone else

friends at Schwitzer between
classes.

as

H^

food. Eric described and incident

Degnan, Jeff Flannagan, and Clay

dreamed possible

party.

good

beating."

of Juniors Marty Buening. Eric

Fleischer, the arrangement

we

Then it seemed like
the whole campus came over. We
had great parties. Pearl Jam almost
showed up for the last one. Clay
knows the drummer."

had a

life

Eric frankly stated,

else.

was time

people living together. In the case

We

the lazy ones were.

almost never saw them-unless

boundaries of Butler University on-

campus

u^re

is

extra freedoms were

appreciated and considered highly-

by Jenette Michalak

start

I

3U Lived He

Be Homel

A

.skid

finds

of cookies from Sam's Club

Marty

According

in the

to Eric,

bathroom.

many of the

men'?

arguments are about groceries and
food. (Photo by Jenette Michalak)

Clay, Eric Marty and Jeff atop the

hill

overlooking 1-65. Behind them

the

Courtyards

at

share a two

bedroom apartment.

Kessler where the

is

men

(Photo by Jenette Michalak)

Marty with e\ery pot and pan in the
place. While Mart> usuall\ made
dinner for himself, his roommates ate

sandwiches and cereal.

(Photo by

Jenette Michalak)
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Sorting through returned books takes

up
Matt Potochick. a computer lab
assistant, gives a

few pointers

Redman,

a lot of time for Sheila

who works

to

at

Irwin Library. (Photo by

Dana Simonetti)

Alumni Affairs" Bill Farkas. (Photo by
Dana Simonetti)
Joe Kirsch looks up a holding for a

m the

student

Science Library (Photo

Dana Simonetti)

b\

u.^

i

^

BUTLER

Freshman John Lehner adjusts some of
equipment in the new fitness center

the
in

Atherton Union. (Photo by Dana

Simonetti)

Jeff

Bonez spends

selling

a lot of his time

Gavels and sweatshirts

Butler Bookstore. (Photo by

in the

Dana

Simonetti)

(dork,
Many

students

they attend college.

work while

Some work

for

d^ork

oyor((,

Welcome

Affairs, Telefund. Bookstore,

Center, Admissions, Writer's Studio,

and sosn more

work study had problems
gaining employment.
recipients of

spending money; others work for

Residence Halls, Hinkle Fieldhouse,

school costs; yet others work out of

and Clowes Memorial Hall. These jobs

heer boredom. Students

provided a convenient way for students

almost did not receive

without transportation to earn money.

assistantship because Dr.

are both

erripioyed on and off campus. Career

was

Services provide students with

Change occurs

assistance in obtaining jobs.

and
SiLiden?

employmea"
campus.

were

i::

workers found

mimsrous

Se-.iira! '>r

at the libraries

offices

on

these positions
the Health Center,

it

all

the time

did this year within the Career

to hire a

happen and

I

got the job.

It

has been a

happy

facilities that

work study

employed students

applicants.

Work

to hire

helped pay part of students' checks.

many

I

am

got an opportunity to

work

with him."

who were

off campus.

seniors to acclimate themselves to

Campus jobs were
wonderful for different reasons for
different people.

Everyone

involved with Butler appreciated

and the

Career Services promoted

These job

fairs

It

the job market.

the opportunities

local businesses to

participate in their Friday Connections.

not

employment

also profitable for juniors and

they provided.

and attracted several

students in

obtaining jobs; but, tho,se

I

study was

financed through the government, and

This assisted

that

was

fairs

for students to

work

study applicant. Luckily this did not

great learning experience, and

departments and

iabs. Collegian, Drift. Marriott.
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had

teachers

Luechauer

Services office. Career Services

Fitness Center. compi.!-er labs, tutoring

Student

told that he

my

encouraged

all

were a popular way
obtain

Senior Jennifer Rosen said, "I

C6ork

throughout the year. The job

occurred several times

by Dana Simonetti

results that

THE R.A

.

.

IS

ALWAYS

RIGHT.

International unit

members Yong Lee,

Michael Shaffer, Kathy Larson, and Marie Cho eat while listening

to visitation

.

m?s

Here's The
Top

10

TV Shows at Butler

Melrose Place

1

Top

10 Places for Steamy

Midnight Rendevous
The shower stalls of Schwitzer
The soccer field goal box
3.
The 50-yard line at the Butler
Bowl
4.
Holcomb Gardens
5.
C-Club (in the back booth)
6.
The Science Library
7.
The Sound Attenuation Room,
Speech Pathology Lab
8.
The Delt House
9.
The parking lot at ResCo
1

2.

Days of our Lives

3.

Martin

4.

The Simpson's

5.

Seinfeld

6.

Murphy Brown
Rush Limbaugh

2.

7.
8.

Beavis and Butthead

9.

The

10.

Price

is

Right

Video Call-in Channel

Hottest Drinks to Sink

Gallahue 108

10.

1.

Miller Genuine Draft (bottled)

2.

Rolling

Rock

What would you do without
so many benches on

3.

Fuzzy Navel

4.

Strawberry Margarita

5.

Slippery Nipple

6.

Long

7.

Amaretto Sour

8.

Jack Daniels and anything

2. "I'd

9.

Natural Light (Snu house)

parks."

10.

campus?

Tea

Island Iced

Cement Mixer (on your

Lines to Live

I'd

1.

house

people

21st)

the

all

my

in

scam them from nearby

my

3. "I'd

have sex

in

4.

probably

fall

I'd

homeless

room."

room."

on

my

face

walking back from Lambda Chi."

By

5.

Try

sitting in

GRASS,

a very

natural part of life."

Bulldog Night!

1.

It's

2.

HOT!!
did what

night?

last

3.

I

4.

Wait, she told

6. "Stand

me you were

her brother!
out of

school 25 years and just finish

paying back
6.

Party

7.

I

all

have a

all

my

loans.

day, p;irty

all

if

do

up
10.

you'd

like to

on

Butler students do

their time off than just lie

and too

it.

I

would have kept

at all the last six

weeks.

Breaks are great except for

come

before them.

don't know!

Look around!

something we will never have
consider!"

Would

start

smoking

in

Jordan

What do you like least about

1.

Conservatism!!!

2.

The "players" on campus.
Everybody always knows

3.

Everything about Anything you
do.
4.

Gossip.

5.

Dr. Berry's Physiology.

Snobby Greeks.
The walk from Hinkle
Alpha Phi house.
6.

more

7.

Connors

back and

SWEETER THAN CANDY ON A

6.

The Bulldog
The Patio
The Vogue
Ben and Jerry's
The Teke house

STICK. During her

7.

Ike's and Jonesie's

ifti)»J6liit(fte«(StDHPEbeo' laydtititelkind

SasttgHdO lend a helping hand. (Photo

3.

by Rachel Stoeppler)

4.
5.

trip to

10.

do now."

tired

Most Happenin' Hangouts

WHAT SEEMS TO BE THE
TROUBLE?

to do.

I'd study if

the finals that

to

I

less tuition."

Butler Life?

Too much

9.

Pay

Hall again."

stay the night.

to

8.

9. "I

night!

REALLY

comfortable couch

8.

Exactly what

It's

You know, when I'm

5.

up."

7.

Broad

Ripple, Kristin Phillips takes a few

8.

Finals!

9.

People leaving campus on

weekends.
10.

Bookstore prices.

1 1

$30 parking

tickets.

Sports Bar

Babes

to the

by Jeneite Michalak

Some

things never

changed. Students attended
college in order to earn an

education. Thus, studying and

composed

attending class

the

majority of students' lives.

Academics was and
always be the
students

come

late at night

real reason

why

Studying

to Butler.

with classmates and

friends, drinking lots of

Dew

will

Mountain

and coffee, and eating Taco

Bell and Pizza Hut, were various
tactics students

awake and

until the last

impossible
part

what

employed

to stay

finish papers put off

minute, and cram for

tests.

really

This was in large

made up

academics.

The

special one-on-one

with professors

at

Butler was

another prime example as to

young

why

adults choose to attend this

University.

The opportunities were

boundless to become friends and
confidants with professors.

CANT SLEEP THERE ANYMORE.

Academics provided students with
the chances to

engage not only

classes, but in friendships with

mentors that would

last a lifetime,

or at least contained a lifetime of

memories.
Overall, academics

one area

was the
was

in college life that

most rewarding. Not only did
students absorb important

information that would enhance
their life opportunities, but they

also developed interpersonal
skills,

which coald be an

extremely valuable

18

asset.

Robertson Hall, completed
originally a

in

womens

in 1942.

dormitory and

was
is

now

used for classrooms, offices and to hold
receptions. (Photo by Rachel Stoeppler)

cademics

LETS TALK POLITICS.
Dr. David

Mason speak

visit to Butler. (Plioto

Jennifer Christensen and

to

Senator Lugar during his

by Robert Stalcup)
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s

""Students

clean." Dr.

mention

Levy

Fm..."')

ai-e

very blonde and very

The

sighed.

('"Don't forget to

good-humored, laid-back,

handsome, and NOT-blonde professor

New Jersey

where there

""Both at Butler

culture.

the people are (blonde

In

New

is

more of an

and around Indianapolis

and clean)."

Jersey no one hears about

Butler, he said, though

rep

it's

in a regional area,

Wherever

I

go

and

I

well

it is

in Indiana..."

I

get special attention

am on

the faculty at Butler.

in the state

when people know

growing

is

now

throughout the country; right

known

from

is

alternative

That's veiy nice."

The

missed on

alternative culture he

arrival has started to appear; with verve

"Look

for Indianapolis to

become

he said,

the next

Seattle, the next cultural hot spot," in the next

two decades or

so,

with Butler an important

intellectual center. "I

can really see Butler

becoming a place where students

all

over the

country are going to rush to come."

Hmmmmm? Well,

we do

live in the

Amateur Sports Capital of the World,

a clean,

on-the-verge-of-chic city, with Butler attracting
national political personalities and entertainers
to

Clowes. The Visiting Writer's Series draws

the best poets in the country

winning
itself

and many awardcampus, which

fiction writers to the

one of the most

The campus and

is

attractive parts of the city.

community

the outlying

are

responding to each other through the Writer'
Studio and other Butler programs, creating

mutual benefits.

"We

have exciting young faculty

are the equal to

major schools

young faculty

in the

tongue slightly

in

at

country."

many

Then he

that

of the
said,

cheek, "They bring spirited

and eclectic academic discourse to the
university."

Dr.

What.'?

Levy has taught

at the

University of

Pennsylvania, the Philadelphia College of

Pharmacy and Science, and Johns Hopkins;
first

book, in

its

second printing,

is

courses at Michigan and Syracuse,

used

his

in

among

other

schools.

by Matthew Burden
Dr.

Andrew Levy,

Assistant

Professor of English, chats

with senior Shannon

Murphy

outside of the

English office

in

Jordan

Levy has been at
Butler for two years and

Hall. Dr.

brings to this university

youth and

20

vitality.

)

Faces change,
buildings arise, and

boulevards are

transformed into
beautiful malls.

Veteran professor

Milton Farber has been
at

Butler since 1961 in

the history department

and has witnessed

this

university change into

what

it

today. (Photo

is

by Angela Clore)

X^ctemn ^n^cssoT pnvlAcs
RcAxM
)(

1

msi^kt

i^l>

'^PitUr^s p^st

may

be graying, his

Though
is still

httle signs

Ohio

p.m.

his hair

as sharp as a knife

and he shows

of his age. This Miami of Ohio and

State graduate

is

who

Dr. Farber,

has

University

countries.

He

states,

and other

then said that he thinks

to pull in students

from

Butler diversity.

although Butler's tuition

He

it is

good

different places to give

served as one of Butler's finest history

also pointed out that

may seem

high-

it is

nothing compared to east coast schools.

recalled that

-il (>i

more students

trying to pull in

professors for over 32 years.

He grew up

.

is

from the eastern and western

in

Ohio and has taught

at

both Ohio State and Butler University. Farber

n

an A ^Htnre

n
mind

'8

to

there

when he

arrived at Butler (in 1961

was no Irwin Library, no Gallahue Hall

and no Clowes. Butler's appearance has

With so many changes over

changed? "No!" retorted Farber, "Butler has
always been basically an undergraduate school

improved throughout the years, but have the

and

students changed? "Not really,"

this fact.

Farber.
little

"The students

better, but

commented

Dr. Farber gave his insight to

pride in

in

1977-8,

memory of Butler
when he was the chairman

of the committee that wrote and revised the

"We've

said,
I

little

Dr. Farber' s fondest

took place

always had good professors, but

.seemed to take a

maybe a

are the same,

when he

He

still is."

mostly the same."

professors' changes

the past

few years, have the goals of the University

think they are

more specialized than they once were."

constitution of faculty. In that year the faculty

adopted Farber' s plan and made him a very

happy man. "That was

my

finest hour,"

beamed

Farber.

With a growing campus, more students
and more specialized professors,

is

Butler

becoming more nationally recognized

as

some

Dr. Farber has spent

Butler and

I

asked him what

many

it

was

years here at
that has

would have us believe? Farber thinks a moment

made him

and then responds, "There are more people

(Butler) has a sort of family aura about

(students) not

from

this area

coming

into

stay here for so long.

He

replied. "It
it. I

am

happy here."

Butler."

by Tainmie Cagle
Dr. Farber explained that because of a

decline in population in the Midwest, the
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Dr. David Waite, head of the Speech

department, discusses debating tactics with

Sophomore Sheila Redman and Junior
Sohini Gupta.
Dr. Michael Shelley. Associate Professor of

Education, intrigues his class with

magnificent

Dr. Sally Beck, Professor of Psychology,
explains to her students the

and how

it

human

brain

functions.

Dr. Albert Steiner. Chair of the Classical

Languages Department, looks on while
junior

22

Wade

Fosnot plays with a computer

art

work.

)r.

Tim

Murrel, Chris Bell.

Ann Yocum

alumna and Rockette chorus line
member), Presidenl Geoffrey Bannister,
Rockette Lynn Sullivan. Butler Bulldog
Mascot, and Don Rizzo show off their legs
(Butler

one spring afternoon when the Rockettes
visited

Clowes

Hall.

Dr. Marshall Gregory, Chair of the English

Department, discus.ses American

literature

with his students.

Janos Horvalh, Professor of Economics, pauses before making an important point.
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.ALWAYS NICE TO SEE YOU.
Kwadvvo Anokwa
talk to students
in the

is

who

Dr.

always ready

COME TALK TO ME.

to

Horvath stands

stop by his office

journalism department. (Photo by

bookcases

his

Jordan

by Rachel Stoeppler)

On

As students entered their

Dr. Janos

by

in his office in

Hall. (Photo

Rachel Stoeppler)

stately

the other hand,

collegiate career they were

often advisors were simply part

assigned an advisor depending

of the red tape of drop/add and

They could

on their major. These individuals

scheduling.

had a powerful effect on incoming

have become one more person

freshmen. The majority of

new

that a student

had

to track

easily

down

students had no clue what to take,

before a change was completed.

who

This was where sometimes

to take, or

when

to take

it.

That was where an advisor
stepped in. Sophomore Joel Elliot

advisors

were more of

a

my

than
a
help.
hindrance
Sophomore Jim Wolf, reflecting

advisor

knew my name without

on his advisor, remarked, "It took

looking

at

concluded,

"I like the fact that

her

him an hour to

files."

get the

computer

Many advisors virtually
planned entire schedules or

Academic advisors

suggested the best professors.

could have made a world of

This impact could have virtually

difference, or they could have

decided whether a

succeeded or

new

failed.

student

been simply part of the routine.

Freshman

Asjunior Anne Erfort explained,

Brian Mueller stated, "My advisor

"My

made

for

the difference.

he helped

me choose

Every class
turned out

advisor was always there

me. She knew what she was

doing."

great."

by Matthew Carlson

LET'S

DO BUSINESS.

Always busy

Dr. Fernandez talks on the telephone

and poses for her picture

at the

same

time. (Photo by Rachel Stoeppler)
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was something every one

hadtogothrough. Itdiscriminated against

no one. For some

it

was welcome relief

from the norm. For others

it

was

just

something else that pulled a GPA down.

Whether it provided

for a well-rounded

student or created yet another obstacle

on the way

to graduation. Butler"s core

curriculum sparked mixed reactions.

Every student who has passed
through Butler regardless of major has

been required

to take classes in each

of

fivedistinct divisions along with courses

Change and

in physical education.

and computer literacy. These

Tradition,

from

five divisions included e\'erything

botany to art history. "Being undecided
I

liked the fact that

I

had

wide

to take a

variety ofcourses,"claimed Brian Prisby

freshman,

"It

helped

me make up my

mind."

Others felt that taking courses
outside their majorwas simply awasteof

time.AsJenFuquajuniorEnglishmajor,

"Why do

concurred,

science course?
other hand,

many

have to take a

I

never use it." On the

I" 11

thought that certain

courses were a nice break from those in
their major. Pat

Klem. junior pharmacy

major, explained,
It

gave

'

really enjoyed C&T.

'I

me a chance to take a class with

people with lives."

The

of the

intent

core

curriculum was to provide a student with
a well rounded education.

Sophomore

biology major. Josh Clark, expounded,
"I didn't want to go toatrade school.

consequently added,

"

"He

"My favoriteclasses

have been those outside

my major, such

as anthropology."

For some

it

was

torture or a

waste of time, but others received great
benefit fi-om the core curriculum.

fourth-year

Hezer summed
liked e\ery

but then
in

I

As

pharmacy student Ke\in
it

up. "I

may

not have

one of my required

didn't e\en like

all tlie

classes,

courses

my major."

by Matthew Carlson

The main academic

building. Jordan Hall, rises high above the sunken courtvard

front of Gallahue. (Photo

i

by Rachel Stoeppler)
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Hit by a club
Butler University
for

its

interests.

One

different clubs

found

is

well-known

Gardens as an environmental project.

sponsored many trips with the hopes

and

Psychology Club consists of

of giving students a first-hand look

diversity of students

in the

sign of this

is

the

and organizations

various academic areas.

These organizations allow for social
overlooked

in the

society.

into the financial

world outside of

Marsha

more about psychology in
The club sponsors many

Bradford
commented, "The Finance Club's
Butler.

guest speakers to discuss relevant

opportunities are great. Being able

issues and cases. Clay Fleischer

to

classroom. Most

expressed admiration for these

day work

students involved find these clubs to

lecturers,

be enjoyable as well as important for

and hear

the social interactions

among

the

"The opportunity

to see

clinical psychologists has

influenced me greatly with regard to

my

go to a firm or bank that I may one
in,

and see what the

atmosphere is really like is something
really neat about Butler."

The club

paired up with other organizations

on campus to sponsor guest speakers,

members. The following clubs and
organizations are just a few of the

interest in

many

psychological problems in

members

special field-related films. Together,

of society affect

of us

at Butler.

Butler Biology Club was run by

studies.

Learning

about the possible ways in which

give resume

tips,

or even watch

is

the business sector of Butler exposed

have the

the students to their areas of interest

Brad expressed

chance to experience such .speakers."

or concerns, especially for the future.

positive feelings for the club

The group met and discussed

"Biology Club enhanced

current issues, oftentimes adding to

opportunities for students of

by

material covered in class. Jeff

majors to enhance their learning

planning events and activities that

Flannagan commented on the club,

experiences to areas outside of the

added

"Psychology Club

classroom. These organizations were

senior Brad Houts

who

as the President.

many
and

stated,

functioned

the experience of biology majors

to

the regular classroom

learning." Biology

many

field trips

Club planned
to

ecological

fascinating.

way

all

I'm glad

is

I

an excellent

for professors, students

and

Concurrently, the clubs supplied

a

all

valuable part of the diverse

guest speakers to get together on a

education gained by the students.

new

This setting allows for

The opportunities presented were

Indiana University and Purdue. The

candid discussions on relevant

beneficial for the present, but

members of the club were very active

topics."

connections

stations, located in

such places as

level.

well as judging grade

Finance Club represents a chance

school and high school science fairs

for finance majors to gain experience

in tutoring, as

throughout Indianapolis. The club

through the visitation of firms,

Holcomb

companies and banks. The club

recently planted trees in

26

learning

that are interested in

otherwise

may be

contacts that

members

made now were

especially important for the future.

by Jenette Michalak

I

I

A walk

through the second floor of Jordan

Hall is all that is necessary to find out what
clubs are meeting where and why. (Photo

by Rachel Stoeppler)
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EAT,

STUDY OR

SLEEP. Pharmacy

majors Michael Shaffer and Sanjiv
Patel

cram

employ different study habits to
for the exam. (Photo by Rachel

I

DREAM OF AN

takes a

'A". Elizabeth

much needed break

Cook

before

continuing with her work.

Stoeppler)

STUDY HABITS
NOT JUST ALL-NIGHTERS
Study hard enough and
study long enough and someday
will

pay

off.

At

least that

Students found a number

it

was what

of odd places to study, or

Here were just a

our parents told us. Did Butler

pretended

students agree? Apparently so, or

couple of the weirdest places

at least

they said they did.

asked where, when,
they study,

it

When

how and why

became

to.

students said they liked to put their

nose

to the grindstone:

clear that

TOP TEN STRANGEST
PLACES (OR WAYS)
BUTLER STUDENTS

students here took their studies

(and their sense of humor) very
seriously.

STUDY:
When

asked their favorite

place to study, most students
replied, "in

my room

although there were a few

die hard

C-Club

asked

how many

to six hours."

asked the time they

generally study, students stated

7pm

on a rock

8.

in the

roommate

on average, most responded, "four

times from

9.

is

in the river

hallway (when a
sleeping)

fans.

hours per day they spent studying

When

outside

or in the

library."

When

10.

to

7.

in the cafeteria

6.

on the Stairmaster

5.

upside-down

4.

at

3.

in the

shower

2.

in the

bathroom

1

.

4

AM in a car

outside on one of the

many

Butler benches

2am.

by

Tammie Cagle

TM COMFORTABLE. A desk

is

not a

necessity in order to study. (Photo by
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Rachael Schumann)

Amy

Crosby finds the peace

unci quiet

she needs to concentrate in Schwitzer's

Dana

study lounge. (Photo by

Herman and

Chris

friends discover the

benefits of group study in

Simonetti)

ResCo.

(Photo by Dana Simonetti)

What Do You Mean Another Exam
be nice

Many
forward

Butlei studenLs look

if

time they will be

to the

many times it is necessary to take very
large exams like the LSAT. GRE.
or

DAT to get out of Butler

and move onto "bigger and

Many

better."

exams

juniors take these

in

order to get their scores back before
their senior year. This

when

is

the

"application processes" begin. Nearly
all

types of graduate schools require

some

exam

sort of entrance

be

to

taken to complete the application
process.

didn't run for 8 hours on a

Saturday."

finished taking exams. Unfortunately,

MCAT,

it

?

These exams

reflect courses

studied since the beginning semester

of college, and oftentimes require

much review and

preparation. This

process can be very time consurning

and require the student
dedicated to get through

be \ery

to

all.

it

Graduate school

many
it

is

an option

Butler grads consider. Whether

be to complete their educations, or to

rnove up a bracket

GRE

is

an

come

tax time, the

es.sential step to

graduate

school acceptance. Psychology major
Jeff Flannagan

taking the

commented.

"1 will

be

GRE in the fall of next year.

I hope to study and prepare for it this
upcoming summer, while I am working
on my research project on campus. I
hope to be able to make time so I do not

have
the

to get all the

reviewing done

at

same time as my classes next year."

RogerCutshall recently completed the

GRE
test
It

and described the exam. "The
reminded me of an extended SAT.

seemed simple and

over with.

1

I

am glad

I

got

it

reviewed the material

beforehand by using the practice book

Mark Schymik took

the

DAT in October, and commented on
his preparation for the

exam.

"It

that

came with the application book.

worked out

very difficult to find time to study for

my

regular classes

had

to use a lot

and the DAT. I
of weekends and be

very careful about using free time.
really

my

think

studying

preparation helped a

well on the exam.

lot-

was

It

I

and

did pretty

I

a big relief to

have a good score."
Charissa Dresden,
to take the

"A

lot

my

scheduled

MCAT in April, declared.
I

was supposed
it.

the worst part of the

students.

These years can also be

times of preparation and dedication to

be ready for the years aiiead. Admission
tests require

time and effort to ensure

a place in the graduate school of choice.

The

re\

test. It

enjoying these exams, nearly

admit their importance

in

all

to

can

the post-

Butler world.

to learn

freshman year here, and

forgotten a lot of

Kaus Christopher goes it alone in Irwin
Library. (Photo by Dana Simonetti)

is

of the sections on the exam

were things

Junior and senior year are

times of excitement for college

Although no smdent would admit

who

It

pretty well."

was

I

have

iewing

is

h\ Jenette .Michalak

w ould also
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In Appreciation
There are many groups of people

by name and always made

me happy

functioning on Butler's campus that

tobe

add special elements to our lives

be friends with a lunch lady.

everyday,

but

oftentimes

go

at

Atherton.

I

never thought I'd
It

was

just talking to the people that passed

"He was one of the

kinda neat."

range from dining hall workers to
secretaries. Regardless of location

conscious effort to greet students by

to try to get to

on campus, these special people

name.

Kay Smith commented,
"Gladys was always really nice, and
she usually made me laugh. I liked

said hi

deserve recognition.

Dining halls are awkward places
for students, especially

when

they

Jerri

to see her

are used to the togetherness of family

night."

meals and home-cooked dinners.

ResCo.

There were, however,

men

women

Club

people was Ellen Gudorf. and she

to

usually

worked

in Atherton.

Marty

Buening reported. "Ellen knew me

hi to her

every

She was a valuable asset

With

and

worked in our dining
facilities that made the atmosphere
of mealtimes very warm and
comfortable. One of these special
that

and say

many

me

was

He

talked to

my major and other things

about

know me. He always

and stopped

in the

to talk

while

campus were

daily with students and

work.
Patience
and
organization were necessary in these

paper

Campus

offices.

In the

office,

Mrs. Candy Brady was

They

were mobbed from lunch hour

until

and the employees had

Activities

responsible for the smooth sailing of

almost

was

all activities at

Butler.

She

crucial for keeping account

order

information, tracking locations of

through each day. Al McElroy

events, clearance from authorities,

was one of these people. Al enjoyed

and records for anything and

remain especially patient

to get

in

Parents are in need of appreciation too.

of

30

I

C-Club."

Offices through

swamped

Campus

Activities

everything an individual would need

know

to

to

sponsor an event on

campus.
Matt Hoff

people that

first

talked to on campus.

C-

responsibilities for its workers.

late at night,

I

new

the renovation of the

came

to

Gillihan

described her interactions with Al.

Gladys Wilson worked at
ResCo's dining room and made a

unacknowledged. These individuals

Kim

through the club.

was

"Mrs. Brady

stated.

all campus
She was the heart of the
office and made sure deadlines were

the one that ran

activities.

met and everything stayed in order.
She deserved much more credit than
she got."

There were several other groups
of people that

made

successful. Facilities
the

this

Media Center. Building Services,
et cetera were all

housekeeping,

crucial aspects to the success of

Butler's

community.

These

individuals deserved good Samaritan

awards.

by Jenette Michalak

The Butler Parents of the Year, Mrs. Cand\ Brad\

and Mrs. Debbie Wiley of Sports Marketing, stand beside

husbands. (Photo by Bob Stalcup)

campus

management,

their

The labs
summer,

in

Gallahue are pretty empty

in

but as Lina Pa|unar has

discovered, the truits ot her labor are
bountiful (Photos by Jason

Summer

Research and Internships

Valuable Experience
So, you say that there

is

nothing to

over the summer. Your days are
)ng

and

filled

with Donahue, Wheel

Fortune, and

f

Days of Our

Lives.

[ow about an internship or research
roject to

fill

up the time?

Senior Stephanie Leslie, chemistry
lajor,

did just

me working

She spent her

made from

which hopefully will stop Retro

lants

iruses,
f

that.

with drugs

such as AIDS and some types

Leukemia.

is

the cJCey to Success

participated.

The

efficient.

projects provided a valuable

learning experience for
participated.

Leslie

who

all

commented,

taught

how

you

independendy and

Mike

to

in
"It

think

Hostetler, junior actuarial

the insurance firm

fall

;mester followed by a proposal in
le

spring.

itailed a

Inly,

It

was acompetition which

two thousand

about

dollar grant.

sixteen

actually

at

Nationwide

in

him

statements.

make

their

He

the investment

actuarial department.

required

summer experience
He

through the math department.

responded

to

information sent to the

resume.

Where doing an

science major, also helped get an

worked

one wrote a

to

Hostetler

university with a cover letter and

critically."

30ut eight weeks.

end of the

office or

companies sent

received his

She further explained,

Columbus, Ohio.

Fir.st,

fliers that

you could not necessarily use
class."

edge on his career by doing a summer

at the

from

individual departments.

internship in

of intent

Internships were generally acquired

by going through the Co-op

"You used up to date equipment that

The research projects usually lasted
tter

Domenick)

His duties

to generate financial
In addition he helped

computer system more

summer

internship or a

research project,

it

was

apparent that they were beneficial.
Hostetler noted, "It

was

better to get

hand experience. You got more
from first hand experience than any
first

textbook."
Leslie also confirmed this idea, "I

learned more in the eight
research program than
past courses because
the

knowledge

I

I

I

week

did in

had

to

have learned

my

apply
to

my

project."

by Matthew Carlson
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Traditionally, there
to

be learned

Bulldogs

though

at college.

this is

much

is

much

For

no exception,

of this learning

experience happens before any of

them ever

If
is

set foot in a

classroom.

they learn that the world

an unfair place in need of

service and prayer,

it is

by going

Into the Streets with Student

Government Association (SGA),
or by helping out with the

YMCA's

If
is

Giving Tree.

they learn that the world

made more

a place

interesting

by diversity and multiculturalism,
it is

as a part of

Demia, or the

Black Student Union (BSU).

If
is

they learn that the world

a place that can be changed,

and

that they

change

how

it,

have the power

to

they do- and they learn

as a part of the

community

of students that constitute Student
Organizations.

So even

if

they

occasionally miss class (and

every once in a while there are a

few who

do). Bulldogs learn their

lesson- and

what a lesson

life is.

I

OBJECT YOUR HONOR.

courtroom
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witli (left to right)

Dr.

David Waite discusses how

Sheila

members of Butler's new Mock

to

appear professional

Redman. Sohini Gupta, and

Trial Association Club. (Photo

Christie Laukaitis,

by Robert Stalcup)

in

a

tganizations
II

#
'

-

I
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LOVE ROCK AND ROLL.

along to "Love Shack,"" the

Students sing

last

song of the

night during the C-Club's grand opening.

(Photo by Rachel Stoeppler)

^

Alliance Seeks To Set Campus Straight
Whether they are invitations etched in bathroom stalls all over
campus in hopes of organizing a sexual rendezvous, or signs left by
homophobic pranksters hoping to stir some entertaining return
dialogue

—

the

problem

is

the same. Gays, lesbians and bisexuals

take brave steps to be open because of a resounding disapproval for

on campus. At best there is a(n Archie) Bunker-esque
Meathead! If they would just keep their distance
and bother nobody, I wouldn't have no problem with any of them."
Needing a support group to face Butler's lukewarm attitude,
homosexuals and bisexuals formed a group in 1989, the Butler
Alliance, which became an official campus organization the next
year. Just like Campus Crusade or Black Student Union, Buder
their "kind"

attitude: "Listen

Alliance

a group formed to celebrate

is

its

culture, nurture

its

members, and educate the public.
The Alliance, which includes both homosexuals and heterosexuals,

is

an organization lead by four officers called Spoke Folk.

This unique dtle alleviates any chance of being politically incorrect,

and

it

fosters the atdtude that the Alliance is trying to capture

—

for itself

equality for

all.

Spoke Folk Emily Gibbons, a freshman theater major, is not
homosexual but she felt compelled to join because she dislikes
bigotry. "I had a lot of friends (in high school) who
were... 'questionable' and people would be like, 'Hey, hey, are your
friends gay?" and I would be like, 'Hey, hey, I don't know,' and I
started to see homophobia was so dumb."
The Alliance holds meetings every Wednesday, said Spoke Folk
Juliette Nehring. On consecutive Wednesdays they get together
and have a Video Night (the night I went they settled into chairs,
with chips, cake, and pop, to watch the old James Gamer/Julie
Andrews comedy VictorA^ictoria ). Sharing/Support Night, Speaker
Night, and TLC Night. It is a needed time to feel comfortable,
supported, and to hang out with faculty advisor Dr. Burton Woodruff.

The Alliance

is

trying hard to get the university to include

"sexual orientation" in

its

non-discrimination policy, found in

Butler literature sent to prospective and incoming students.
bers believe
in the

it

is

all

Mem-

also important for this infonnation to be included

Student Handbook. Right

now

there

is

no discrimination

in

university-sponsored clubs, but the Alliance wants to see the policy
written to include scholarship, admission, and residence hall appli-

cadons.

"We wanted

to

have something a

little

stronger than a support

group.. .all people are afraid of the dark, because
are we," said Juliette Nehring.

The environment

it is

unknown.. .so

for gays, lesbians

and bisexuals has improved since the founding of the Alliance five
years ago, but the writing on the wall says the campus has a lot more
to

Jeam about accepdng them, and providing an

equitable, suitable

environment for gays, lesbians and bisexuals, just as
tempted

V,

ith

it

has

at-

our black and Christian students.

Sorry pal, no smoking and no pets. (Photo by

Rachel Stoeppler)
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The Crusade Marches On
Campus Crusade for Christ,
CCC, was an active and important

'

way to get together and discuss our

each other

in the

religious lives, while learning more

and plan a

visit to Jeff

God through each other. We

middle of the day

spiritual

group for students on
Butler's campus. This group inter-

about

are a close group that meets to-

leyball or cook-out.

acted in a way that was special from

gether several times a week.

turn out fun

any other group on campus.

It

was

aChristian melange of students and

it

is

I

think

we have had such

fortunate

great faculty to

work with."

increased quickly, and was a great

form of unity

for the university.

house (our sponsors) to play vol-

Interactions through fraternities,

These days
and there is always
something cooky happening when

sororities, and the housing units
were bridges tying all comers of

we

The group, comprised of

and Suzie's

all

get together off campus.

campus

together.

I

Overall, the group was involved

with religious studies and discus-

ap-

have been blessed to have found

pose of the Crusade accentuated

proximately 30 members, engaged

good Christian fellowship on

sions that heightened both indi-

the importance of religion through

in all sorts

Butler's campus."

vidual and collective spirituality

small group Bible studies, weekly

regular nights set aside for bible

Special activities planned by the

meetings called Prime Time, and

Crusade took place oftentimes dur-

interested adults.

The threefold pur-

of activity. Besides the

sage of Jesus Christ on campus.

weekly discussion
meetings, the Crusade focused on
many social events to have some

Staff members sponsoring the group

fun.

were Jeff and Suzie Daratony and
Deborah Foxworth. Together, these

planned a day

independent spreading of the mes-

studies and

In the spring, the
at

Crusade

Eagle Creek Park

ing Prime

Time which took place

on Thursday
ers

who

nights.

Guest speak-

occasionally visited Cru-

levels

and faith in God. Staff mem-

CCC

ber and

Sponsor, Suzie

Daratony, described the group, "I

worked

at

addition to

Campus Crusade,

in

my

at

work
have worked

full-time

Butler. Since

for a cook-out, and a day in the sun.

members from
the city- wide Campus Crusade The

individuals interacted with the stu-

Also, a Barn Bash

district directors

Butler's atmosphere

dents to plan activities and events

fall,

inspiring religious and personal en-

party.

ergy

among

the

Shane Gildner described Camis

in the

and

Debbie Reece enjoyed the spon-

members.

pus Crusade, "The group

was held

as a time to get together

a great

taneity of the group's activities

and

explained, "Sometimes we will call

sade included staff

.

also frequently

I

at

other campuses, I realize how great
is.

Students

appeared for presentations to
Butler's students. Another interesting aspect was the interactions
of the Greek members at prayer

can both take advantage of leader-

and discussion

people."

.services.

This trend

ship and

grow

spiritually.

Cru-

sade offers a fun atmosphere, as
well as spiritually stimulating

Members

of

Campus Crusade

having a great time
Spring Break.

for Christ are

Daytona Beach during
Top from left to right: Holly
in

Banuelos. Annette Wilson, Regina Houts.

Laurel Birkey, Kristina Dorgan, Susie

Daratony

(staff). Karen Dougherty; Bottom:
Bryan Brenner. Kent Hassett. Chris Bi ttinger.

Matt Baine, Joshua Ruwet. Jeff Daratony
(staff), Jason Upham. (Photo donated by

Ryan

Fuller)
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,

Butler

YMCA

Responsibility, Awareness, Unity
Spring Sing, Geneva Stunts,

Freshman Weekend. It would be
hard to imagine the campus without them.

vital role in past years.

These events

how-

did not happen on their own;
ever, they

were the product of great

on the

efforts

,*^.

They have played such a

part of the Butler

YMCA

in order to create greater

campus

unity.

"YMCA promotes awareness of
the outside world with

pro-

its

grams," indicated Brad Gesse,

sophomore, and the organization'
secretary.

Some

programs

that the

of the additional

YMCA

spons

sored were Giving Tree. Direction

iH^v

and the coordination of vol-

Sports,

unteer activity.

11
f&^l^
.

The organization' s role on campus was geared toward programs.

mm

^8

In addition to being one of the
largest active student organizations
at Butler,

it

was able

to tap

its

vast

resources of people to execute

%

i

^

its

As Gesse explained, "It gets
people out into the community and
goals.

brings people together."

Not only did

the

YMCA

help

bring the campus together with such

and

staple events as Spring Sing

Geneva Stunts, it also benefited its

P

members. Chris Twedt, Chairperson of the Giving Tree, added, "You

meet a

lot

of people and also get

involved outside of Butler."

As Brad Gesse concluded,
provides responsibility and

"It

in turn

makes you aware of helping

^^^^1

oth-

ers."

YMCA

officer Chris

S1^

fPhoto by Rachel Stoeppler)

1

m
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^

\
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^

^
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s

R^

Twedt volunleers her

time with the Direction Sports program.
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YMCA

members Amanda

Bell, Alicia

Vonderheide, Allison Syrcle, and Angela

Woodall

are

teers as well.

SGA

Into the Streets volun-

The two groups are often one
it comes to big commu-

and the same when

nity service projects like this one. (Photo

by

Rachel Stoeppler)

Giving Tree Director and
Chris

Twedt and

YMCA President,

Julie Yancich, share Dr.

Seuss with children

at their Valentine's pro-

gram.

Officers and

members capture

one of

most

their

a

memory of

"heart-felt" events

annual Valentine's

—

the

Day volunteer party.
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BACCHUS Educates
Peer Educators is a student organization that

was formed

in the fall

of 1 983. In the spring of 1 994, Peer

Educators became affiliated with

national

the

organization

of

BACCHUS, an acronymfor "Boost
Alcohol Consciousness Concerning the Health of University Students."

The purpose of Peer Educators/

BACCHUS is to educate Butler students about alcohol, drug use, eating disorders and stress manage-

ment. Peer Educators inform students in order to encourage respon-

making by them.
sponsored two allcampus events. The first was in the
sible decision

BACCHUS

fall

during National Collegiate Al-

Week when

cohol Awareness

BACCHUS had informational programs andmocktails (non-alcoholic
drinks).

the

The second event was

spring

in

BACCHUS

when

planned a Safe Spring Break pro-

gram designed
to

to

remind students

make responsible

ing

decisions dur-

This year
had a "Family Feud"
and an ice cream eating contest bespring

break.

BACCHUS

fore spring break.

The president of

BACCHUS,

Stacy Schroeder, was asked what
she would hke students to

know

BACCHUS and she replied,
"BACCHUS is a group that neither
about

condemns nor condones alcohol. It
simply asks that you use it responsibly."

April Elliott, Laura Antos, and Stacy

Schroeder attend a convention

in Florida

concerning many problems that students
are confronted with while attending college,

"Boost Alcohol Consciousness Con-

cerning the Health of University Students".

BACCHUS

strove to educate Butler stu-

dents about alcohol, drug use, eating disorders and stress management, (Photo by Laura

Antos)
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Students

"

Black Student Union
Always keeping purpose in mind
Like their motto, "Together We

As
Cami Warfield, co-president, cominvolved in service projects.

Can," the Black Student Union

worked toward making a

mented,

differ-

ence on campus, in the community,

"BSU is

and within themselves. After a successful year of events, travel
service, the
that

it

and

the

often seen as a

separatist organization but

BSU proved once again

ther added,

it is

open

to everyone.

to everyone.

active organizations.

ticipate,

included the annual activities of a

fact, the

Halloween party for day care

tion

chil-

dren, an Easter egg hunt for the

talent

and fashion show. One of the

most exciting functions the group
sponsored was a trip to New York
to explore the cultural contribu-

Many

and think

title

of the year's highlights

families of faculty and staff, and a

"BSU is often seen as a

separatist organization but it is

was one of Butler's most

Some

"We get a lot of respect for

work we do."
The senior accounting major fur-

but

open

people see the

that they can't par-

it is

not true

at all." In

only changes the organiza-

would

like to see

is

increased

involvement and expansion.
tions of African Americans. In the

past these trips have taken

mem-

cultural awareness

and

to

perform

community service. Once again the

Lamp

bers to Washington D.C. and At-

organization received the

lanta.

Wisdom Trophy which was

The goals of BSU were to create

awarded

to the

of

most active group
Kappa Alpha Psi members Lawrence Hooks,
Kyle Torain, Preston Thornton and Troy
Barnes step out in the BSU annual talent
show.

S^

Demia helped to make a difference
Although it was known as a
"women's group", Demia was
actually a group

open

LISTEN UP.

Jennifer Christensen leads the

Demia meeting

in a

town liome

in

ResCo. (Photo by Rachel Stoeppler)

to stu-

dents and professors of both

sexes which met to discuss
women's issues. Co-president
Christina Laukaitis defined the

aim of the group as "bringing
people together and empower-

them to work on their own."
The young group was named

ing

for

Demia

Butler, daughter of

founder Ovid Butler,

woman on

who was

campus
same curriculum as
the men. Although its membership was predominantly female,
men were welcome to be active.
The year' s big event for Demia
was "Take Back the Night," part

the

first

this

to take the

of a nationwide demonstration

held during Sexual Assault

Awareness Week. The main idea
of the demonstration was that

women

should not have to be

afraid to

walk alone

Other

women's

activities
retreat,

at night.

included a

support of the

anti-Klu Klux Klan rally, and
the "I

Can Go

gram

targeted at minority stu-

dents.

to College" pro-

Demia was

also instru-

mental in bringing Surgeon General

Joycelyn Elders to campus

as a speaker.

NEW ISSUES, NEW MINUTES. Demia members recall
by Rachel Stoeppler)
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what the topics of previous meetings were and consider new

activities.

(Photo

Put your trust
Family Feud

is

a

good way

lo learn

are Colleen Blaney, Carrie Taylor,

Tammie

and have fun

at

the

Wayne Hepler from

same

time, as these

TRUST members can

the College of Fine Arts.

attest.

in

TRUST

Contestants for this

game

Trained to Relieve and Un-

Angela Menchhofer and Laura Antos. (Photo by

derstand Student Tension,

Cagle)

TRUST,

is

a student peer coun-

seling organization wiiicii
serves

tiie

bers of

Greek system.

TRUST

Mem-

are trained to

counsel and refer members of
their houses to the organization

for help.

Each Greek organiza-

may have up to three members on TRUST.
tion

TRUST was founded in

1982

by Reliable Resources. The idea

was taken from

DePauw

at

original

a similar group

The
name was House CounUniversity.

selors, but Butler students cre-

ated the

group

name TRUST when the
split from Reliable

Resources.

TRUST was
the

created out of

need to have someone simi-

lar to

a Resident Assistant in the

Greek houses. Greeks needed
peers that were trained to help
them with their problems.

TRUST

sponsored speakers

to talk about issues of interest to

the

Greek system. There have

been speakers on

AIDS

aware-

ness and homophobia in the past.

When Susanna

Rains, the

president of TRUST,

what

was asked

TRUST members do,

she

responded, "The people that be-

longed to TRUST were the types
of people that had a genuine

concern for the people
houses.

They

listened

in their

and sup-

ported each other."

TRUST.
to right:

Trained to Relieve and Understand Student Tension, doesn't seem to know what the meaning of the word tense
Cathy Bagg, Renee Farace, Jeny Walker, Sarah Van Ooteghem, Traci Slaby and Canie Taylor.

is.

Seated

left
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The

front

page of The

Indianapolis Star on Sunday Nov.
28, 1994 read: "Trice and

Guice

put Indiana on Ice," and that they
did. In a

game

was both

that

surprising and suspenseful, the

Bulldogs put the Indiana
Hoosiers' basketball team to

shame with a 75-71 victory

at

Hinkle Fieldhouse on Nov. 27.

was

a

day

remember

to

It

in Butler

Sports History.

Not only were the
triumphant Bulldogs mentioned in
the Star, their publicity even
as far as Sports Illustrated.

went

And

though the game took place over
the Thanksgiving holiday, tried

and

true

Dawg

showed up

fans

in

packs to cheer on their favorite
Indiana team.

The milestones were
marked and many
athletes

who

field, court,

for the

Bulldog

took to the track,

course and pool this

year. Divisional changes,

shattered records, and

dreams

fulfilled characterized

one of the

all-around most dynamic and

memorable
in a long,

sports years for Butler

long time.

Still,

something remained the same- a
spirit

of sportsmanship and pride

tempered with hours of practice

which

set apart the

champion

Bulldog athletes from those of lU,

North Care

'la,

and Xavier.

THE CROWDS CHEERED NO LONGER.

The

soccer goals stand empty on the field at the end of
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the season. (Photo

by Rachel Stoeppler)

sports

Hinkle Magic! The Butler Bulldogs Men's basketball

team

battles Evansville in the

famous Hinkle

Fieldhouse.
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DIVISION SWITCH FOR
BULLDOGS TAKES TOLL ON

FOOTBALL
For two straight years, the Butler football team

had dominated

its

conference competition, capturing the

1991 and 1992 Midwest Intercollegiate Football

Conference

titles.

NCAA ruling forced the

But a recent

Bulldogs out of the cozy confines of Division

new

placed them into a

II

and

league, the Pioneer League, and

a tougher division. Division

I.

The new league meant

new

schedule. Because of this

road

trips

the

team would have a

new

schedule, extended

were required of the Bulldogs. This season,

Butler played a team as far south as Birmingham.
traveled for

games

as far west as

Long

as far east as

Island,

AL,

NY. and

San Diego, CA.

The Bulldogs" transition was not a smooth one,
team finished with the school's worst record

as the 1993

in 12 years.

But despite

their 4-6 overall record

Pioneer League record, there were

still

a

and 3-2

number of

individual standouts.

Senior fullback Richard Johnson led the league

with 1,535 rushing yards, which was also a
single season record.
in nine

He rushed

of the team's ten

new

Butler

more than 100 yards
games and was named the
for

squad's Most Valuable Offensive Player.

Senior wide receiver David Kathman,

team

the

in tackles,

who

led

Paul Page

is

tackled by the

was named Most Valuable

Eagles of

Defensive Player.

Ashland College.
(Photo by Robert

Senior wide receiver Eric Voss finished his

Hull)

career as the school's all-time leader in receiving (142
catches.

2176

yards), punt returns (142 catches,

2176

yards) and all-purpose yards (3,981 yards).

Late

in the season,

difficult transition

Division

I

Johnson talked about the

from Division

II

superiority to

mediocrity. "It's been tough on

Johnson said before the team's

last

game

all

of us,"

against the

we would have played
we'd probably be 7-2. I try not to

University of Indianapolis. "If
well in four quarters,
let

the fact that I've been able to achieve

numbers

distract

me from what

some good

really matters."

by Tim Anderson

A

strategy session for the boys in blue

during halftime.
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The Bulldogs manage

to

push the

opponent back a few inches.

SAN DIEGO SUNSHINE FOR THE
DAWGS. The football team enjoys the
sun and fun

at

BULLDOGS

Sea World.

IN

NEW YORK.

Kevin

Morris. Jeff Cooks, Richard Johnson,

Steve Uhl and

Mark

Villani tour the Big

Apple while away from home.

The 1994 Football Team. (Photo by

Bob

Stalcup)

FIRST

YEAR COACH LEADS

TEAM TO A

SEASON

.500

Nobody said it would be easy for first-year head women' s basketball
coach June Olkowski. After all, she would have to
set

live

by the 1992-1993 team, which became Butler's

team

to

be invited to a Division

Olkowski would have
players, Julie

do

to

it

I

up to the expectations

first

women's

post-season tournament.

On

basketball

top of that,

without two of program's most heralded

VonDielingen and Mary Majewski, who were both

lost to

graduation.

And although the Bulldogs fell far short of last year' s 23-8 first place
Midwestern Collegiate Conference
the

work turned

in

finish,

most players were pleased with

by Olkowski.

"She was great

to

have as a coach because she really knew the

game," senior forward Michelle Warwick said. "All the players loved playing
for her

and respected the way she coached and treated

enthusiastic and caring toward the players," continued

us.

She was

real

Warwick.

This year's team ended up with a 13-13 overall record, 6-6 in the

MCC. "It was a difficult season because we really didn' know what to expect.
t

The combination of a new coach and new players along with the loss of some

made

important seniors
year,"

it

difficult to adjust.

It

was definitely an up and down

Warwick exclaimed.

Junior center Liesl Schultz led Butler in both points, rebounding and

blocks (13.8 ppg, 8.0 rpg, 2.8 bpg), establishing herself as one of the top
centers in the Midwest.

Junior forward Sarah Armington had another strong season for the

Bulldogs, finishing second in points and rebounding (12.0 ppg, 4.4 rpg),

while senior guard Jami Sloan finished her career by leading the team in
assists

and minutes played

As

for the future,

under Olkowski.
potential

"I think

and they

'

11

(5.3 apg,

Warwick

a

lot

also have

832 minutes).

said the Bulldogs should only

improve

of the young players have some tremendous

some great leaders like Sarah and Liesl coming

back," continued Warwick.

by Tim Anderson

Liesl Schultz and

Sarah Armington

know

the

importance of

keeping the Lady
Bulldogs strong.
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1993-94

Women's

Basketball Team.

Sitting, left to right:

Debbie

Fuller,

Jil

Rexwinkel, Angle Bohman, Liesl

Warwick, Shannon Wills, Sarah
Armington, Jami Sloan, Niki

Schultz, Pat Jackson, Jacki Lung,

Steveson, Trainer Bruce Willard,

Angela Cotton. Standing: Assistant

Coach Dawn Gentry. Not
Coach Annette
Thompson, Allison Lee.

Coach

Teri

Moren. Head Coach

Melanie Ross, Melissa Maas, Michelle

Assistant

Pictured: Assistant

Angle Bohman checks her form
in the West Gym.
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BLUE BEATS
I.U.
The Butler men" s basketball team, with the additions of
several talented recruits, did not waste any time notifying
that the

its

fans

93-94 season would be a successful one.

Coming

off a hard-fought. N.I.T. pre-season loss to

which senior Jermaine Guice scored a career-high
37 points, the Bulldogs set their sights on the Indiana Hoosiers.
And on Nov. 27. in front of 1 1 thousand screaming fans (mostly
adorned in red) the Butler basketball program sent shock waves

Cincinnati, in

across the country with a 75-71 upset of Indiana.

Following the game even Bobby Knight could not deny
would have been a complete travesty if we would

the obvious. "It

won

"They out-hustled us during
more than our kids did."
However, head coach Barry Collier and the Butler
basketball program would not have been able to enjoy such a
victory if they had not acquired some quality recruits during the
summer months. Making up the largest recruiting class in the
Midwestern Collegiate Conference this year were freshmen:
Matthew Graves. Kelsey Wilson, Dan Dudukovich. T.J. Perry,
have

the entire

the

game." Knight

game and

said.

they deserved

it

and Rolf van Rijn.
By the end of the Bulldogs" 17-12 season (7-5 versus
MCC opponents) Graves earned a starting position and
significantly contributed to the teams" four-game winning streak
leading into the semifinal round of the

MCC tournament.

added three talented juniors: Purdue
transfer guard Travis Trice, center Marcel Kon. and forward
Marcus Cowart. Cowart and Kon contributed some much needed

The Bulldogs

also

rebounding help underneath while Trice frequently saved his best
shooting performances for clutch situations (24 points versus
Indiana).

But undoubtedly, the heart and soul of the Butler
Bulldogs was exemplified by the determined play of senior
forward John Taylor. While leading the team in rebounds (8.6)

and averaging 14.5 points per game, Taylor's competitive attitude
had a positive infiuence on the team, according to Collier.

"He constantly played an aggressive style of basketball,
attacked the basket, and fought for rebounding position."" Collier

commented. "The determination he showed during practice and
in a game situation, often pushed his teammates to improve their
skills as well.""

Following their rematch with Xavier late in the season,
the Bulldogs reeled off four straight wins before meeting Evansville

for a third time in the semifinals of the

MCC tournament. With

only 4:41 seconds remaining and facing 12-point

Bulldogs refused

to lie

down and

deficit, the

closed the gap to two with 10

left. Seconds later, an extremely controversial charge
on Guice abruptly ended Butler's season.
However, from start to finish, the contributions made
by each player-especially the seniors-were deeply appreciated by

seconds
call

Collier.

Danny

"John and Jermaine each had outstanding seasons and
showed a lot of heart coming back from his

(Allen)

injury."" Collier said. "I

couldn't have been

more proud of

the

character of our team this year.""

bv Scott Abraham

Jermaine

Guice
dribbles past
his Indiana

opponents.
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Marcel Kon

is

up for the score. The

greatest Bulldog victory in recent

history
this

was won with

a

few baskets

like

one- the triumph over lU. (All

photos by

Bob

Stalcup)

Basketball Seniors

Danny

Allen.

Jermaine Guice. and John Taylor.

1993-94 Men's Basketball Team. Seated,

left to right:

Travis Trice. Marcus

Cowart. Marcel Kon. Kelsey Wilson. Asst. Coach Ed Kelly. Standing: Asst.

Coach Jay John. Asst. Coach Jerry Francis. Dan Dudukovich. Rolf van Rijn. T.J.
Perry. Jason McKenzie. John Taylor. Danny Allen. Jermaine Guice. Chris Miskel.
Matthew Graves. Trainer Ralph Reiff. ,\dministrative Assistant Thad Malta. Head
Coach Barry Collier.
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Seniors play
With great agility goalie John Cone keeps

the other

team

Iroi

scoring a goal.

a vital role as

SOCCER SCORES
This year's soccer team went through some tough times, but they
worked hard and had fun. With new coach Ian Martin joining the
team in February, the team found new direction. The nine seniors
leading the team didn't hurt either. John Cone and Chad Gavard
shared the hmehght as captains. They and seven other seniors
"paved the way for the young guys," as Coach

Martin put

it.

The "young guys" weren't so bad themselves
according to Coach Martin. Young players Marc
Larsen, Nathan and Matt Leone. and Outstanding

Player Steve Weiger were unexpected surprises
for Martin.

Jimmy Revard was

also the fifth top

scorer after sitting out half the season because of
injury,

and transfer student Paul Barton was named

Best Newcomer.

With twenty-seven players and all of this potenthe team worked hard, and outshot every opponent but one. Most of their losses were only by one
goal, so while their record may not show it, the team
did well according to Coach Martin. Senior Jason
Domenick was proud concurring, "Overall the team
did pretty well, a little over 500." Ken Urakawa was
quick to agree with his roommate, "We did OK at times."
Domenick recalled, "My best memory probably was when we
took a trip out to California. We won the first game in the last few
minutes, 3-2. I think it was the first time we really clicked as a
team." Urakawa remembered, "In Florida we played the top teams,
tial

Then we
made the plane home. I think that was the best Butler Soccer
has ever played. "He continued with a message for the returning
beat them and tied University of Southern Florida, 2-2.
barely

team players, "Be thankful the coaching change has occurred.
you've got an opportunity

to win.

I

Now

expect to see you in the top

twenty."

Coach Martin agreed with Urakawa when he looked toward

the

future of Butler Soccer. Martin also said that he too expected the

team

in the top

twenty next year. Martin

lists

as his strengths for

next season a good group of recruits, four of them in the top
the country. Martin said the

1

25

in

new team will be, "young but talented."
Steve Peck fights
for control of the

while

ball

opponent
and

fails to get

him.
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an

tries

by

Men's Soccer Team: Front Row. left to right: M. Brough. D. GoUnick. P. Barto
M. Mvtrphy. K. Emerick. C. Gabbard. F. McKain. }
R. Schwiers. J. Cone
Urakawa; Second Row: I. Martin (coach), B. Kouril (asst. coach). N. Leone,
Rivard. S. Weiger, M. Shunneson. S. Peck. S. Weiger. J. Perhacs. N. Korowin, 1
Willard (trainer). T. Rothermich (student manager); Back Row: M. Leone,
Domenick. C. Sweeney. C. KoUer. L. Novotny. J. Dunckel. N. Diamante. \
.

Larsen. S. Lawler

(asst.

coach). (Photo by

Bob

Stalcup)

.

More Than

a Force,

The Team Dances On.
Butler's

Dance Team came out

full-spirited for the

Bulldog

rhythms, the team
"Sing, Sing, Sing:

moved

to

songs like "The Tribal Dance,"

the

women

rest

practiced to be perfect.

year the

home football games, as well as
perform in other all-campus events. Next year will also be a time

Tryouts were the explosive onset of the year, occurring in
for first semester's team,

and again in April to

promote a fundraiser, assisting the dancers with some of their

to

expenses.

fill

Freshman Megan Lemberg

in slots for the following year.

and Spring Sing. In addition, the women will dance at half-

Skits,

time in some of next year's

instead

of the Dance Force, as in previous years.

September

Angela Foli explained, "As a freshman, the team was perfect
me to meet a lot of new and fun people. Katie was the best

described the team's success, "I've heard The team has im-

for

proved a lot since previous years, especially this year. I'm glad
I could be a part of this improvement, and I had a lot of fun

captain

being on the team.

I

summer camps and basketball games, the dancers
Homecoming Pep Rally, Freshman

contributed energy to the

week for two hours each time. This

women were simply called The Dance Team,

of the team that couldn't go."

In addition to

Practices started in late October and continued through basketball season, usually twice a

we could have had, as a great dancer she also made special

keep practices and the dances
most rewarding part of the team."
efforts to

look forward to tryouts for next year."

The team, involving eleven women, was lead by captain

sum up

"With the close of the school year I look forward to attending
our summer dance camps. These are a great opportunities to

performing for
I

the enthusiasm involved with
all

and basketball

Coached by Todd Nailon,

seasons.

the squad of

season, "Traveling

show

was

the other teams

Although a

little

a

good experience

we had

for us to

faith in the Bulldogs.

intimidating,

it is

twelve indi-

are the

It is

to

all is

a great feehng, and

again next year."

it

We'll give the fighten'
This year's cheerleaders roared the Bulldogs to

The people

"The best rush of

it,

the fans at the games.

cannot wait to do

fun.

Dance Team seemed

Tricia Williams' opinion of Butler's

Katie Terry, a Butler dancer of three years. Katie explained,

victory through both the football

to places like California,

Wisconsin and Tennessee. Each session runs about four days,
and the dancers that attend can go back and teach the moves to the

A 40's Classic," and "Whoomp, D'are It Is."

Coached by Todd Nailon,

new routines, and we get to travel

learn

Basketball Team this year. Performing to a melange of musical

.

important for

school

spirit.

cry...
while."

This year's squad experienced a few unique
situations,

such as the

UCA

College

Camp

in

MCC

Milwaukee. The squad also competed

at the

Tournament on March

third in the

was
com-

Our
team
worked very

prised of six

well together,

Kiddie Stunts Clinic for high school students in

men and six
women. This

and the team

the spring.

viduals
equally

year's

spirit

cap-

squad showed

Shane

tain,

Girton,

re-

ported about

lot

Freshmen cheer

the football

team

The Bulldog Cheer Team
to the University

as Ball State.
at all

practiced hard
to ensure high-spirited

Tryouts

blow-outs

may be held in the fall

if

game

the cheerleaders traveled with the

team for the

matches against Ball State, the University of Cin-

and Xavier. Sonda Newer described the

two hours on Tuesday and Thurs-

Melissa Joy discussed the positive

aspects of hard work,
sure

we were

perfectly.

in

"We
at

make
moves down

practiced a

sync and had

Performing

all

the

lot to

half-time and hearing the

crowd cheer with us made

all

fun."

This year's cheerleaders were unique

in their

working together, the squad was very unified and

practice ran about

day nights.

as a

The cheerleaders also
participated in the March-of-Dimes Walk- A-Thon.
Laurie Black commented on fundraising, "The
way we do our fundraising is kind of different, and
it is pretty neat. The clinics we sponsor help grade
school and high school kids to learn some cheers
and moves. They all get excited and it is a lot of

spots are open, and

of Indianapolis, as well

spirit,

These two events functioned

fundraiser for the squad.

orientation as a team. Being extremely capable of

again in the spring for the following year. Each

The cheerleaders motivated the crowds

and placed

time.

at

travelled with the foot-

home games. For promoting basketball

cinnati

and basket-

The Bulldogs

to victory

of excite-

team

sup-

ball teams."

ment because the football and basketball seasons
went well. It was a great year."
ball

how

much we
ball

'This year we

experienced a

everyone

ported our foot-

squad,

the

of the

7

event. In addition, the Cheerleaders sponsored a

the hard

work worth-

high-spirited for the crowds.

The cheerleaders
Todd

attributed a lot of their success to their coach.

Nailon.

Graham Smith

working on the team.

I

explained. "I enjoyed

look forward to improving

and strengthening the program next
coach was great
helpful.

He

to get

really

made

year.

The

along with and very very
the seasons exceptional."
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WOMEN'S
SOCCER

A
Tough

Schedule for

A crowd of 2,000 people cheered
Nancy Keys during her spectacular
performance during a game against
Stanford. This was what it was like

Blitz jeered, "I

our

results.

am very happy with

We were ranked seventh

out of 53 schools from our region."

year for the

Women's Soccer

"They were tough losses, but we
worked hard," reasoned Blitz about

Team. They had

a tough schedule

the teams they played against.

all

this year.

Coach Bryan Blitz mentioned that
the team went 500 this year; meaning
that their overall season record was
8-9-2.

This was the third season for the
women's soccer team. They have

obviously gone

far,

and have im-

proved much.

The women's soccer teams" schedule was ranked tenth as being one of

Freshman Alisa Pykett stated, "The
We had some injuries, and a lot of freshmen were play-

the hardest schedules nationally. For

ing.

having such a rough schedule and

think

season went well.

But with

we

playing top notch schools, the bull-

and I believe

dogs did well.

even

Women's Soccer Team:
J.

Front

Row: K.

all

things considering,

that next

season will be

better."

Miller (trainer),

K L Crowe
Kapchmski S Meek J

M. Wangenn (manager)

Delaski, B. Grander, A. Pykett, N. Keys, L. Godlewski, K. Pyatt

A

Gibson, W.Priest(asst. coach), B.Blitz(coach), A. Naylor, C.Johnson Back

M.

I

did pretty well as a team,

Row D

Deptula

Davis, S. O'Neil, E. Winterheimer, K. Stiefvater, A. Cannon. K. Knight, K. Phillips, K.E.

Crowe, C. Harold. M. Goaziou, D. Marchioli, H. Miller,

J.

Murphy

(asst.

coach). (Photo by

Bob

Stalcup)

Sophomore Kristen
opponent

52

in a

game

ICnight handles the ball with ease

and manages

against Loyola. (Photo by Randall

McMartin)

to

keep

it

away from her

1

BROKEN
RECORDS

Bulldog

Swimmers
Bo"^'

teammates.

If Dyan's
mood, you don't talk to

swim behind

Women's

)f depth,

saved their best for last and

ecorded 14 new school records
itrong

showing

rollegiate

at the

in a

Midwestern

Conference Champion-

hip hosted by Notre

100 butterfly marked the only

from Notre

5 2

:

Dame.

Junior Elizabeth Duncan,

who

I've seen from her this year
(Duncan)," head swimming coach
Steve Maxwell said. "Her efforts

by

Ben Davis High School

Butler picked up additional school

record performances from freshman

fc/ith

one conference mark and five

lew school records.
Sutler
fig

/ith

mark and

MCC

100 (1:01.79)

and 200 (2:13.72) backstroke,
nior Dyan

se-

Lodde in the 00 freestyle
1

(55.14) and sophomore Rachel

St.

"Murphey, a

sophomores Lana

and

Cummins and

John Farrar, a

M

e

1

y

s s

Hedden
4:14.70

freestyle (5:12.92), the 1,000

;rfly (58.99),

while earning

MCC

lewcomer of the Year honors.
Her first place finishes in the 200
nd 1,650 freestyle races and the

the better of

fMu

our

in the

upper

classmen,"

400 medley

Maxwell

relay.

"They both

And

freestyle (1:55.46), the

distance

a

school-record

senior

freestyler
were among

for a

women' steam

200

freestyler,

Sarah Elli, and

medley (2:15.82).
According to senior men's swimming team captain Tim Sweeney,
individual

the

said.

have regularly

done well

fourth-place finish in the league

conference and place consistently

championship earned Maxwell
"Women's Coach of the Year" hon-

the top in finals."

ors for the second time in the last

lar

one of the most committed athletes
I've ever known," Sweeney said.

three years.

record, while the

"She's a good motivator to other

men's competition, but junior

Lodde's leadership

skills

positive asset for the team.

were a

"Dyan

is

1

sprint

She also set school records

-eestyle(10:41.22)andthe 100 but-

le

in the

and an

Pe-

St.

a 17:47.40 time in the 1,650

the

00

the longest stand-

individual event record

Beesley

ley

indi-

med-

was joined

Peter in the 100 (1:09.57) and 200

reestyle.
1

Duncan broke a

Julie

200

vidual

freshman

during the meet."

n Indianapolis, led Butler's assault

irepped at

while
ter

in the

in the 100
freestyle.

relay,

the best perfor-

seventh place finish

place finish

200 med-

swimmers

led

in

ley

really inspired the other

Sophomore Brad Murphey

6 9

.

the

mance

200 backstroke.

relay teams also ac-

place finish in the 200 freestyle, a

indi-

far,

her."

Beesley, St. Peter, Duncan and Lodde
combined for a first place finish and
a
record

won by swimmers
Dame or La Salle.

"That was, by

a school record 2:01.41 time in the

Butler" s point-producers with a sixth

1

vidual events not

Holland had stellar performance with

you just

counted forfourotherschool records.

clocking
All's well that ends well. Butler
men's and women's swimming
cams, hampered all season by a lack

in a serious

her;

The Bulldogs were

Butler's

at
at

women finished the regu-

season with a 5-7 dual meet

men were

4-12.

sixth in the
Bill

1993-1994 Men's and Women's Swimming Team. (Photo by Bob Stalcup)
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Baseball

team
encounters a

TRIPLEHEADER
Head baseball coach Steve Farley's young team began to hit its
March with a four-game split against a strong Bradley
University squad. The second victory over Bradley started Butler
stride in late

on a school-record eight-game winning streak, which included a
four-game sweep of MCC foe Detroit Mercy. The Bulldogs also
swept a doubleheader with Ball State in Muncie.
Senior lefthanded pitcher Steve

May sparked the Bulldogs with

victories in five of his first eight decisions,

help from sophomores

Rod

and he received solid

Velardi and Paul Briski, plus rookie

Brandon Leese.

Sophomore

shortstop Brian

Zaun developed

.300 hitter for the Bulldogs, and he ranked
leaders in the

into a consistent

among

the hitting

MCC. Junior Bret Smith also had a team-high 20 runs

batted in through 22

games

this spring.

But two key factors for the Bulldogs' success this year were
senior co-captains Marc Chignoli and Tony Baldwin, according to
head coach Steve Farley. "Marc and Tony gave us leadership and
guidance. They worked hard in practice. They almost

became

player-coaches on the field because they've been playing baseball
longer than a

lot

of the guys on our team. We're going to miss both

guys next year. They'll be hard to replace," continued Farley.

basemen

Chignoli, starting second

for Butler,

who came from

the College of St. Francis (Joliet, IL), said his decision to

become

Senior

up

to

strike.

a Bulldog

was made

by noticing Farley's previous

a lot easier

coaching success.

"Coach Farley was a new coach and I saw he was really turning
program around," Chignoli said. "He told me that this was a
place that I could come in and play everyday. I thought it was my
the

best opportunity."

Baldwin said that Butler's academics and the possibility that he
would start as a freshman influenced his decision to come here.
That was not a mistake. Baldwin was named MCC player of the

week

for April 3-9.

had a really good week and posted some good numbers,"
Baldwin commented. "Jim McGrath sent my name in and they
"I just

picked me.

It

was an honor

to

be chosen."

Farley has also had strong offensive contributions from junior

Andrew Cornell, sophomore centerfielder Leyton
Wellbaum and rookie third baseman Mike Maslowski.
The team had seven games in Indianapolis in early May,
including a rare tripleheader. The Bulldogs split double headers
with Valparaiso, 1 -2 and 1 0-2, at Bush Stadium and the University
rightfielder

of Indianapolis, 7-4 and 5-6,

scheduled four-game

MCC

Rain postponed the

first

at the

Butler baseball field prior to a

series with

Xavier on the weekend.

two games on Saturday,

unusual tripleheader. Butler

won

the first

setting

game with

up the

Xavier, 4-3,

behind the three-hit pitching of Leese, and then captured the second
9-4. Xavier came back to win the nightcap, 5-4. The 23 innings of
baseball took nearly seven and half hours.
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P.

J.

Longstreth winds

throw

a

And one and two Aerobic workouts help the men stay in
condition Here, the team makes use of the new fitness center
(Photo by Rachel Stoeppler)

The 1993-94 Baseball Team: Seated,

M

left to right: M. Kamienski, D. Bavha, L. Larkey.
R. Velardi
Chignoli, Butler Bulldog, T. Baldwin, T. Wolfe, P. J. Longstreth, M.
Maslowski, Andy Mouch; Second
Row: B. Myers (student manager), D. Schreiber (asst. coach). S. Ireland, C. Canttor,
B. Cain. A. Cornell,
J. Nichols, S. May, R. Fox. R. Stutz. K. Bugara.
M. Mroueh, M. Tyner (asst. coach). S. Fariey (coach lTop Row: M. Buczkowski, C. Wargo, P. Briski, L. Michaels, D. Knight, B. Collinsworth,
B^ Leese.
J.

Walker, B. Zaun,

L.

Weilbaum,

T. McClintic, B. Smith.

(Photo by

Bob

Stalcup)
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Bringin' 'em

home
A

SOFTBALL

in

team must learn how

"mesh

to

together everyone" s attitudes and per-

starting pitcher as well as the leading

The captains were responsible

hitter.

sonalities in order to be victorious.""

for getting the

commented sophomore

cused and

Staci Slater.

This year, eighteen ladies didjust

What brought

this diverse

that.

in a

fo-

fore a game.

group

of women together to participate

women "s minds

their bodies stretched be-

appeared that

It

more about

team cared

this

the sport than their indi-

didn"t usually see or

was an

get

them

down. Everyone enjoyed what they
were doing which brought individuals

lots

On the field,

didn" t matter.

i

last

a lifetime.

This year, the ladies worked on

together to form a team.""

last

sport.'

has had on her players" lives will

make Coach Greenburg' s

playing,

we

it

was her

of personalities on the team, but when

people that

there

Slater

Missy Melton enjoyed the team
meals. "We got to spend time with

we

if

Coach Greenburg was well

friendships that develop through soft-

it

and even

error, they didn"t let

spected and loved by her team. This

out,

ball.

the end,

of different types

vidual differences.

had

She put school before the

Coach Greenburg has been a model
coach and person for the past
twenty-nine years. The impact she

to

As Melton pointed

challenging sport? Cathy Brook en-

joyed playing with the team and the

"We

she was of her ladies. "They never

gave up. They played the game

re-

season as coach and

their

game"s consistency. Staci'
added "we worked hard to
year

last

many of the players expressed their

a noble one.'" This year, the

disappointment. During her time as

team

i

i

strong love for Softball united

coach, the team has grown stronger

had an exceptionally difficult^
schedule. They gave each game all

team. This love allowed

over the past few years. Melton

they had, and as for their coach,

each player to play her specific posi-

commented, "Coach Greenburg was
probably one of the few collegiate

that is

working and

Coach

coaches that actually cared about

miss her "family" more than the

all

A

clicked together.""

j

hang out

with,""

she commented.

The team was co-captained by two

this year"s

strong individuals: senior Missy

tion to the fullest while

Melton, and Cathy Brook, a fourth

communicating with

others.

all

that matters to her.

Greenburg admitted she

is

going to

;

j

year junior. Missy served as the team" s

The 1993-1994
Cruz,

J.

Softball team: Front

Row: M.

Casebolt, T. Blaine, K. Conger. A.

Muncy, A. Sahm, A. Frank. S. Moore.
J. Lukes; Back Row: Wr-Greenburg (asst.
coach). B. Greenburg (coach). E. Moran (asst.
coach). D. Littleton. M. Melton. K. Book. L.
Lee. D.

Naue,

S. Slater. J.

Crilley. C.

Stalcup)
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Heminger, A. Balogh. B.

Hochman, A.

Juhl. (Photo

by Bob

Barb Greenburg expressed how proud

Senior Missy Melton stretches to catch a softball during

one of their games.

(

Photo donated

by Barbara Greenburg)

Determined

to get to the

runner out, senior

Kathy Book prepares to throw the ball to home.
(Photo donated by Barbara Greenburg)

players in every aspect of their lives.

same

itself.

i

ments.

The fourteen men comprising

the

Post-season results showed Atkin

golf team completed the Fall '93 sea-

leading the team with a low stroke

son quite successfully under the

average of 75.1, followed by Scott

coaching of Don Benbow.

Cassin with a 76.7 average, and

Chad

niors

Team

se-

Hutsel, Trent Stuckey,

and Travis Richey were among the
few players to take a nine day trip and
start

off the season in Scotland.

From

men worked

very hard

sum-

in the

they improved greatly as a team.

trip to

energy into the
a great

way

Scotland defi-

new excitement and
season. The trip was

nitely carried a

to

begin

—

inspiring

dedication and hard work."

Going for
the Green

Don Benbow.

Coach Benbow spoke very

Old Course of St. Andrews and the
Royal Troon. Butler alum and fifthmented, "The

Kucker. Trent Stuckey. Scott Macke. Coach

highly of this year's team, "The

mer, setting goals very high for the

Head Coach Benbow com-

The Butler Golf Team.

Travis Richey with 77.8.

August 14-22 the men toured and
played on famous courses such as the

year

PROUD AND DISTINGUISHED.

Front row: David Roberts. Scott Hood, Sean Leonard. Scott Cassin, Rob McLellan. Nathan
Wartel, Chad Hutsell. Back row: Travis Richey. Brian Baker, Ryan Roscoe. Brett Atkin. Chad

Conference Championship, and

They were ready

to

competitive

all

played.

It

in

was

season, and I

be

much more

tournaments

a very successful

am looking forward to

the next."

Senior Travis Richey commented on the season, "The trip to

HOLE-

HEARTEDLY
Eight of the fifteen team
bers received

varsity

mem-

letters this

Scotland was the chance of a

life-

time. Outside of that, this year seemed

be

much more

season: senior Chad Hutsell, Travis

to

Richey, and Trent Stuckey received

the others

- it is

their fourth varsity letters; Brett

that really

helped to give us a boost in

Atkin, David Roberts, and

the

Ryan

Roscoe received their third; Scott
Cassin and Sean Leonard received

competitive than

that competitive

edge

way we played. Coach has done a
of a job with the team, especially

hell

with the experiences he has given us.

com-

their second.

Overall, Butler's golf team has

The golf team's exceptional
competition placed them third out
of eight at the Detroit Mercy Invi-

pletely turned around because of

Indianapolis

Coach Benbow."
The Bulldogs' home course was
the Eagle Creek Golf Course. It was

Invitational they tied for second

here the players spent fifteen to eigh-

place out of twelve. At the Butler

teen hours a

Invitational they tied for fourth

man

The team ex-

was

the key to our success."

this

was

tational,

while

at the

place out of twelve.

ploded full-force and finished
third place at the

legiate

in

Midwestern Col-

Conference Championship.

Scott

week

Hood

in practice.

Fresh-

testified, "Practice

Though

his first year at Butler,

Third-year All-Conference partici-

the trip to Scotland, the players con-

pant Brett Atkin finished at the top

firmed that the team became more

of the Bulldog

exciting

team

at the

Confer-

2nce Tournament, with three
straight 75 s to place third, earning
'

ill

MCC honors. Sophomore Scott

passin tied for sixth place with

ounds of
|'\.tkin

80, 74,

and 77

to join

on the All- Conference squad.

Brett .Atkin. Sean

ranked seventh on the team, with an
average of 79.5.

Golfhas existed at BU since 1929.
With additions to the program, like

MCC, Butler matched its

Da\id Robens. Chad Huss

Don Benbow.

Hood

previous best in tournament play.

At the

BUTLER MCC CONFERENCE TEAM.
Leonard. Scott Cassin. Coach

all the time. Captain Trent
Stuckey complimented the team say-

"The season went really well. It
was probably the best season I've
ing,

experienced since I've been here.
Our record was exceptional: we finished in the top half in

all

our tourna-

ELEMENTARY .MY DEAR W.ATSON. The
team poses

BRIDGING

IT. Seniors Trent Stuckey.

Hussell and Travis Richey posing

Andrews

18th Fairway Bridge.

at

Chad

the St.

in

Prestwick. Scotland.Front

Row:

Travis Richey. Trent Stuckey. Scott Cassin

.

Rob McLellan. Sean Leonard and Coach Don
Benbow.

S7

"

Unified, Competitive,

And

Forever Improving

MEN'S TENNIS
Individuals, highly competitive,

practiced killing roaches at the

summed up the

Kimball House." The unified team

and yet unified;

this

Bulldog men's tennis team.

also, as

The squad was composed of ten
players. James Ferguson, number

formed well under a more

he further observed, "perliberal

format."

"There wasn't

Another season highlight was an

any position that wasn' t highly com-

unexpected invitation to a Big Ten

six singles, asserted,

petitive,

because there were so many

good players fighting

for so

few

positions."

Even though collegiate tennis was
primarily an individual sport, Butler

possessed aratherunified team. Kaus
Christopher, four singles, explained,
"I

looked

ments;

I

at

teams

didn't see

at

other tourna-

them

as close as

out.

fall

semester provided the

team a good warm-up for the more
conference geared spring. The pre-

Big Ten schools and three top teams
in the MAC. The number one doubles

team of Kaus Christopher and Jorge
Jaramillo played dominantly and finished third overall. Christopher, explaining their triumph over the highly

ranked Indiana University team,

We played solid.

ously.

surprised

when we

which included some competitive

petitive Division

tournament action. In one such tour-

topher noted,

at the

University of Ken-

"We

kdus Chnst phT gets some tips from Head
Coach Daus. (Phuio by Rachel Stoeppler)

overall proved

I

schools.

"We

As Chi"is-

are getting better

players every year, but there

ways room

While
rest

a

for

men

is al-

improvement

teammate gets

of the

Stoeppler)
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They were

were one of the more com-

that they

tucky, Ferguson explained,

re-

seri-

beat them."

The team's season

season contained several highlights

nament

Michigan backed

after

This tournament included seven

marked, "They didn't take us

us."

The

Tournament

in

some

practice the

get a break. (Photo by Rachel

With Effort
and Energy

Lady Netters

BREAK EVEN
By

scheduling only Division

teams,
tennis

it

looked

like the

I

Daus. Co-Captain Smith agreed with

women's

Coach Daus. "We all got along really

team would have a long, hard
But as the saying

may have

well and that

road to success.

younger players prepare

goes, looks can be deceiving.

tally."

The

helped the

men-

better

lady netters notched six wins

A group of three freshmen helped

against six defeats, including an eight-

the Bulldogs reach the breakeven

zero shutout of Dayton.

Head Coach

his team.

many of
from

and Jenny Woodruff.

we dropped

"This year

the non-Division

I

Darci Harris, Britten Steele,

point:

Charles Daus praised the efforts of

Harris and

Steele led the team in doubles with an

teams

eight-four mark.

the schedule, played stronger

Steele and junior

Brandi Harris led the team

in singles

teams, and beat schools that beat us

victories with

last year."

played wherever Daus needed her.

The team was

led

by co-captains

She played

1 1

Woodruff

each.

six singles

matches, win-

Catherine Smith and Jama Schitter.

ning four, and nine doubles matches.

Smith played number one singles all
year and had to face stiffer competi-

talented freshmen.

Daus has high expectations of

tion than in years past.

"She never
had an easy match," said Daus.
Schitter, the lone senior on this young
team, played well
singles at the

at

and Woodruff are going

year.

"She

at the MCC Championships,
few points behind third place

ing forth

"She was a strong leader and a good
example for the underclassmen."

runners-up

Evansville.

The high point of the season according to Daus was the improvement of the freshmen. "They played
of intensity,"

signifi-

Coach Daus.
The team finished the year by plac-

just a

lot

be

years." continued

finished really strong," said Daus.

with a

to

cant part of the team in the next few

number two

end of the

his

"Harris, Steele

Harris and Steele were
at

number

three doubles,

while number two doubles team of
M.J.

Remley and Heather Ball placed

third.

commented

Recruiting

is

always a key for

future success and

on seven or eight

Daus has

his

eye

all-starters. "If

we

sign a couple of them we"ll be a very

strong team next year."

Junior Brandi Harris

ha.s full

concentration as

she attacks the ball with her superb forehand.

Men's and Women's Tennis Team: Seated,
left to right:

Ball. R.

C. Jordan. K. Christopher. H.

Guruswami,

J. Schiller. L. Aaron. C.
Smith. L. Jimenez. M.J. Remley. J. O'Malley,

Wend\ Saumian; Top Row:
Evereli.

J.

J.

J.

M.

Cesin.

Ferguson. B. Harris. C. Daus

(coachl. D. Harris. A. Cabbage.

J.

W'oodruff.

Jaramillo. B. Steele.
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Cross country

teams have
top notch

SEASON
The men's and women's
country teams improved
their previous years.

cross

much from

The 1993

sea-

son was the best either one has ever
seen here

coming programs in the Midwest.
Within two years we want to be ranked
one of the top 25 teams

in the

country." These were lofty goals, but
they were on their way

A. Niewedde,

when the team

The women's coach, Bridgett
Davis, stated that this was the stron-

Angee McKnight and Kim Lubbehusen

are

staying in shape and in tip top condition by

Hinkle Field House preparing them-

selves for a tough cross country season. (Photo

The three
Amdt, and

S.coi!

Liimgos,

Kevin Kincade, Glenn

Lidskin, are never apart not

even during praciice. (Photo by Randall

McMartin)
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Radice student trainer),
(

Bob

M. Triscik,

S. Lidskin,

Amdt, K, Kincaid, B. Thomburgh,

Stalcup)

fastest

time ever produced

by a female cross country runner.

The team also won two
the Eastern Illinois
invitationals.

invitationals.

and Valparaiso

Davis stated

that she

had many top runners which included
Holzer,

Abby Ramer. Tata

Tackett,

Kim Lubbehusen,
Angee McKnight, and Pam Naylon.

Joni Sanders,

Both teams were primarily composed of young runners who had great
strength and endurance. These run-

McMartm)

Lyons (coach). A. Crain. M. Alley, N. Hammer,

S.

coach), G. Baltes, G. Albert, G.

Davis stated that Heather Holzer pro-

duced the

ners will be returning for the next

in

(asst.

gest team that Butler has ever had,

last fall.

by Randall

Left to Right: S.

Beck, R. Mathes, B. Grogan,

C. Helmreich. (Photo by

beat Indiana and Purdue University

running

J.

N. Smurdon, B. Davis

Holzer broke the 3,000 meter record.

at Butler.

The young and vibrant men's
team proved to be a power house.
Sophomore Scott Lidskin mentioned,
"We feel that we are one of the up-

as

Men's Cross Country Team:

season, and will be fulfilling their

prophecy.

Women's Cross Country Team:

Left to Right:

Lubbehusen, H. Holzer, K. Kurek,

P.

J.

Fonts. K.

Vamess

J.

Sanders, T. Tacken, K.

Nylon, L. Green, A. McKnight, A. Ramer,

J.

O'Rourke,

A. Crosby, E. Swiatek. Not Pictured Coach Joe Meadors and Assistant Coach Bridgett Davis.

(Photo by

Bob

Stalcup)

Sam

Sconiers believes that practice makes

perfect.

And

in

her case, she did just that by

Track

breaking Butler's 100 meter hurdle record
this season.

Scott

(Photo by Laura Samojiowicz)

team

Sussman and Kouty Mawenth are runin Hinkle Field House during

ning side by side

one of their many indoor practices. (Photo by

smashes

Randall McMarliii)

RECORDS
The 1994 men's and women's
was filled with great

Overall, they

did their part in making another suc-

than they had ever in their track ca-

Lidskin. sophomore,

was

the top dis-

tance runner.

Coach Stan Lyons

losophy was

to take the better dis-

phi-

tance runners and go to larger meets

power houses behind the baton.
The women's track coach was

Bridgett Davis. Davis stated that her

Viewedde.

J.

Coach B. Davis. D. Moore, T. Reed, S. Sanders, A.
Beck, M. Milakovic, Trainer C. Gabbard, Asst. Coach D. Perkins. Back row: K.

Hammer,
Photo by Bob Stalcup)

Vlawenth. N.

B. Grogan,

M.

many members

upon

of the

shat-

jump. She also

set the 100 and the
200 meter records. Junior Heather

meter hurdle.

lot

performed better

tered both Butler records in the long

Tim
Miles, Louis Andreadis, Kouty
Mewenh, and Damon Moore were

team had "a

still

team broke school records.
Freshmen Christi Bradis

Holzer

the

John.son. Third row:

the fact that

where they could earn higher points.
Another big point producer was
the 4 X 100 meters sprint relay.

W.

team had the best season.

reer." This statement reflected

tance running and relay teams. Scott

K. Kincaid,

that

hopes and expectations. Each team

Men' s track focused on long dis-

*irndt,

She also commented

"the whole

cessful season.

Men's Track Team: Front row, left to right: S. Sussman, T. Kothari. A. Mast. L. Andreadis. N.
imurdon, G. Albert. Second row: J. Adduci, M. Triscik, M. Meeks, J. Baltes, S. Lidskin, Glenn,

quantity."

track season

set the

3.000 meters record

while Samira Sconiers

set the

100

Both track teams were very competitive in the Division

They had abundant

I

program.

strength and re-

turning runners that could only add to
their

team next year.

of quality just not

Women'sTrackTeam: Front Row: P. Naylon, J. Sanders, C. Broadus. H. Holzer. K. Lubbehusen.
K. Kurek, M. Johnson (student trainer); Second Row: J. Fouts, G. Sass. T. Tackett, K. Vamess.
A. Crosby. L. Green. E. Voss student trainer); Third Row: Bridgett Davis coach A. McKnight,
S. Sconiers, E. Swiatek. L.A. Bailey. A. Ramer. D. Perkins (asst. coach
(Photo by Bob Stalcup)
(

(

),

).

Alley. B. Jones. T. Miles. R. Bruyn. B. Thornburgh.
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,

Unchanging

MOTION
Their moccasin feet

the

hit

ground with precision and power.

At the end of a long

stick there

was

hide that covered one side of a

other always keeping their minds

sharp and ready to

watched the movement of the

tion,

make
game for

rock, waiting for their chance to

a steal.

The

sport

was a

"One can
the beginning

was

same

this

drew 38 men

intensity that

to Butler to play for the

to the

just

by the

level that

tell

who

going to win,

attitude

is

from

usually
is

right

and confidence

in the air,"

commented

freshman, Brian Borakove. "In order
to successfully play lacrosse,"

warriors.
It

move on

a result, they play to

their fullest potential, rain or shine.

rounded bone, creating a "cradle."

These men, intense with competi-

As

next play.

tinues,

he con-

"one must also understand both

sides of the

game, the defense and the

must know the theories

Lacrosse team. They came into their

offense, and

second season with high expecta-

behind the game."

This

Keith Thorkelson, a sophomore,

men were

claimed that college and high school

coached by All-Conference Jon Hind
and assisted by Jacques Monte.

lacrosse are different with reference

tions

and impressive

results.

small powerful group of

The
gan

NCAA

their

Lacrosse team be-

second season with many

to the practices
petition.

"There

and the level of comis

always someone at

your back, ready to take your position

crosse League which consisted five

you mess around at practice."
Freshman Jerod Burdsall loves
the "physical demand and skill level

teams: Butler University, Airforce

it

Academy, Notre Dame, Michigan
State, and Ohio State. The team was

on the other hand, loves "how everyone can help each other on the field."

challenges ahead of them.
ticipated in the Great

skilled

They

par-

Western La-

and very well balanced. This

if

takes to play the game." Borakove,

Most of the players

find the fast pace

year" s captains included John Rustay

and exhilaration of the game

Joe Gloeckner and Craig Kahoun.

favorite aspect.

The team was lead offensively by

Andy Fitzpatrick, AllConference Craig Kahoun and Bob
Roth. Frank LoRusso, Keith

Terry Mercer,

Thorkelson, All-Conference

Don

Shea and Joe Gloeckner led the de-

It

their

was not necessarily what

the

scoreboard said at the end of the game,
but

how

well the team played, that

detennined the true winner. In such a
case,

this

group of warriors always

returned victorious.

fense for the lacrosse team.

Not only do they move and act
They

as one, they are almost artistic.

work and communicate with each

It's a

nasty

spill

i;.r

j:.

iiulMog, as

tie at-

tempts to stay just a step ahead of liis Forrester
opponent.
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Despite injuries, the

An

attempt

(All photos

at a

goal

game goes

is

on.

thwarted by the enemy.

by Heidi Schwitzer)

1993

BUTLER VOLLEYBALL.

Stephanie Wesley, Kate Patterson,

Front row: Linsie Peacock, Laura Baire,

Wendy Maat. Back row:

SETTING RECORDS.
Lynn Hardin,

Student Trainer Lillian Lopez.

Kim

Groce, Tina Foldenaur. Julie Manker, Jenny Arentz. Jonell Pinkerton.

Arentz broke

the season assist record this year to
first in

the

become

Teain All Conference.

WHAT A

SPIKE. Wendy Maat. senior

captain, goes in for the

,

kill.

Women's
Volleyball

back on the

RIGHT TRACK
The women's
entered a
ball this

new

volleyball team

era for Butler volley-

season by qualifying for post-

at the

Arkansas State

Butler Invita-

and was named

tional

at the

all

tourna-

Purdue Invitational, the
Invitational,

and the

Eastern Illinois tournament. Laura

we hope to continue to
be involved in," she said. "We went
into new territory for the program

Invitational

it

was an incredible experience

Dingman

Dingman.

credits the successful

Baire was

ment

at

named MVP at Purdue
and named all tourna-

Arkansas

State.

She also

MCC and all
tournament at the MCC chainpionmade

first

team

ships. Stephanie
all

tournament

all

Wesley was named

at

Purdue and

at the

season to the solid effort of the team.

MCC championships.

"The seniors gave us a solid foundation to build on and we had some

the season included beating Indiana

Other bright moments during

outstanding individual performances

University in Bloomington and w in-

throughout the season," she added.

ning the Purdue Uni\ersity tourna-

Some

of those individuals

clude seniors

in-

Wendy Maat and Jenny

Arentz, sophomore Laura Baire and
junior Stephanie Wesley.
Baire led the

MVP

named

tional Invitational Volleyball

Tour-

Midwestern ColleJenny Arentz was

the

nament was a big step for the team.
"It was a new era for Butler

for all of us," continued

digs.

week by

ment

and

and

the

giate Conference.

season play. According to coach
Sharon Dingman, playing in the Na-

volleyball that

NOTHER WINNER. Laura Baire. sophomore outside hitter, wins another point.
)93 squad in kills

Jenny Arentz deliv-

ers another record setting assists.

named

MVP

at the

Maat was

Eastern Illinois

tournament and was named player of

ment. The team posted a 26-14
record.
"I think this season put us back
on track of where Butler volleyball
has been historically and we hope to

continue this."

vowed Dingman,
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day, new people enter
Some make lasting

Each
our

lives.

impressions on us, others do not.
Just exactly

how

these people

touch us varies. Whether the
individual

a

is

comedienne or a

folk singer, and no matter

how we

met them, they inevitably change
us, sometimes in unexpected
ways.
Special events provided the

Bulldogs with unique ways and
places to meet and listen to
different people.

The Comedy
two

Cellar and the Sunset Cafe are

examples, and ones that provided
students with both laughter and

harmony.
Springs Sports Spectacular,

Spring Sing, and Geneva Stunts

enabled students to interact with
people they

may

otherwise never

have met. These very traditional
all-campus events helped

encourage involvement and
cooperation.

Orientation and

Rush

enriched students' lives by

exposing them to

new and

exciting

organizations and people on

campus. Butler's new Fall Break
and everyone's favorite Spring

Break were also opportunities

to

away from campus and have
fun in new contexts.
get

As times change some
things stay the same. People

move

moving on does not
necessarily mean that one forgets

on, but

the past.

One always

memories of those

64

has the

special events.

^jpecial

Jlll/vents

Katie Jacob, Cynthia Fortune. Angela Steele, and

Kate Eshelbrenner participate

in

Rush with

Pi Beta

Phi.
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Lexy Gilmore lends a hand
Cornelius

at the

to her

buddy

Children" s Bureau during

SGA's Freshmen

into

the Streets

Program. The Crisis Shelter there, (the
only one of

JeffDausman knows the best way to find
his new classes. Computers are set up in
the Gallahue atrium during the drop/add

sessions, so students can get an up-to-

its

kind

in

Central Indiana),

was developed to harbor children from
newborn to age seventeen who are at risk
of abuse or neglect. (Photo by Rachae

Schumann)

date copy of their schedules. (Photo by

Christine Meyer)

Bridging the generation gap with some
Legos. Alyson Matthews spends
quality time with a litde friend

some

from the

Indianapolis Children's Bureau Crisis
Center. Alyson was one of fifteen students

who

shelter as a part of

visited the

Freshmen Into the Streets in August. Close
to one-quarter of this year's freshman
class signed up to participate in the second-

annual community service event. (Photo

by Rachael Schumann)
Dr. Richard Tirman. director of Butler

Health and Counseling Center, clarifies

^

the results of the career assessment

battery to

incoming freshmen. (Photo by

Christine Meyer)

Same P/acei^ Ae^ ^aced
soon as you step onto campus.

Many
incoming

night were well-organized,"

Sunday
check-in could have been
lengthened to allow them time

freshmen, the beginning of fall

said freshman Tracy Barnard.

to

show family members

"getting-acquainted/mingling-

semester was more than
returning to class; it was the
start of a whole new lifestyle.
To make the transition go

"They [Orientation Week

around campus, get their
rooms in order, and relax a bit

with-upper-classmen time" to

before being herded off into a

though some questioned the

"The
For

smoothly

year,

this

coordinators] accomplished

goal

their

meetings

for

known as
Welcome

newcomers,

us

the

and group

expressly

of getting

acquainted with otherpeople."

Classmate Craig

university planned a four-day
series of activities

activities at

Helmreich agreed

wouldn't have met anyone."

well

required meetings.

It

was

this

part of the introduction that

week's

recreational

highlights

included dances

live bands.

"gambling,

who

"

an:' a

received

:

left

reviews

from his student aijdience.

bad taste

in

some

new academic
as

a

"Such

a

busy

social

session, a

new addition to the orientation
with

dealt

itinerary,

classes to start."

Traditionally,

Asked why

the

orientation spanned seven day s.

and participation was limited
to freshmen. This year's

program was changed

to

include veteran students in

some of

the activities of the

shortened four-day period. This

"labels"

way, newcomers got a feel for
the whole student body and

was instrumental.

discussion

overloading our brains before

Johnson explained,

recalled freshman Mary White.

did seem to get to the point
where we were waiting for

society.

modern

schedule had the effect of

even had a chance to unpack,"

freshmen

were

setting, as

new
One

atmosphere.

diversity of

I
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to

stereotypes and the ethnic

freshmen's mouths.

comedian

r.e

a

all,

combination

be enjoyable and beneficial,

intended to help people adapt

loaded with a number of

The

straight."

the group discussions

to a

a

head on

organizerJillFlanery Johnson,

In addition to the

was

my

According

"fun" events, each day was

positive one.

the

Freshman
adjusted.
get
Tammie Cagle commented, "It

to get

had

that

All in

found

necessity of four days just to

feelings

the general response

A

the

Miles pleaded for "more time

about the experience varied,

1993. While

that

frazzled Angle

classroom.

there been no orientadon, "I

Orientation and

Week

felt

"It's

important for communication
barriers to be broken

down

as

campus instead of being
segregated into a "freshmen"
category.

by Carrie Giger

Wade Fosnot gets
into

the

groove

while making a

some

^^MPu^

pn^\/^p)iTE>

music video with

Hv^Ni^^ur

friends in

newlyrenovated
CClubofAtherton
the

A

more

larger,

user-

According to AJli.son Syrcle.

Union. (Photo by

Instructor

Trudy

friendly gathering place for the Butler

Christine Meyer)

Lindow, a Butler

community- that was what the Student

second vice-president of

alum, gives students

Atherton Union Board member, the

a workout on the new

Govemment Association had in inind
when they sat down with architect

aerobics floor

Jonathon Hess and mapped out the

influenced by the unions of other

in the

new

SGA

and

additions to Butler's union were

DePauw

Atherton
Union
weight room. In

24,(XX) .square-foot addition to Atherton

universities including that of

Center. Planning, which started a

University. Syrcle explained the need

September

years ago, culminated with the

classes had

her

become

few

Grand

Opening of the Atherton Union

for a larger union

she said,

"We

really

never did have a place where

so popular that an

in the fall .semester.

of the five-

could

come

additional class was
opened on Monday
and Tuesday, and

million dollar building wa.s funded by

union

that

Much

when

early

together. Butler

had more

we

needed a

to offer."

The Grand Opening of

Butler alumni.

The addition provided a few

Atherton Union took place on Aug. 27,

students had to pre-

new places to eat in Atherton including

1993, over forty years after Atherton

register

a gounnet coffee shop called "Sunset

Centerwasfirsterected. Many activities

classes.

for

all

(Photo by

Christine Meyer)

SGA

were planned for the Grand Opening.

"Coffeehouse" (a club-style program

Guestsenjoyedeverythingfromhaving

which spotlighted a number of

Cafe"

home

-

the

to

their fortune told to

making personal

musicians. ) Taco Bell and Burger King

music videos

C-Club. Hoosier

were also added to the C-Club for those

Hot 96 covered

smdents

who wanted

border" and get

it

to

local

"run for the

"their

way,

addition.

Parts of the

designed

new

for

the billiards

room, the

TV

Melinda

student

Atherton Board

was

ecstatic

Alessi also

Alessi, Associate

Campus

Director of

room, a

and the party

midnight.

addition

entertainment. These areas included

the gala,

When asked about the new-

right

away."

were

la.sted until

in the

Affairs and

member exclaimed. "I
about the new addition!"

commented that

the

Grand

student, the tlmess center. The state-of-

Opening was one of the only times she
had seen so much of the campus united

the-art fimess center included a

outside of an athletic event.

lounge, and, for the

more

energetic

weight

room, bikes, Stairmasters, universal
equipment, dressing rooms, and an

bv Tammie Caale

aerobics floor.

Style

is

the

president,

word of

the night as,

SGA

Alex Locker, and the Butler

Bulldog arrive

at

Grand Opening

in tuxes,

the Atherton

and

Union

their

own

Trick shot

artist

Tom Rossman

amazes
new

students with his abilities in the
billi;irds

room located in Atherton Union.

(Photo bu Carrie Maffeo)

chauffer-driven linio.( Photo by Christine

Meyer)
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;

by Ann Ewbank

On
1993,

Oct. 21 and 22,
a historic thing

happened
schedule.
called

^Cf

^

Break 1993

to the Butler

Something
"Reading
gave
B.U.

the

Break"

Fall

1.

students two days without
classes.

These two extra

days were intended to give

tPiA^ or not to stPiA'^

students an opportunity to

work
having

catch up on class

without

assignments added. This
time also provided some
well-deserved

R & R for

the first time since August.

Here are the top ways
Butler students spent Fall

Break:

Caught up on much-

needed
2.
3.

sleep.

Actually studied.

Thought

about

studying, but couldnotquite

open the book.
4.

Visited boyfriend oi

girlfriend.
5.

Went home and

die

laundry.
6.

Went

to

movies

oi

rented videos.
7.

Visited

othei

midwestem campuses.
8. Shopped or partied

ir

Indy.
9.

Saw

the foliage

Brown County.
10. Thought

ir

aboui

studying, but could not fine
the book.

Junior Eddie

Manuszak spent

creative and giving way.

He

his break in

organized a

crip for volunteers to visit St. Louis

and

help victims of the terrible flooding there.
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Hot Fun
Spring Break

is

the point of second

semester that every college student
looks forward to. This is the week

what
can be referred to as "pre-finals" and
"post finals". There are just enough
weeks afterChristmas Break making
burnout inevitable, and when this
happens it is time to get away. From
Daytona to the Swiss Alps, Spring
Break is the ideal time to go away
that divides the semester into

the ...Springtime

in

time was a cool part of

my

week.

It

was a great time."
Not everyone likes to get away from
Indiana weather and go some place
colder, so Rorida and the islands are
always popular break places. Shelley
Goaziou, a freshman from Orlando,
is

lucky enough to

live in Florida.

She

discussed her experiences, "I brought
three of

my

friends

home

with me.

We

to St. Louis, "I

had

to

go home and

interview with companies for
this

summer.

It

was

time I could go and
to

do

it

then.

but at least

It

I'

really the only

m glad

over."

This year Spring Break started on
(although most everyone preferred

a relaxing

to leave for their destinations

glad

on

I

week by a pool, and I'm
The worst part is

got to go.

Thursday the 10th) and classes
resumed on Monday March 21.
Junior Nikki Gish described her
break, "I went with some friends to
Boyne Mountain in Northern
Michigan near Petosky. Skiing the

coming back here to study."
Sometimes students need to use the
week off from classes to find summer
jobs or prepare for upcoming exams.

Black Diamond slopes for the

Gallagher described her return

first

For this reason. Spring Break

is

often

called "catch-up-week." Junior Kelley

home

It

everyone agrees

"My

went to Clearwater, Florida. She
commented, "It was nice to get out of
Indiana and finally see the sun. I had

the School's calendar

hadn't seen in awhile.

away from

to prepare for the

We had a blast." Junior Alicia Yates

March 14 on

I

studying, relaxing, or partying, most

work

classes get in the

also

that

Medical entrance exam the MCAT.
She expressed disgust for her time

it."

Charissa Dresden was also hard

wait until break and this

way.

Duke

was fun

upcoming

got a job out of

done when

homework and

was able

good to see him, anyway." Sara White
and some friends stayed a few days in
Richmond. Virginia, and she stated. "I
have some friends from high school at
meet new people, and the
football team, even though we didn't
get to come back tan like we wanted."

I

Public Library everyday.

things that cannot be

I

wasn't the most fun,

went to Disneyland, Clearwater
Beach, Coco Beach, and Tampa. We
got lots of sun and met lots of guys.

with friends and catch up on the

my job

being

isn't

Butler,

at

idea of fun

Highland Indiana's

in

I

could not
test

were

Another reason people go away over
Break is to see friends they do not go
to school with, that

may

live a

few

hours away. Clay Fleischer jokingly

described his break, "I went to
Tennessee to see my friend Vic. I
don't get to see

way

turned out

it

He

leave.

from
news.

him very often but the
I

felt like

I

to

Whether

the

important thing

memorable

in

is

week

off

that

for the

is

the

week

spent

most
to

Tammi Smith shared her Spring
Break 1994 experiences, "Had I not
been in a car accident and totalled my
car; ifmy best friend's childhood friend
way.

had not passed away; had I not
encountered the worst week of my
life; my break would have been quite
Cheer up, Tammi, summer
around the comer

pleasant."
is

right

!

should

kept getting phone calls

by Jenette Michalak

and family with bad
probably would have left if I

his friends
I

had somewhere

else to stay.

It

be

an uplifting, positive

was

Many students take road trips over
many driving as far as Texas and
California.
little

An

Looks

breaks

like this trip started a

shaky. (Photo by Rachel Stoeppler)

inevitable sign that spring has sprung

(Photo by Marie Choi
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Homecoming 1993
great

apathetic attendance at the Butler

Hinkle, a victorious football team,

anticipation and provided the

Bowl. Josh Clark, sophomore, noted,

weather, a pep rally. Butler

backdrop for the crowning of the

"It

Returning
cool

fall

alumni, tailgates

Bash, even karaoke

-

what do

all

common? A
of Memories: Homecoming

these things have in

Gallery

started out as a

normal week:

late

nights ofstudying. long hours of class,
lectures that just

by

would not end. But

the middle of the week, people

were ready
party,

for a break, ready for a

and ready for the weekend.

arrived

with

1

993 Homecoming King and Queen.

At the evening pep rally, it was
announced that Mick Mates and Alie

was a

little

little

disappointing to see so

support for the team."

Saturday night's Butler Bash which
staged a blues and progressive band

would receive the royal titles.
screamed their way

also proved to be a little disappointing

Pi Beta Phi also

in attendance

to victory in the traditional "Yell

"The first band that played was okay,

Like

competition.

Hell"

An

but

.

As Robb Konkey stated,

don't think anybody cared for

I

especially exciting fireworks display

them." The second band, a little more

capped off the

to the taste of the students,

night.

Rain and cooler temperatures

playing at

1

1:30 to a

began

crowd of

less

Lisa Bostwick exclaimed,

its

plagued Saturday's game, but that

than

powertooblige with its Homecoming

did not stop the return of alumni,

activities.

traditional

"You had to be drunk."
The weekend provided some

Butler tried to do everything in

festivities.

concluded,

least

Chris Sutcliff, junior,

you were

decisively negotiated a ten to nothing

showings at the events, Butler seemed

"It

is

it

and the

highlights and a few disappointments

night

into karaoke."

"At

tailgates,

fifty.

Bulldog's victory. As the alumni
downed a few beers and began stories
of the way things used to be. Butler

Wednesday

marked the debut

of karaoke as a part of the weekend of

was okay

if

He went on by adding,

something new."

With

the traditional rambling of

intoxicated alumni and the poor

in a struggle to

save face in

who
Homecoming

front of students, faculty and alumni

gathered on a cold and wet

Day

to

show

their school spirit.

Dee Gees rock

the

C-Club during

the

karaoke contest which was a part of

week. (Photo by Christine Meyer)
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spirit

Homecoming. As

defeat of Valparaiso.

to put on a standard

problem as

Jim Wolf observed, "Nothing too

in recent

The only
years was the

exciting.

The Bulldogs

"In the gallery of memories, there are

pictures. ..of naked men?" The game day
crowd was surprised to look out on the field'

I

Scott

1993.
It

Friday

at

A nice break from the norm."

and find a player who wasn't yet suited up.
streaker was a Butler student who

The

somehow managed

to

evade Public Safety.

Another contestant in the karaoke sing-off.
Those who placed added a couple of
Homecoming points to their week-long
running

Mie Scott
or

ol

Kappa Alpha Theta and Mick Mates of Delta Tau Delta are crowned Homecoming Queen and King during
royalty took place in Atherton Union the week prior to the game.

totals.

(Photo by Christine Meyer)

halftime. Voting

Homecoming
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Doing Unto Others
Volunteers as they arrive
site.

Twelve agencies

by Into

$2500

the Streets,

in

at their

in all

were

work
visited

and a collective

work was donated

to the

Indianapolis community. (Photo by

Carmen Ferguson)
Ellen Kolberg. Into the Streets CoChair, helps team leader Erin Riley
to the floor.

was

For these two. the event

the joyous culmination of over

three and a half

months of planning.

(Photo by Rachael Schumann)
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Clay Niccum signs his waiver and

Team

prepares to head Into the Streets with

(center) with her team. Six students

about

1

20 other Butler students. (Photo by

Jim Basta)

leader

Carmen Ferguson

worked with Carmen

Community

for Eastside

Investments, and had the

stress-relieving job of tearing

house.
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down

a

Angela Woodall of Delta

Mike Hostetler and Joe Dewey of Phi
Kappa Psi display the tools of their
trade. (Photo by Carmen Ferguson)

Gamma

hang her hammer

finds a place to

while switching to a crowbar. (Photo

by Carmen Ferguson)

y
What do 120

Center, says that her group "picked

Butler University students and 12

have

up trash and cleaned bathrooms, and
then got to talk with a homeless man,

Streets,

center." After spending the afternoon

Question:

local non-profit organizations
in

who

common?
Answer: Into The

escorted [her] around the
she believes that the

there,

students.

Center "really helps them [the home-

November marked
programs

the

anniversary.

third

less] get out

Many

freshman Justina Krouse
believed that Into the Streets,
"allowed me to give myself to a

the Streets.

able to go to workshops with

cause [helping the Damien Center,

handicapped adults, who were

which services HIV/AIDS

victims of drunk driving.

patients]

never would have thought I would."

Freshman Amber Meranda was
motivated by having two extremely
close friends die of
really brought

me

this disease. ..by

Damien
helped

Center,

my two

AIDS.

"It

into the reality of

volunteering
I

has

feel like

I

at the

have

including:
St.

The Children's Bureau,

Vincent New Hope, The Damien

ResCo.

Junior

Brenda Fitch called this, "an eyeopening experience." Pathway to
Recovery provided the opportunity
for Butler students to "see different

types of treatment and talk to
residents

who were drug addicts and

homeless," said senior Kara Yeakley.

By giving their time to help
area agencies,

Vice-Chairman of

Into the Streets Kristen Hilliard.

reported that "over $2500 worth of

was

service

donated

to

the

mean

coiTimunity, so

Gleaner's Food Bank,

events came to a close during a dinner

Child

in

However at St. Vincent
Hope, some volunteers were

The Indianapolis Day
Center, Pathway to Recovery,
Center,

dinner

New

friends as well."

During Into The Streets,
twelve agencies were serviced

(Photo by Rachael Schumann)

students

cleaned and organized during Into

1

at the reflection

Butler

involved had different reasons for
helping,

Klem and Jim Wolf clown around

of their situation and

find jobs."

Although many of the students

Pat

Day

an all-day service program for Butler

Care

Center,

Mary's

St.

Nature

Conservatory, Eastside Community

it

really does

something special."

at

ResCo,

As

the day's

Senior Joe

Dewey

expressed the message of Into the

when he

said "If a lot

more

Investments, Clean City. M.A.D.D.,

Streets,

and the Compassion Center.

people get out and help humanity,

Butler students performed

many

they will

make

a big difference."

jobs over the course of five

hours. Senior JenniferMetcaif,

worked

at

the

Indianapolis

who
Day

by

Ann Ewbank
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Show

Age-old

Hosts Mike Kalscheur and Michelle
Stubblefield talk through their script
just minutes before the curtain goes

up. (Photo by Rachael

a Success

Still

line dancers, cartoon characters, and,

Country
yes,

even Elvis crossed the stage of Clowes Memorial Hall

YMCA's

during the

1993 "Geneva Stunts." "Crossroads

of Diversity" served as the theme for eight pairs of housing

who competed

units

in the event.

The Delts and Alpha Chis captured

Young and Resdess

with "Gone With the Days of Our
Lives," followed by "Buder
the

place

first

Goes Boot Scootin' "featuring

Commuter Association and Kappa Kappa Gamma.

Third place went to the

men

women

of Phi Kappa Psi for their

of Delta

Gamma

and the

performance of "Babs and

Taz Cross Paths."
For the
participated,

first

time, the

men

of

Kappa Alpha

Psi

opening the show with a crowd-pleasing step

routine.

"We

usually have an opening dance and

that (the step show) was a leap over what

past," said junior

Mike Kalscheur,

we had

I

think
in the

co-director of the

program.

The annual fall show has been a traditional part of
student housing competition since 1919, when the proceeds

went

to send people to

Lake Geneva, Wisconsin. Though

Geneva Stunts stopped funding

has stuck. This year's proceeds barely

name

ago, the

these trips several years

covered costs of putting on the show, according to Kalscheur.

Once

again, the

show succeeded

in entertaining

its audience. Clowes Hall was filled with anxious spectators,

some of whom saw
"I

thought

their very first
it

was

fun,

and

Geneva
I

Stunts.

liked being part of it,"

said freshman Julia Sanford of her experience with the

show.

"It

was a cute

idea."

by Carrie Giger

Heather Notestine of Alpha Phi

is

suited up and ready to go. (Photo by

Rachael Schumann)
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Schumann)

YMCA President Julie
(right)

and

Yancich

First Vice-President

Ellen Kolberg practice the
traditional slide

audience

is let

show before

the

into the theater.

(Photo by Rachael Schumann)

.Freshman Carrie Giger searches
frantically for the rest of her costume.

(Photo by Rachael Schumann)

Delt Eric Senne checks to
his

make

sure

props are functioning before taking

the stage. Senne, and the rest of the

Delta Tau Delta/ Alpha Chi cast took
place with "Gone with the Days of
Our Young and Restless Lives." (Photo
by Rachael Schumann)
first
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Student Government Association
/[ JJtnk'^ctvve.zn /[it
Student Government Association
functioned as an important
connection between all members of
campus.
SGA's diversity was
experienced through its members and
programs, making it a very unique
organization. This year's Executive

Board consisted of Senior Alex
Locker as President: Junior Matt Hoff
1st

Vice-President: Senior Allison

2nd Vice-President:
Sophomore Amanda Bell, Secretary:
and Senior Krista Boslooper,
Syrcle,

and suggestions of their units to SGA.
This year, the definition of
representative was changed in the
organization's constitution.
This
change affected the voting process,

In addition to these executives.

interaction with

its

and suggestions to the members. This
year, Duane Leatherman and Doug
Oblander functioned as immediate
advisors. Melinda Alessi and Candy
Brady from Campus Activities were
crucial to the success of the
organization, as were the people in

and Ellen Kohlberg
Community Awareness, Jen Fuqua
chaired Concerts, Marcia Price
planned
Contemporary
Entertainment, Jenette Michalak

Student Affairs.

Melinda Alessi was completing her

handled Films, Natalie Berman
scheduled Lectures, Stephanie
Russell ensured Publicity, SeeBee
Thorpe organized Recreation, Alie
Scott chaired Special Events, and J.J
DeBrosse and Melissa Holling,swonh

and commented, "I think SGA as a
whole has increased programming
and success rates in the past couple of
years. Through Program Board, the
representatives, and Alex s leadership

managed Spring Sports

this year,

Spectacular.

third year of involvement with

SGA,

'

I

think

SGA

Together, the Executive Board and

well-known

Program Board organized activities
and functions for the entire campus.

throughout campus.

brought Acoustic Bug, and

became more

and

Program Board had a

appreciated
Specifically,
lot

of good

entire

campus, and the housing units.
representatives

were
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Weekend. Spring Sports Spectaculaj

involved all the housing units, as thej

competed

in

and games

sports

ir

Hinkle Fieldhouse on Feb. 18.
Outside the activities of Prograir

Board, SGA interacted with the
Council on Presidential Affairs wit!
President Bannister to promot£
changes

in the physical aspects ol

This liaison to the Administration gave

much laughter to the Reilly
Room. The Comedy Cellar featured

members like Matt Hoff, Alex Locker

1

brought
acts like

MarkNizorandhisjuggling,

Frederick Winters and hypnosis, and

the students of Butler a voice

promote

improvements

adjustments

at

and Allison Syrcle CPA and SGA
worked hand-in-hand to obtair
complete student life improvement.
,

ideas about this year's

Message", Bob Harris and the

get people to be

JFK

tc

anc

Sharing

Butler.

Margaret Cho with standup comedy.
The Lectures Committee featured
Michael Kessler's "Music With a

President Alex Locker shared a few

SGA, "One

thing that I wanted to do this year was

more involved anc

Conspiracies, and Michael Spiro's

care about what happens on theij

"Music, Sex, and Cookies". The
Concerts committee arranged for
Wingfield and Davis, a Rhythm and

campus.

Blues/Gospel and Jazz group: and
Teresa, performing Acoustic/
Alternative Country music, as well
as others.
TTie Films committee
featured box office hits like "A Few

Men", "Dave", "The
Bodyguard" and "Father of the

to their

The ski trip to the Vail and Beaver
Creek Resort was planned by the

This year, the Coffeehouse
committee was new, with the

Recreation committee. The winter

First Vice President Allison Syrcle and Treasurer Krista
Boslooper ensure that SGA elections run smoothly. (Photo by
Rachel Stoeppler)

cam

team leaders, 20 Butler individuals
went "into the streets" as a service
project to the community.
Contemporary Entertainment

Bride^'

These

activities for the entire

campus, as well as campus policies

Good

programs.

The Special Events committer

This year, headed by 10

Streets.

attendance between activities on
campus. These individuals were hard-

SGA to discuss matters affecting the

ary.

planned

Bomar

Cafe.

programs, despite the competition for

"

skiers to Colorado for a week in Janu-

pus through Homecoming and Spring

musical styles were brought into the

SGA interacted with approximately

working and dedicated

excursion took approximately twent)

Christy

in a slightly alternative style. Poetry

forty representatives from the housing
units, commuters, and each class.
These members met weekly with

Early this year,

The Community Awareness
Committee organized Into the

SGA

was the
advisors. These

crucial part of

Comprising ten different committees.

Milliard

Cafe.

in the

vote.

individuals functioned as overseers

chaired the Coffeehouse, Kristen

atmosphere of individuality

readings, artwork, and different

of the organization, offering advice

Christy On-

Christy Orr had created an

and has all the rights and privileges of
the housing units. This meant more
members of campus were allowed to

functioned as an

twelve chairpersons.

Cafe.

andRittertotheCafe. The focus for
the Spring was in support of the arts,

that

important aspect of the organization.

Program Board was made up of

expansion of Atherton to form a
Union, and the opening of the Sunset

any housing unit
recognized by the IPC and Panhel is
a member of the campus community
stating

A

Treasurer.

Program Board

responsible for relaying the opinions

^CftPiMnts,

I

think that

slowly but surely.

is

happening

SGA

has beer

instrumental in bringing Butlei
together and is also, personally, i
learning experience.
I
woulc
encourage everyone to take some rok
in

Student Government."

,

by Jenette Michalak

A little creative advertising worked wonders for sophomore
Justin Decker, who became SGA president for 1994-5 after a
run-off election with junior Matt Hoff. (Photo by Rachel
Stoeppler)

'

Bowling

balls, elcclric

torches, oh

jaw

in

knives and blow

my! Mark Nizor clenches his
The renowned juggler

concentration.

visited the

Comedy

Cellar

in

Novcinber.

(Photo by Christine Meyer)

wine glass up there?" According
Ireshman Heidi Hickman. Mark Nizor's
tricks were "unbelievable." (Photo by
"Is that a
to

Chnstme Meyer)

Cho

Margaret

explains what happened

when she dyed her

hair orange

herself a Jerri-Curl. Ms.

comedian
fall

to

and have

Cho was

pack the Reilly

the last

Room

in the

semester. (Photo by Rachael

Schumann)

The Best Medicine
They say "laughter

is

the best

medicine," but for students,

became

it

also

dimmed to portray the desired

'club'

effect.

listen to.

A

lot

based on things

of their humor was

we

could relate to."

the best stress reliever.

Price also attributed added success

explained sophomore Virginia Ulm.

Student Government Association's

to increased publicity.

"Our first
comedian was held during Freshman
Orientation where we got a great
turn-out, and ever since then the word

According to freshman Heidi
Hickman, the best comedians were
the ones that were consistently funny.
"My favorite act was the juggler. He

"Comedy

Cellar"

was

second
1993 and proved to
in its

year of running in
be more popular than ever.

The Comedy Cellar was an event

has just spread." In addition to word-

kept the crowd in

started during the fall semester of

of-mouth, publicity also increased

unbelievable tricks and roiling with

1992 by SGA's Program Board.
Every first Thursday of the month, a
comedian was brought in as a free
hour of entertainment for students. In

by way of sidewalk chalk and wipe-

his hilarious

its first

scheduled year, the comedy

off boards (a gift offered to students

by SGA).

Comedians ranged from

stand-up acts, to jugglers, to

hour packed the C-Club. The .second
year, however, proved to be even

hypnotists.

more successful with the availability

variety of different

ofthe bigger Reilly As,sembly
(in the
filled to

new

student union.)

Room
It

was

capacity every month.

Marcia Price, Chairperson of
Contemporary Entertainment for

SG A, attributed a lot ofthe success to
the change in location. "We wanted

"We

tried to bring in a

shows so

no
one would get bored with the same
act and so that everyone could find
something they would really enjoy,"
commented Program Board member,
J.J.

that

DeBrosse.

A

time to attend

atmosphere and the Reilly Room gave
us the extra space to do

"regulars" to the

form more of a

'club'

it,"

Round tables were

type

claimed

up with
candles and centerpieces, chips and
sodas were served, and lights were
Price.

set

SGA

to

his

idea

allow students a short

break from their studies. With the
diversity of acts, certain

proved

to

comedians

be funnier to some people

than others; the crowds at the monthly

shows however, never diminished.
Taking a break in the month for an
hour of fun was just what students
were looking for. Junior Alicia Yates
remarked.

way

majority of students found the

one of the acts.
There were also however, several
groups of students that became

to

comments."
The Comedy Cellar was a new

by

Acts during the year were extremely
diversified.

awe with

"I can't think

to relieve

my

of a better

stress than a

good

laugh."
lOl Things to do with a Bowling Ball.

at least

by Kelley M. Gallagher

Juggler
at

home

Mark Nizor
'
(

teases,

"Don

't

try this

Photo by Christine Meyer)

comedy scene by
not missing a single show. "1 liked
taking time to go each month because
the

comedians were

really fun to
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Rush
University not in a hurry to see students pledge Greek
Rush was deferred
time from

had both
Overall,

first

semester to

this

year for the

first

second semester. This

advantages and disadvantages.

its

went smoothly.

it

Provisions were
in the weather.

Rush

made due

to the

change

started earlier in the day,

and

allowed a break for dinner. Freshmen were given
the chance to adjust to college life during their
first

semester. Additionally, friendships with

other freshmen, especially in the residence halls,

were easily made as a result of non-affiliation.
However, this also became a
disadvantage since these friendships influenced
decisions upon which houses to pledge. In the

end a group of friends

splitting

houses actually made them

up

into different

more

the

all

well-

rounded.

Furthermore, two disadvantages due to
deferred rush were preconceived notions, and
pressure to join a specific house. This greatly
affected the rushees. Deferred rush allowed

freshmen

to better get to

know

the individual

houses, as well as the Greek system as a whole.
In some cases this worked against the houses and/
or the rushees.

Sigma Nu Rush Chairman, Mark
Tarowski, commented,

"I really did not like

it

was another case of the university
forcing the Greek system into doing something
that they held as a tradition. Change is not bad,
but the majority of the Greek system liked it the
because

way

it

it

was!

"

Formal Rush Week was a wonderful
experience in which everyone should participate.

Meeting new people, learning more about an
important part of this campus, bonding with
others, and making friends or improving already
existing friendships

were some of

reasons to give rush a

the incredible

try.

Jennifer Stumpf, freshman, concluded,
"Overall,

because

I

it

think

was

it

gave us time

better in the spring,
to

check out the

sororities

and different things they do. and it gave us time
to get closer to our freshman friends."
Speaking
stressful, tiring,

but

it

definitely

week was

truthfully, the

and an emotional

was

did a fantastic job

at

all

worth

making

it.

the

roller coaster,

All the chapters

week

and the experience was exhilarating.
by Dana Simonetti
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a success

Sophomores Angela

Steele and Kate

Eshelbrenner participated
their sisters at the Pi

The Phi

Phi's

in

Rush with

Beta Phi house.

theme was "Through the

Decades." Both Angela and Kate
dressed up as

women

of the 1960s.

Toanh Nguyen and Angela Woodall,
members of Delta Gamma
sorority, run the "DG Soda Shop"
during Rush 1994.

junior
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spring Sports Spectacular

you took

If

and

spikes, sprints,

slam-dunks, added races, relays, and
rafts and mixed in fast paced basketball

freshman, offered.
Spring Sports not only included the
traditional athletic competitions, it also

and high intensity soccer one would
probably have several seasons worth

contained events such as

of sports excitement. However,

greater level of participation forthose

was compressed
athletic marathon

that action

all-night

if all

into

an

at

the

Bulldog's Hinkle Fieldhouse, the
result

would be a

sports spectacular.

was once
again successful in uniting the campus
The

in

fourth annual event

an atmosphere of high competition

and tremendous fun. Puja Shah,
sophomore, confirmed. "This is
probably the best weekend at Butler
between Rush and Spring Break." In
addition,
halls

it

was a time forthe residence
to show

and Greek chapters

their pride in the quest for overall

victory in the male and female housing
unit divisions.

These

captured by the

Delta and

victories

men

women

were

of Delta Tau

of Alpha Chi

Omega.
Events that sparked tremendous
interest

were

the

slam-dunk

and the soccer
tournament. The slam-dunk, an ever
present favorite, appeared to draw the
competition

largest
at

crowd of

the night estimated

around five hundred. The soccer

tournament which

proven

to

in the past

had not

be a significant spectator

event seemed to draw a greater crowd

due

to violent altercations. "I

the fight during the final

thought

round

between the Delts and the Sig Chis

was

the

happened
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most exciting thing
all

that

night," Matt Gibbs,

raft races

and obstacle courses. This added a

who might not have been

as athletic.

The events were designed to be fun,
but as Shannon Kalmer, sophomore,
commented,

"I

had

to stay

an extra

hour just to do the stupid scooter
races.

We won them, though."

Eddie Manuszak waits
play

made hy one

lor Ihe call

on

a

of his Resco teammates.

Don't worry Eddie,

it's

only a game!
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Building a

Dream
Sigma Nus opened
show on Saturday night.

Tri Delts and

the

After weeks and weeks of preparation, Butler'

annual

YMCA

Spring Sing was held Saturday night,

April 9 at Clowes Memorial Hall. Sororities, fraternities

and residence halls were paired up to present individual
musical numbers, each with a mini-theme that was a
spin-off of the overall

theme

Teams were evaluated on

—"Building a Dream."

selection of music,

costume

choreography, overall difficulty, and stage

effect,

presence.

A lot of hard work was put into this competitive
show by teams and the "behind the scenes" people. The
overall directors this year

were April

Elliott

and April

The judges were Lyie Mannweiler, Gregory

Lajoie.

Ruby, Rachel Richards, and Joyce

Porter, Ellen

Zimmerman. Several
banners

members judged

faculty

the

made by each team.
There were eight acts

that participated in

Spring Sing. The winners were Kappa Kappa

and Delta Tau Delta with

their

Gamma

theme "Kids Sing the

Damdest Things." Second place went to Alpha Phi and
Phi

Kappa

Psi,

Hall and the

and placing third were the

women

men of Ross

of ResCo.

The Outstanding Freshman Awards were
presented during Spring Sing.

The

recipients this year

were Kevin Emerick and Michelle Bachtel. The Black
Student Union received The

Trophy

for the third consecutive year.

Truly, Spring Sing
for both those involved

director for
"I

was

Lamp of Wisdom Service

was an enjoyable evening

and the audience. Sophomore

Kappa Kappa Gamma, Lisa Jenkins

really glad that

we won. I am happy

hard work paid off. Spring Sing was
I

am looking

forward

stated,

that all

our

a big success,

and

to next year."

Parents

by Dana Simonetti

Weekend isn't just a showcase
Lambda Chis take

for Spring Sing,

advantage of

all

of the adults on

campus by hosting
totter

marathon

Leukemia

82

their annual teeter-

to raise

Society.

funds for the

Alpha Phis and Phi Kappa Psis
thrilled to receive the

are

second place

trophy for "River of Dreams."
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President of the Senior Class. Paul D. King, addresses the graduating class of

1994 during Butler's annual commencement exercises.

"Imagine Tomorrow"
The Hilton U. Brown Theatre was

commencement

for the class of 1994 on

the site for

Sat.,

May

14.

The theme, "Imagine Tomorrow," was carried
throughout each guest speakers" address. Professor

Robert Bennett, a lawyer

who

department, was chosen by

teaches in the business

the senior class to share a

few words of wisdom.
Professor Bennett spoke of giving back to the

community. He stressed

that learning does not stop

once one graduates, and that helping give back what

you have taken and learned

essential in the

is

world

today.

Raymond Leppard, Music

Director and

Conductor of the Indianapolis Symphony Orchestra
addressed commencement.

Humane

He

received a Doctor of

Letters, honoris causa.

emphasized the

arts

Mr. Leppard

and how superb they

stated that one of the greatest joys in life

are.

He

receive and send letters, according to Leppard,

exceptional tool of communication.

also

was writing. To
is

an

He encouraged the

graduates not to forget about their college

life

and

to

keep in touch with their friends, one of the most precious
gifts

one can receive.

Mr. Daniel R. Efroymson also spoke

at

commencement. He received a Doctor of Laws, honoris
causa. Mr. Efroymson was an accomplished civic leader

who has donated much of his time and money to Butler
University.

and he and

He was

a

member of the Board of Trustees

his family has

donated thousands of dollars

towards scholarship funds. Mr. Efroymson also talked
about community involvement.

and

how

this relates to

He spoke of serendipity

graduates and their role in the

world.
this

wonderful

May

watched

their loved

ones graduate and enter a

On
friends

new and

exciting world. After

afternoon family and

all

the degrees

received the graduates finally entered a
their lives with

were

new phase

of

one theme stuck in their heads, "Imagine

Tomorrow."

Members

of the College of Education:

Richard Hunt, Angela Jarzyna,

Kennedy, and

Patricia

patiently in the

bv Angela Clore

Field

House

for

West

Amy

Kurcinka wait

Gym

of Hinkle

Commencement

to

begin. (Photo by Rachel Stoeppler)
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Dr. Kent

Van Tyle leads the
Van Tyle, College

processional. Dr.

Pharmacy, was the Chief Faculty
Marshall for Butler's 1994

Members
of

of the Class of 1994

Ensemble of Graduating Vocal Music
Majors sing the National Anthem
during

Commencement.

commencement. (Photo by Rachel
Stoeppler)
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They came here

as

naive

freshmen. They entered a world that

was fascinating and new.

Now they are

seniors and are about to enter a different

world

that is frightening

and exciting

same time. What is in store for
them they do not know, but hopefully
everything will work out.
all at

the

As seniors they have witnessed
many changes on campus. Those were
the days when there were at least three
parties a night on the weekends. Can

KEGS — lots

you remember

of them

and "around the worlds" on Thursday
nights? Seniors celebrated, took a load

off their shoulders, and relaxed a
different

way- way back

Now,

then.

they go to the bars and hang-out with
their friends.

While some things stayed the
same, many things changed. The campus

evolved right

in front of their eyes.

Seniors witnessed the Boulevard
transform into a big

mud pit, then into a

gorgeous mall.

Atherton

Union

expanded; remodeling took place

in the

residence halls and Greek housing units;
faculty and staff offices changed places;

and

a

non-smoking policy was

implemented.

Even though things changed
there were always traditions that held

strong and true. Journeying

down

the

THE LAST UNDERGRADUATE PARTY. ResCo
room

parties can't last forever for Butler seniors, the

road of education and enlightenment

good times under
end. (top row left

changed seniors forever. They knew

Bridgeman. Kristin

more than they ever did

as freshmen,

when they thought that they knew

it all.

Seniors were entering a world of

employment and graduate schools.
They all had something in common.

Some

of these

things

included:

interviewing, student teaching, studying

or blowing off their last year.
Seniors, what a long strange trip
this

has been. They have travelled down

the long and winding road, and are

now

new path. With new
adventures come new excitements. But,

ready to blaze a

one thing will always stay the same; no

one ever forgets
days.
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their

good

ole college

rules

and regulations are soon

to right)

to

Bobby Ho, Anthony

Phillips,

Marie Cho, Kevin

Bottom, (bottom row) Yong Lee. Michael Schaffer,

and Jin woo Kwak. (Photo by Rachel Stoeppler)

eniors

QUIET SERENADE.
quietly soothes

all

Butler's

pond hy

the bell tower

frazzled students" nerves, no

stress at this fountain.

more

(Photo by Rachel Stoeppler)
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Abraham
Thad Ailes

Scott

Kelli Alexander

Craig Anthony

Jason Baglev

Richard Baldwin

Mark Banas
Nicole Beaslev

Allan Be

Suzanne Belmont
Mary Ann Bender
Frederick Bennett

Eric

Bonner

Sarah Boone
Krista Boslooper

Randall

Jodi

Bower

Boyd-Cain

Tricia Brannan

Deborah Britten
Randi Brown

Melanie Buckley
Jennifer

Bunch

Brian Cain
Lori Carlson

Lori Carmichael

Matthew Champ
RJ Cialdella

Monica Cline
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Angela Clore
Cindy Collins
Michelle Collins
Christine Colquitt

Gina Combs
Elizabeth

Cook

Rebecca Coon
Jennifer Copeland

Carole

Comman

Velynda Cossey

Mary Beth

Craft

Krissa Crawford

Daryl Cripe
Eric Deutsch

Leslie

Dewe\

David Dimopon
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Teresa Dirig

Deborah Domingue
Krislina Dorgan
Karen Dougherty

George Douvros
Laura Dowell
Doris Duning

Michelle Eckhart

Sheryl Edwards

Thomas Edwards
Todd Edwards
Sean Eichenberg

Robert Evola

Kyle Fessler
Lydia Fink
3j,

John Finucane
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Ann-Marie Gacioch
Michele Galvin
Gretchen Ganser
Christine

Gembala

Lisa George

Heidi Gilbert

Kara Giroux
Jennifer Hanefeld

Cassandra Harding

Meghan Harold

Dawn Hennig
Laura

Hill

Marcella Hoff

Rhonda Hopper
Jennifer

Hushour

Susan Ingrahani
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Lisa Jacobson

Lance Jeschke
Luis Jimenez

Mary Kalin

Peggy Kearney

Amy

Kennedy

Kristi

Kepler

Norma Kim

Kazulvo Kimora

Cynthia Krebs
Lauri Keuhling
Patricia

Kurcinka

Maggie Leach
Bobbi Leckrone

Maureen Lee
Robin Lee
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Stacey Lent

Lewsader
Monica Linck

Jennifer

Alex Locker

Erin

Long

Craven Lynn

Wendy Maat
Nicloe

Mangca

Jennifer

Marks

Larry Martin

Shannon Masteller
Michael Mates

Nobunaka Matsuno
Steve

May

Lee Ann McCandless
Jerold

McKenzie

Domenica McPheeters
Karen Mellen
Jennifer Metcalf

Kevin Meyer

Angie Minich
Kimberly Moise
Heather Moore

Kathy Muhleman

Shannon Murphy
JuHette Nehring

Brenda Neville
Michelle Novak

Thomas Novak

Amy

Novina

Susan Ogrentz
Steven Olson
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Wendy Pecyna
Michael Penrose
Douglass Philpot
Cassandra Pixey

Max

Placke

Michelle Plaster

Nikki Pless

Herman Polk

Jane Prasse

Amy

Presley

Patricia Price

Angela Pullum
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Susanna Rains
Jill

Rexwinkel

Travis Richey
Kristine Ridder

Scott Riley
Ingrid

Rockstrom

Molly Rodewald
Stephanie Rodnick

Amy

Rohrbach

Robert Rueff
Traci Scheetz

Jama

Schitter

Amanda

Schmitt

Thomas Schneider
Joanna Schroeder
Heather Schuld
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Mark Schymik
Deanna

Scott

Angela Shaneyfelt
Laura Shea

Edward Sheridan
Holly Shoultz

Deborah

Silverstein

Katharine Slater

Catherine Smith

Claudia Smith
Jason Smith
Brian Snell

Amy

Spreitzer

Susan Spruitenburg

Mary Starkey
Larry Stockett

Amy

Stradley

Trent Stuckey

Joseph Svetanoff

Bethany Swain

tiM/iM

Timothy Swan
Tim Sweeney
Allison Syrcle

Elizabeth Tabaka

Renee Tabben
Misha Thompson
Niquita

Thompson

Keri Tilley

Michelle Traylor
Kristine Tryon-Burnette

Christine Tyner

Dale Verduilen
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Carmen Voris
Charles Walker

Cami Warfield
Cynthia Wedekind

Maura Weldon
Kathryn Wilson

Stephanie Winzeler

Michelle Witte

!00

Matthew Wolf
Leslie Wolfe
Roberta

Wong

Tammie Wonning
Julie

Yancich

Sarah Yeager

Amy

Yundt

Mary Zang
Sondra Zigler

Julie

Leedy

Paul King.

Jr.
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For some, the journey had just
begun, and for others the end had just

come

Through

into sight.

all,

it

they

marched, and when they marched they

marched

together.

the beginning of delayed

With

Rush
the

in 1994,

came

a host of changes in

way underclassmen lived, studied, and

socialized.

It

was

and non-Greeks

a big

alike; for the first

a very long time all

Ross Hall for a

immediately

^ ^>

change for Greeks
time

in

freshman men lived in

year, rather than

into

campus

moving

fraternity

houses, and both fraternities and sororities

had

to battle for pledges

keep
far

their

which would

memberships from

falling too

below quota.

With

the exception of the timing

and the weather, delayed Rush was not

much

different

although

it

from those of the

past,

led to hectic spring semesters

for the

1994 pledges and forced many

Greeks

to reschedule traditional spring

all-campuses to the

fall,

or to create

previously unheard of events to attract the

needed attention of the desperately soughtafter class of 1997.

As for tradition, there was, as usual,
an abundance. Underclassmen banded
together throughout the

semesters for a

fall

and spring

number of noble

th rough their efforts a great deal

was

causes;

of money

raised and donated, valuable services

were performed, and life-sustaining parties
vere hosted. Yes, through
partied.

t02ether.
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it

all

they

and when they partied, they partied

LET'S UNIONIZE. Atherton Union is the home to
many offices as well as pool tables and a coffee shop,
both new this year. (Photo by Rachel Stoeppler)

u

nderclas smen

SWEET ANGEL.
to

Sheila

Redman

uses her tree time

adorn Butler's campus with snow angels. {Photo

by Rachel Stoeppler)
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JUST

A NEW

FLING

ALPHA CHI OMEGA
On

October 29. 1993 students

of Butler saw something out of the
ordinary: fifty

women

driving

over campus on golf carts.

on

this

day

that the

It

all

was

women

of

Alpha Chi Omega had their annual
all-campus event. Frisbee Fling.

At

their event they

contest,

had a karaoke

marshmallow putting

down Beta Lane,
a king contest.

frisbee golf,

Money

and

earned

through tee-shirt sales and penny
voting was donated to the

Sojourner Shelter for Battered

Women. Jeff MacPherson of
Sigma Nu was the king of Frisbee
Fling and the men of Sigma Nu
and the women of Pi Beta Phi were
the overall winners.

This has been quite a successful
year for the

women of Alpha Chi.
men of Delta Tau

Paired with the

Delta, they took first place in

Geneva Stunts and Anchor Splash.
Alpha Chi"s also took

Leigh

,A.nn

first at

Bailey

Julie Beesley
Kristin Bevington

Melissa Broughton
Karma Byers
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the

Lambda Chi Watermelon

Fest,

and

Sigma Chi Derby
Days and the Kappa Kappa Gamma
and Phi Delta Theta Key to the Castle
second place

at

on the Corner.

Many members of the chapter also

m

campus

organizations such as the

YMCA,

held various offices

PRSSA,

SGA,

Panhellenic

Association and the Order of Omega.

They

also

worked hard to support
MacDowell

their philanthropies: the

Colony, Cystic Fibrosis, and the
Sojourner Shelter for Battered

Women.

Mary Kaiser takes first place in
theLambda Chi watermelon eating
contest at Watermelon Bust 1993

Kristi

Anderson and Dolores

pumpl^ins tor Halloween

Ng

decorate

Sasha Carter
Jennifer Cox

Courtney Cranfill
Lana Cummins
Irene Dagartzikas

Stacy Engel

Amanda

Fisher
Fonts
Julie Fouts

Amy

Leslie

Green

Christy Haines

Heather Hamilton
Hunter
Melissa Johnson

Amy

Melissa Kolarik

Kristen Langer

Mann
Marcum
Lynsie May
Karen Moe
Marlea

Christie

Carma Nelson
Jonell Pinkerton
Janette Plese
Abigail Ramer

Joan Sanders

Sara Beth Stocke
Jennifer Stumpf
S\'lvia Szarv'as

Julie

White

Stacv Whitsett
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s

ALPHA KAPPA
ALPHA

Latasha Coleman

DELTA DELTA DELTA
There were many different aspects
of sorority

life to

enjoy

in Tri Delta.

scholarship,

members

activities,

campus

honoraries to interest groups to

and

philanthropy,

Individually, Tri Delta

were involved on campus. They had
members in almost every group, from

They had special programs to include
social

Butler-sponsored events.

involvement.

musical

had high
They believed that their
education should come first, and they
had a very strong program to help

members were

people achieve their academic goals.

work

organizations.

Many

Christa
Tricia
their

Cummings and

McCracken

Halloween

display

spiril

Cummings.

Christa

Stradley,

Amy

Kara Brophy.

Heather Currie. and

Scholastically, Tri Delta

standards.

This was just one

way

they helped

each other through their college

As

aspects of being a Tri Delt

a group, Tri Delts kept very

busy. Throughout the year they had
activities

such as a Fall Fling dance,

did

they

for

philanthropies. Their

was

the

of Phi Kappa

picture ladies?"

two national

women and children'

cancer research.

Locally, they

supported Riley Children' s Hospital

through fund

raisers. Tri Delts also

Riley Children's Hospital, and

children and helping out at Cancer

Survivors Day.

also participated in all-campus
events,

Geneva

Stunts, Spring Sing,

by Sarah VanOoteghem

Spring Sports Spectacular, and other
Lori Short and Kara

Brophy soak up some
sun in their front yard.

The snow doesn't
seem to be much of a
deterrent.

Tara Bumiis. Sarah

VanOoteghem and
Kara Brophy with

new

the

Tri Delta chapter

advisor Laurel

Raimondo. and

the

Delta Delta Delta
National Vice
President and
President.
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Psi.

did you get that

philanthropies were scholarships for

donated their time by visiting the

care packages during finals. Tri Delts

men

"Where

their

a winter formal, serenades, carolling
at

Colleen Blaney pose with
the

Perhaps one of the most rewarding

undergraduate

careers.

officers in these

organizations as well.

Colleen Blaney

Kara Brophy
Tara Burmis
Christa Cummings
Melissa Dillard

Jennifer Dixon
Erica Eck
Elizabeth Ecsy
Renee Farace
Christine Hafijchuk

Amy

Harrell

Kimberly Jones
Tricia

McCracken

Diana Moss
Cheryl Oglesby

Wendy

Oliver

Sarah VanOoteghem
Michelle Putera
Aimee Roberts
Stacey Stalcup

Jennifer Tebo

Jeny Walker
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ALWAYS ON THE MOVE

COME A LONG WAY FROM HOME.

COMMUTERS

As

a part of Indiana's largest city,

come

should

as

no surprise

population of students

that a

commute

it

good

daily to

own room and

your

commuter you had

you were a
a

morning than on-cam-

earlier in the

little

soft bed. if

to leave these luxuries

Kelly Gallagher participates in the

Commuter
Schumann)

activity was a surprising success. "Ofcour.se

the

whole campus did not take part, but we

really

had a big group and those who did

and from our picturesque "suburban-yet-

pus saidenLs did in order to make it to class on

come were full of enthusiasm." commented

slightly-metropolitan" campus.

time.

One commuter from Greenwood had
home at least a half an hour before

thinking of sponsoring another all-campus

For some, commuting was hardly an

to leave

Para with pride.

"It

went so well, we were

earlier

event in the future." continued Para. The

Talk to any commuter and he or she could

depending on the time of day and resulting

have told his or her own reasons for, and

amount of traffic. While she was on her way

commuters were also involved in other
campus events such as Homecoming and

feeUngs concerning, the daily drive.

to school,

some of her classmates were

Geneva Stunts in which they, along with the

For others, it was a definite choice.

option.

her

first

and sometimes

class,

commuting

rubbing sleep from their eyes as they

women

had advantages and disadvantages. The.se

contemplated whether or not to push the

second.

varied about as widely as did the

snooze button on their alarm one more time.

Like anything else

in life,

One

commuters themselves.
benefits of commuting

of the

mentioned often

Of course,

this

was not an issue

commuters since some

had.

bother the majority

just

wanted to relax and watch T.V., there

was nothing to stop you from going home

lack of awareness of what

that did

was happening on

campus.
a sophomore, definitely

disliked this aspect of commuting. "I felt

worry about talking

like I

there

roommate and

were no blasting stereos across the

hall." said

one commuter

who wished

to

remain anonymous.
Nicole Gaines, a freshman commuter

from southern Indianapolis agreed.

"I

had no idea half the time of what events

were taking place.

would have liked to get

I

more involved, but living at home made this
somewhat difficult."
Though many commuters shared similar
frustrations,

some such as Gaines, differed

was able to keep the comforts of my home

in their opinions. "I

went to college

and leave the campus whenever Ichose."

my degree and leave.

I

For many, "comforts of the home"
included good home-cooked meals.

Sophomore Hillary Wright thought that
this was a definite plus. "I could choo.se
the kind of food

consume

the

cafeteria

had

I

wanted to eat, rather than

poor excuse for food the
to offer.

Not only could

I

choose what I wanted to eat but also when
I

wanted to eat. There were no re.strictions

as to

when

home.
meal

I

in

I

could or could not eat

at

campus

to get

did not care about the

made in the past few yeais towaids bringing
commuters
campus life.
the

into the

mainstream of

Julie Para, President of the

Organization,

was proud of

Commuter

the fact that

commuters were more involved than ever in
activities.

This year, for the

first

time ever, the commuters took part in

between classes because of the

sponsoring an all-campus event. Along

cafeteria hours."

with the Black Student Union, the

There were, of course, some
disadvantages to commuting as well.
Though it was nice to have the comforts of

commuters co-sponsored "Midnite

Brian Bo.ner

Matlhev/

Crai.ii

Danna Cripo
George Dehan
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home.

A

in

and go
concern for
is that

there

will be less night

classes available for

commuters

to take.

(Photo by Rachel
Stoeppler)

COAT CHECK.
Commuter
Association
President Julie Para

hands out Midnite
with a smile. (Photo

that did not c;iie about their lack

of involvement, there had been gieal strides

campus

commuters jump

Madness souvenirs

activities."

For those

did not have to squeeze a quick

Clinton BuIIoc'k

night classes

their cars

Madness", an event they described as "a
scavenger hunt with a twist." This Sept. 24

Gamma placed

by Laurel Birkey

OUTTA HERE.

When

next year

Ed Maudlin,

and doing just that. You did not have to
to a

I'M

Kappa Kappa

are through

campus, but one issue

day was going awful and you

all

seem to
of commuters was their

was the freedom and privacy a commuter
"If your

for

lived fairly near the

of

by Rachael

Association's

all-

campus event

Midnite Madness. (Photo by Rachael

Jeff Eckerle

Karla Eckerle

Ann Ewbunk
Nicole Fort
Lisa Frazer

Carolyn Freeze

Angela Groce
Nikita Haley

Chris Hardin

Cynthia Harper

Erik Henry

Andrea Hopkins
James Howser

Amy

Hughes

Jennifer Kendrick

Edwin Maudlin
Linda McMullen
Elizabeth Minkner
Alan Morgan
Nicholas Murphy

Julie Para

Nathan Peiry

Da\

id Scott

Robinson

Cynthia Ross

^ihm

Patrick Sipes

Jamie Stuller
LaShalle Tyler

Nathan Weddle

Marc Wellington
Wynalda

Alisa

4tfei/^At£'i
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ALPHA
The Epsilon Beta chapter of Alpha
The

PHI

philanthropy. In the spring, the

money

Phi had a "'Phi-nominal" year.

Phi's were again raising

Phi's took a strong pledge class, and

during Bounce For Beats

had placings
events.

in

They

promote the

many all-campus

also continued to

BYOB

policy,

-

a

trampoline marathon that also
benefits the Heart Association.

Campus involvement played

which

was enacted by the student body.
With the development of study
groups, the Alpha Phi's did away

was just one of the themes the Mr. Sweepskates candidates had
when picking their attire for the day's events. (Photo by Carrie Maffeo)
Roller derby

significant role in

Alpha Phi

Members were involved
campus

activities as

in

a

life.

such

T.R.U.S.T,

with study tables and instead focused

BACCHUS,

on peer encouragement

cheerleading, Butler Ballet, and

their high

to

maintain

academic standing on

Mortar

Board,

Jordan Jazz.

The Alpha Phi's were

campus.
all-

constantly striving to uphold their

campus event of the fall semester,
was the Phi' s own version of a roller
derby. Raising money for the
American Heart Association,
Sweepskates offered all of the

standing as one of the top houses

Sweepskates, the

first

housing units a chance

major

Mr. Sweepskates candidates and

their

Phi escorts take a break from the

kmg

contest to watch the races. (Photo by

Alpha

Came

Maffeo)
Sweepskates 1993, Craig Kahoun of Phi

Delta Theta, shows his winning muscles

during the "Alpha Phi-Wear" portion ot the

king contest. (Photo by Carrie Matfeo)

Christina .Aguilar

Stacy Albertson

Laura Black

Kara Brinkerhoff

Shannon Cole
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campus.

Friendship,

scholarship, fun, and sisterhood

were what the Alpha Phi's were
all

about.

to skate for

fun and for the organization's

Mr

on

by Jessica Lindley

%

to

follow

Meribeth Doty
Holly Evans

Wendy

Amy

Gilson

Gregory

Christina Jordan

Heidi Keller

Loralee Kilgore

Debra

Littleton

Krista Litwiller

Jennifer

Long

Alyson Matthews
Christine

Meyer

Sonda Meyer
Taryn Meyer
Melanie Muntzinger

Theresa Okimoto

Tonya Quick
Alissa Rager

Mary Jane Remley
Erica Riaale

Ann Sahm
Julie Short

Roselea Shriver
Catherine Smith

Amv

Steffen

Katie Tansky

Anne VanBruaene
Kristen Weis
Beth Whitehouse

Mechan Williams
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GAMMA

DELTA

MAKES A SPLASH!
Most college students were
aware of the importance of
helping others

— of

making

positive changes in the lives of

those

less

fortunate.

collegians of Delta

The

Gamma

sorority took this awareness

and

turned it into action through their

all-campus

event.

Anchor

tradition

by holding Anchor

Splash during the

opposed

to

fall

the

semester as

spring.

The

motivation for the change in
scheduling was an attempt to have

more new students
worthwhile activity

participate in a
that benefited

organizations that concentrated on
sight conservation

and aid

to the

Gamma made

a change

of Anchor Splash Week to reach their

more

goal of gaining

funds.

They

added an all-campus cook-out to the
list of activities. Students enjoyed
hamburgers, hot dogs, chips, potato
salad,

brownies and the music of

broadcasted details

As

The Dee Gees changed the format

Week
in

previous years. Anchor

Splash was a fun, yet functional event

male

housing

units

had

the

opportunity to strut their stuff in a hot
legs event,

and

to

perform

water dances to music

intricate

in the

famous

synchronized
infamous)
swimming competition.
(or

Gamma! Here

the

Dee Gees

participate in a cheering contest

all-campus cook-out. (Photo by Jennifer Lewsader)

Each housing

Julie

Brandes

Katherine Cahill
Jennifer Cerven

Cassandra Chumley
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Eye

their Beautiful

All of the activities,

new and old

held during Anchor Splash Weel
in that the

fund

campus cook-outs
T-shirts, Beautiful Eye

selling

donations, were directed toward th

Delta

Gamma

Foundation.

representative to compete for the

Th

Foundation distributed the mone
to organizations

who

around the countr

specialized

in

sigh

conservation and/or aid to the blinc

The appreciation expressed by thes
organizations to Delta
all

the

Butler

participated in

Gamma an^
wh

students

Anchor Splas

demonstrated that helping other

was a rewarding experience an
insured that philanthropic work wa
a tradition at the university and Delt

Gamma that would never chang

unit also selected a

crown of King Neptune or the reign

Tamara Bradbury

be

voting, and business and privat

to their listeners.

an inner tube race. In addition, the

for Delta

to

candidate.

raised from

up for the wet and wild competitions.
The main swimming competition was

first

member

were functional

and
about Anchor

cassettes,

male and female housing units pair

during their

housing units also nominated

away CD's and

hosted at Hinkle Fieldhouse.
Hundreds of students filled the pool
area to listen to a D.J., and watch the

Three cheers

of Miss Mermaid. The femah

WZPL radio at the feast. WZPL gave

Splash

blind.

Splash.

Delta

from

by Jennifer Lewsader

April Clark

Jennifer

Coleman

Bethany Fry

Ann Fulkerson
Kellie Gunn

Beth Harrah

Heather Hodge
Melissa Hollingsworth

Megan John
Heather Keen

Melissa Kliethermes

Kara Lassen
Lael Leininger

Megan Lemberg
Stacy Meisberger

Pamela Moise

Amy

Morgason
Tita Nguyen
Toanh Nguyen
Julie

Papas

Rachana
Kristin

Patel

Ross

Wendy Sanders
Meg Smith
Elizabeth Snelline

Andrea Trembla\
Tracy Tyndall

Angela Woodall
Jennifer

Woodruff

Tiffan\ \'onker
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DELTA

TAU
DELTA
A

fall

pledge class of six and a

hoped

that

Trik-la-Tron offered

spring pledge class of 17 brought

friendly competition for the

new ideas and enthusiasm to Delta
Tau Delta while the active chapter

in the

provided leadership and served as

to

positive role models.

Two

of the

Male
Freshman of the Year were

five finalists for Outstanding

members of

the spring pledge

Freshman of the Year, made
the Delts proud with their
academic successes, leadership,

class.

service and

campus involvement.

Academically. Delta Tau Delta
placed third

among

fraternides

men's average and

all

men's

campus

cause.

Delta Tau Delta's house goal was

share their enthusiasm and

campus through
Their
participation went beyond "just
showing up," they made adifference.
Delts placed first in both Geneva
leadership with the

campus involvement.

Stunts and Spring Sing

when

paired

women of Alpha Chi Omega
and
Kappa Kappa Gamma
respectively.
They also won the
with the

Spring Sing Musicality award.

while remaining well above the
all

name of a worthy

For the fourth year

Tau Delta won

straight. Delta

the all night sporting

Innovative

event. Spring Sports Spectacular.

academic programming within the

Also. Delts had a varsity letterman

house was applauded by

in

fraternity average.

their

every university sport.

national office.

fight for the

Many campus leaders were
members of Delta Tau Delta. Their

first in

President Scot Sandels took care

title.

In their

Delts placed

IM football and second in IM

basketball and soccer.

At all-campus events, Delts

of the homefront, while other

enjoyed

members held

Delta

top positions with

IM

place finishes in the

first

Gamma

Anchor Splash

(for

and

the Collegian, Business Bylines,

the eighth consecutive year)

IFC, Alpha Kappa Psi, and Blue

Alpha Phi Sweepstakes.
The year was a banner on the Delta
Tau Delta, and now they look toward

Key Honorary.
Several brothers were involved
in service projects

YMCA.

organized by

the future.

They would

in

like the

week

thank the faculty, particularly their

long philanthropic Trik-la-Tron

faculty advisor Professor Art Levin,

event raised more than $5,000 for

the students,

the Butler

Their

Riley's Children's Hospital. This

who

year's theme. "Trik-la-Saurus

campus

Rex"

and the administration

hosted or supported Delt

all-

Ted Rothermich,
Sean
Eichenberg and
Eric Senne,

Mark

Triscik
ditch their dates

and band
together for a

photo at the
Alpha Phi
Bordeaux Ball.

events.

set the tone for a "gigantic" all-

campus event

that they

hoped

wouldneverbecomeextinct. They

by Eric Senne

Clowning around
Bail.

.14

at the Bordeaiox

Jason Admire

Rob Bruyn
Zachary Fuqua

Andy-John Kalkounos
Robert Koh
Ryan McCormick

Bob Kirsch (center)
introduces his
fraternity brothers to

the photographer at
the Delt Spring
Formal.
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GROUP HUG.

Kappa Alpha Psi members (left to right) Herschel Frierson. Ken
Toomer, Elgin Reese and fellow brothers from lUPUI stand by with their canes.

FUTURE GENERATION.

Kappa

member Gene Murray
and fellow lUPUI chapter
members spend time playing ball

Alpha

Psi

with children from Indianapolis.

KAPPA ALPHA
Early this century.
black students were actively

from attending

dissuaded
college.

Many

obstacles were

erected to prevent the few

who

PSI

began "Guide Right," the
The

fraternity

national social outreach program.

Guide Right Program now takes up
about 50 percent of each chapter's
funds and commitment.

enrolled from joining a cocurricular

campus

This

life.

social ostracism characterized

University

Indiana

in

On March 6, 1982, the
Lambda Eta Chapter of Kappa Alpha
Psi Fraternity

was founded at Indiana

Bloomington on January 5, 1911

University- Purdue University

and caused 10 aspiring black

Indianapolis, lUPUI.

Kappa Alpha

now welcomes any undergraduate

which remains

male from all central Indiana colleges

students to form
Psi Fraternity,

at

The chapter

chapter on the University's

Presently, the
and universities.
chapter has 22 members from lUPUI
and Butler; all are working on one

campus.

accord to accomplish their goal to be

the

Greek

only

organization with

letter

its

Alpha

the region's "Chapter of the

Fashioning
achievement as

it's

purpose.

Kappa Alpha Psi began
college

men

of

Year"

for 1993-1994.

uniting

culture,

feelings,

The group summed up their
"As a whole, we have yet to

patriotism and honor in a bond

reach our desired position on the

of fraternity. This concept has

social

undergone

continued striving, and positive

considerable

status chart;

we have

however, with
the

manpower

enlargement, and focal points

outlooks,

have become much broader.

necessary to someday achieve that

economic

optimum position. The heait of Kappa
Alpha Psi is riding high on

EVERYTHING

achievement."

smiles.

Social

and

opportunities are

still

getting

better and reaching new heights.

As chapters

Lambda

IS

Back Row: Allen

multiplied, the

by Eugene Murray

COOL. The

Eta chapter and friends are

all

Bell, Victor Reiss.

Middle Row: Preston Thornton, Troy
Barnes.

DANCE PARTNER.

(Left to right)

Victor Reiss, Troy Barnes, Allan Bell.

Preston Thornton and their

lUPUI

brothers dance in unison and please the

crowd.
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SIGMA CHI

Adam Asbury
Jeffrey

Bonez

Sigma Chi enjoyed another
successful year in 1993-94.

One

of

the highlights of the fall semester

A highlight of the
Spring '94 semester was Sigma

was Sigma Chi's all-campus event,
Derby Days. The Sigma Chis raised

Chi's annual Light

money

event

for the Children's

Wish

Foundation as the sororities battled
for the coveted

title

of Derby Days

Champion.
additional highlight of

was the annual
Sigma Chi/Phi Delta Theta Chariot
Race held on Homecoming Day. The
Sigma Chis' hard training paid off as
the Fall '93 semester

they sprinted to victory over the Phi

lit

|im Conklin

one night as the Sigma Chis lined
the sidewalks with luminaries.
solicited donations

throughout the week for Light

Up The Night, and proceeds went
Mothers Against Drunk

to

Driving.

by Thad Ailes

The men of Tau Kappa

represent Butler in several varsity

Epsilon have enjoyed a prosperous

sports

1993-94 school year.
Despite
working without a house, the Tekes
more than doubled their chapter's

baseball, lacrosse, and track.

Inthefallof 1994, the

Tekes

moving

into a

rejuvenation helped the house

9

rush.

grow

The men of TKE remain
very active on campus socially,

prove to the campus
to

stronger, as they

hope

in the

to

years

come.

and academically. Tekes

Epsilon

pose for their house picture
Hall while their house

rela,x after a

will be

for membership in the fall and spring

1

SMILE! Tau Kappa

Epsilon members

football,

renovated house. The chapter's

athletically

NOW RELAX A LITTLE. Tau

including

new candidates

size with a total of

in front

This

up Butler's campus for

TAU KAPPA EPSILON

Andrew Arnold

moment

Up The Night

Against Drunk Driving.

The chapter

An

diM

Delts.

is

members
in

Jordan

renovated.

Kappa

long .serious

of the photographer.

ii;

Showing

off their plaid is

Stephanie Russel, Karen Rehm,
Erin Kincaide, and Chris Twedt
during the Kappa Alpha Theta
and Alpha Chi Omega's annual

Barn Bash.

ICo/p/pxi

AlpJija iUeta

Kappa Alpha Theta
a diverse and active
the Butler

community. Thetas

enjoyed being involved

As

is

member of

a

Greek organization,

Thetas provided a network of support
for

all

their

members. They enjoyed

in all-

participating together to represent

campus events and community
projects. They supported their
philanthropy by hosting a

Theta. This year they pledged a truly

campus-wide event called
Hoops for CASA. They had an

freshman

enormous participation from all

Dance,

housing units and faculty.

and Key, along with weekend socials.

outstanding

new member

class,

which took second place during
skits.

As

a house, Thetas

enjoyed Barn Bash, Christmas

New Member

Dance, Kite

Involvement and participation were

Thetas

were

very

active in all aspects of Butler
life.

They were involved in many

important to Kappa Alpha Theta,
which made them an active resource
for the Butler community.

activities including sports teams,

academic honoraries. Student

by Cheryl Hachmeister

Government, and they occupied
leadership roles in each of these
organizations.

Putting on the Ritz! Allison
Stahl, Erin Kincaide,

Shannon

Kalmer, Christin Anderson,
Susan Grasch, and Chris Twedt
gather for a picture to diplay
their lovely

gowns during

Christmas Dance.

their

Theta's Asheley Allen,

Shannon

Kalmer, Jena Noll, Brandie
Henry, and Carrie Finch pose
for a picture before going to
their all-campus event, Theta
Hoops, in the Hinkle
Fieldhouse.

.18

Sarah Bernstein
Allison Bonez

Laura D'Agostino

Andrea Doster
Erin Fech

Madonna Goodman
Brandi Harris

Heather Holzer
Laurie Jana
Kristine Jarzyna

Shannon Kalmer
Erin Kinkade
Maggie McKenney
Sarah Moore
Sena Mroueh

Jena Noll

Nikole Risner
Christina Sanford
Rilie

Stamper

Lisa Strbjak

Laurie Streitmatter
Christine

Twedt
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A

group of Kappas assemble before

leaving for Barn Bash. This annual

dance

is

held out doors normally

the country. This year,
at a

it

in

was held

ranch in Mooresville.

Ko/pypXl Ko/p/pja Qci/M^fUl
Kappa Kappa Gamma
is

a group

which

very proud

is

Kappa Gamma. This year Kappas
placed third on campus in above all

Many

of their traditions and excited

sorority grade point average.

about the constant change on

Kappas were actively involved with

campus and within

academic honoraries both university

their

They

are both

active here at Butler

and within

organization.

the

wide and

in their specialized fields ot

study.

community.

Kappas
They held a

In addition to these.

Kappas hold several

also liked to have fun.

philanthropic events annually.

pledge dance. Sapphire Ball, Barn

This year included: See Spot

Bash, Spontaneous, and Kite and Key

Run for the Indianapolis
Humane Society, contributions

They

and Easter baskets to the
Salvation Army, and canned
food drives. They placed third
on campus for the SGA

campus. This year. Kappa Kappa

Award for the

also

had several socials each

semester with different groups on

Gamma

and Phi Delta Theta held

their first ever all-campus event
entitled.

Key

to the Castle

on the

fall

of

Corner. This event included a

1993 and were awarded $200

to

medieval theme with games, treasure

Volunteer

contribute

to

their

One could also
several
Kappas

philanthropies.

catch

individually volunteering their

hunts,

lawn decorations, and acanned

food drive. This year. Kappas placed

second

in

time to help needy causes.

Kappas were always
active in Panhel and Rush
activities.

This year they took

house capacity

in the fall

during

Spring Sports Spectacular,

and Geneva Stunts.

Kappas have been
since

at

Butler

1878 and have made long-

lasting contributions to the traditions

of the sorority and the university. At
the

same

time, they have witnessed

open rush and took 22 new

the changes here and have adapted to

pledges during the

them. Kappas look forward to the

first

year of

deferred formal rush.

future to continue building tradition

Scholarship was also
an important aspect of

and making positive changes.

Kappa

Boo! Kappas annually sponsor a
by Tara Rodney

Halloween Trick or Treat

for the

children of Butler alumni,

staff,

and

faculty.

These participants

stop to display their Halloween

costumes.

Jill

Allen

Amy Crosby
Demos

Stasia

Jennifer lick
Angela Farthing

Stephanie Furman
Sarah Camber
Maggie Cates
Niki Gish
Kristin

Dawn

Cothe

Criffin

Dana Harrison
Caroline Hauss
Corinne Hinckley
Claire

Hochman

Brooke Huntington
Lisa Jenkins

Emily Jones

Angee McKnight
Melissa Meyers

Michelle Murray

Renee Nicholson
Christine O'Herren

Angle Quintana
Tara Rodnev

Carey Royalty
Laura Sark
Amv Schernekau
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Chris Lynch, Charles Seider, and Matt

Potochick think watermelons are cool.

Here they

are tossing

roof of the

them from

Lambda Chi

the

house. (Photo

by Laura Samojlowicz)

LAMBDA
Sorority

swaddling

a

CHI

women
greased

watermelon excited the early

autumn crowd as the men of
Lamda Chi Alpha modified
their traditional Watermelon
Bust, attempting to keep par

changing national,
community, and campus

with

sorority

ALPHA
women struggle in a greased

watermelon relay, an eating contest,
and other challenging tasks made
up the difference.
and the

girls

"It

was

a fun time

were not ugly!" said

sophomore Dusty Bellows.
Tee-shirts were designed
by a legendary, albeit anonymous,

Lamda Chi alum only

refeired to as

"Cooly," and showcased

MTV's

values.

Now
"Watermelon

termed
Fest,"' the

event

dynamic duo, Beavis and Butthead,
with the theme "Watermelons are
Cool."

consisted of a Friday night date

The theme was given an

dance, the Saturday afternoon

exclamation point by several Lamda

contests,

and a Saturday night

Chis two weeks after

fest, as

they

party featuring the music of the

challenged the world's largest land

Louisville quartet, Spunj.

mammal, elephant King Tusk, of

The Lambda Chis
eliminated the traditional queen

contest,

which

was

a

Ringling Brother's Circus, to a

watermelon contest

in

downtown

Indianapolis.

disappointment to some, but the

opportunity

to

watch the

by Andy Crain

Brent Bilsland, Curt Taylor, and Travis

Smith grease up watermelons for the

women competing

in the

Watermelon

Relay. (Photo by Laura Samojlowicz)
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James Adduci
Michael Busuttil

^W^

Aaron Cabbage

"

Kevin Foltz

"S-

Eg" mi.

"

Brian Jones

Michael Kalscheur
Michael Marling
Justin O'Malley

ID

4kh

I

Ai^M
Travis Smith

Nathan Smurdon
Casey Sweeney

tft^
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TO FLY OR NOT TO

FLY.

Phi Delts

Chris Atkinson. Steve Wyatt. Brian

Hurley and Steve

Moan watch

brothers cast into the Spider's

PHI DELTA
The Indiana

Gamma

chapter of Phi Delta Theta was

very successful during the 1 993-

The house
in which
worth of work

1994 school year.

had a renovation
450,000 dollars

was completed. The living
capacity was increased to 48
members and a study lounge
was built. Phi Delta Theta also

TH ETA
and had a strong

Sweepskates,"

improvement

in

Gebhart. to help the actives in
the care of the house.

In

campus

the Phi Delts

GPA

rankings of

the Butler housing units.

The men of

Phi Delta Theta were also successful
in taking the largest

during the

first

pledge class

deferred rush of

twenty men.
Phi Delta Theta
its

is

proud of

rich history, such items as being

the first fraternity

hired a housemother, Joyce

their

Web.

on campus in 859,
1

and having famous members such as
Hilton U. Brown.

Phi Delts are

continuing to strive to be in the

forefront
activities,

won Theta Hoops,

had Craig Kahoun as the winner
of the Alpha Phi "Mr.

of

improvement on

and
campus of

progress
the

Butler University.

by Michael Eikenberry

SUITING UP.

Milce Potter and

Dave

Ball prepare themselves for their jump.

s
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CAUGHT

IN

THE WEB.

John

Steward hangs upside down
his

after

eager jump

into the Spider's

Web.

Adam McMahon
Jeremy McDaniel
Aaron Mast
Marty Kopach Jr.
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Brother Pat

Klem

supports house

favorite Heather Holzer during fall

serenades.

KAPPA

PHI
Kappa

Phi

Psi has been a

recognized fraternity on Butler

campus since

University's

PSI
and help

exciting, fun-filled day

support abused children at the same
time.

The Phi Psi's made

it

1970 and has seen many

to volunteer and help others

changes over the years, and

possible.

year saw

this

within the Indiana Zeta chapter

and

its

The Phi Psi's along with the
Greek system adjusted
change of Butler's Rush.

With Freshmen waiting

worked diligently to make

new

the

the

students, along with

rest

welcomed

of the
to the

campus,
Greek

life

and the Phi Psi experience.
Phi Psi's all-campus event.
Phi Psi 500,

was scheduled

in

the fall instead of its traditional

date in the spring.

huge success.

its

It

was

The Phi

formed from the values they set for
themselves and by the precedent from
brothers before them.

As Butler changed, Phi Kappa Psi

until

second semester to pledge, Phi
Psi's

one ideal

Phi Psi's chapter kept

did not.

foundation of scholastic excellence

enviroment.

entire
to the

In the year of change,

many changes

a priority

whenever

a

Psi's

wanted

to

have an active role

in the

decisions that affected the students.

members

Phi Psi had

in all

of the

various student organizations on

campus, including SGA, Board of
Trustees, YMCA, and many others.
If

change came

to Butler,

one can

guarantee that Phi Psi was a part of it.
Phi

Kappa Psi is an ever-changing

fraternity, yet keeps

Tradition

is

its

roots in place.

an important quality for

and they always

will

be

with the help of the entire

their chapter

campus, raised nearly $2,000

ready for the changes within this fine

for their philanthropy, the

university.

Lutherwood Children's Home.
They were able to have an

By Greg Osborne

The brothers of Phi Kappa Psi prepare
for a play that would lead to another

IM

football victory.

A racer hurries down the
during Phi Psi 500 1993.
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straightaway

Bradley Burnett
Jason-Paul Channels
Todd Daniels
Todd DeCollo
Jeremy Derucki

Joel Elliott

Michael Enstrom
Ryan Flessner

Brad Gesse
Scott Hansing

Josh Jones

Doug Kramer
Brian Lawson

Von Moore
Brian Mueller

Mih^MA^dM

Andrew Summers
Brian Wenrick

David Wenrick

Chad

l^

li

Zeisig

iihkM.
Brother Keven Piezer interviews

queen candidates during Phi Psi 500
on Oct. 13th.
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"Help, we're trapped!" Kara Giroux

and Nikki Pless appear
imprisoned

in their

Pi l^eta PUl
The Christamore House
Beta Phi

Pi

is

was

national fraternity that

founded

at

a

Monmouth College

on April 28. 1867. Pi Phis are
proud

to

be the

fraternity for

first

national

women.

The

Butler chapter was founded on

August 27. 1897.
Pi Phis

were involved

in a wide variety of campus

community

and

They

activities.

is

a place

where children who are less fortunate
than most kids go for support and

Throughout the year.

structure.

Pi

Phis also had Halloween, Christmas,

and Easter parties for the children. In
the spring they had their annual

5K

Fun Run in honor of Founder's Day.
The Fun Run supported the American
Cancer Society. The event was a

campus and community activity
where participants competed for
trophies and prizes.

participated on several of
Butler's athletic teams such as
track, cross country,

swimming,

tennis and softball.

Pi Phis

were also active in professional

SGA. YMCA,
BACCHUS/Peer Educators.

fraternities.

Reliable Resources, theater and

instrumental ensembles.

The

Pi Phis started a

new

all-campus event called Arrow
Games. This event was held in early
October while the weather was still
enjoyable.

The events included a Mr.

Beta contest, Jello-pit tug of war,
obstacle course,

big wheel races.

arm wrestling, and
The event was a big

success and Pi Phis plan to continue
Pi

Beta Phi supported
it

many

by
donating their time and money.
Nationally, Pi Phi worked with
the Links to Literacy program.

During the school year

went

to

in the future.

philanthropies

Pi Phis

Christamore House

The members of Pi Beta Phi
promoted unity and friendship and
were proud of their continued
tradition of outstanding

members.

to

tutor underprivileged children.

by Jama Schitter

Kristi Sechler

exchange

gifts

and Karen Burkhart
during initiation in

September.

The

Pi

Beta Phi house. Fall

1993.

Ruthie Culbertson and
Chelle Collins enjoy the
Founder's

Day Cookout on

the Pi Phi porch.
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to

own

be

house.

Carrie Aloisio

Lynsey Bachman
Kimberly Collier
Rae Ann Criswell
Angle Erwin

Cynthia Fortune
Kristie

Funk

Carrie Giger

Angi Gllllland
Tiffany Glade

Sarah Harmon
Angela Heeringa
Katherlne Huegel
Margaret Hyre
April Lajoie

Sarah Laswell
Michelle Lyle
Jennifer McKinney

Angela Menchhofer
Audrey Purmort

Stacy Schroeder

Suzanne Shover

Abby Smith
Lisa Sutherlin

Amy

Sutton
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Marga Arreaza and Aaron Cabbage
take time out in one of Resco's many
study lounges.

Residential College

(ResCo) was the

among residence
upperclassman

Compared

to

atmospheres

at

refuge

last

massage therapy and Oscar award

The faculty-in-residence

parties.

halls for the

consisted of: Kathleen O' Fallon,

at

Butler.

English; Fran Quinn, English;

the

frantic

Michelle Mannering, History; and

both Ross and

Dale Hathaway,

Political

Science

Schwitzer Halls, ResCo was

along with his wife. Dot, and sons

much more subdued and

Forrest and Dove.

tamer

—hence

charm

the

that

ResCo held for many of its 435
residents. ResCo had set the

ResCo

trends that the other residence

international unit in

halls

the

were following, including
faculty-in-residence

program.

One unique aspect of
was its acclaimed
wing 2A. The
was a transitional
both newly arrived and

international unit

place for

more

"settled" foreign students to

interact with other cultures as well

The

faculty-in-

as

Americans. The American

residence program was very

students

successful this year. The

opportunity to learn about different

professors interacted favorably

cultures

with the students creating

international students for a year.

ties

this

in

got an

unit

and people by rooming with

beyond the classroom and

The program

across majors. Often the faculty

different than

gave away tickets

because there were more Americans

ballgames.

to plays or

Some

created

this
it

year was a

bit

has been in the past,

than international students The only
!

educational programs such as

thing

Michelle Mannering's "Plight

international

of Native Americans" and "The

about was the practical jokes and

Incarceration

of

Native

that

one living in the
wing had to worry

sabotage of Kouty

Mawenh from

American Activist Leonard
Peltier."
Other faculty

Liberia, Africa!

sponsored get togethers for

by Anthony Bridgeman

Sohini, Mike. Kathy, Rachel. Marie,
Ingrid and Jen hang out in the
International Unit.

^30

Food, folks and fun

— good

things

come in threes, and all of these
commonly found at ResCo.

are

AFTxICA

Kouty Mawenh, of
Unit, on his

Toya WiLson and Rachel Sims

way

the International

out the door.

trying to

study.
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Corey Alvarez
Scott Baker
Michele Bockwinkel
Jonathan Briars
Jennifer Casebolt

Marie Cho
Laura Colson
Lisa

Cyno\ a

Brandi Draper
Robert Duckworth

Michael Duggan

Dawn Dugle
EUzabeth Dyk
Brian Enright

Teresa Faith

Carrie

Lynn

Gentr\-

Shane Gildner
Goldsmith
Holly Gregory
Hannelies Hepler
Scott

Kristen Hilliard

Katherine Kurek

Edward Manuszak
Mandi McLean
Tracev

McMahan

ViV.l~\i.'*-
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Karla

Metheny

Megan Montague

Ann Murphy
Erica

Nash

Nicole Neff

Mehnda Oaks
Tonya Peters
Richard Poore
Elizabeth Pride

Matthew Scheidler

Liesl Schultz
Jiten

Shah

Stephanie Shelton

Sonya Smith
Tanisha Solomon

Scott Speer

Sean Step
Rick Steuer
Rachel Stoeppler
Jennifer Titus

Sean Townsend
My-Duyen Tran
Kim White
Eric

Willman
VVoodard

Kristin
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Gregor}' Albert

Sonva Marie Allen

Marcv Armbruster
McDaniel Austin
Michelle Bachtel

Amanda

Bailev

Margaret Barker
Melissa Beasley
Michelle Beauregard

Amanda

Bell

David Binkley
Jeff

Blacker

Erin Blair
Jennifer Boesch

Vickv Brandt

Paul Brennan
Scott Burton
Michelle Byrd
Chad Cantor
Brent CoUinsworth

Christopher Cork
Andrew Cornell

John Couture
J.J. DeBrosse
Ray Dixon

Aifc>
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Matthew Dolphin

Meghan Dvvyer
Tyrone Dye
Grant Edmonds

Amy

Fischer

Shannon Fischer
Angela Foli
Michael Fremder
Laura Frey
Steven Gabardi

Catherine Gardner

Ned Gavin
Daniel Genatiempo
Jason Gornto
Julie

Green

Robert Haack
Marty Haisma
Curtis Harper
Elaine Hausz
Craig Helmreich

Justin

Hockemeyer

Angela Hoene
Matthew Hoff
Jason Hoover
Will Johnson

^^^^
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Angela Kelver

Ann Kitchen
Bradley Koser
Aaron Kughen
Jon Larkin

Rhett Lawmaster

John Lehner, Jr.
Michael Leipold

Aaron

Litke

Katie Lurton

Michael Miller

Wade

Mitchell

Monday
Dan Neer

Michael

Heather Neidlinger

^'
Patrick

Andee

Owen

Panetta

Nathan Partenheimer
Heather Ross
David Rowles

David Rueth
Brian Sackoski

Steve Sanders
Jennifer Savage

Joseph Schlosser
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Jenette Shaker

Erin Sheehan

Tiffany Silgalis

Cassi Simpson

James Snodgrass

Craig Stanley
Kurt Streepy

Marc Stucky
Molly Taft
Chris Wainscott

Peter Zaleski

Missy Zyto

Ross Hall
off with

its

started the year

annual Pajama Jam during

orientation week.

annual all-campus event. Rock with

The party gave

students the opportunity to

come

to their first college party

and

The

out

off. The biggest event
dunk tank, which allowed
residents to dunk some of their favorite
RAs, members of the Ross Hall

with Ross, took

was

Ross.

festivities

began on

the

start

Friday afternoon with a celebration

Executive Board, and some of their

their collegiate career off with a bang.

where photos showing the beginning

best friends. For each attempt taken at

There were refreshments

construction

all

night

and

ultimate

and students from all parts of campus

completion of Ross

enjoyed themselves thoroughly. Ross

displayed. Faculty, staff, students

residents and students

and administrators gathered together

campus

are already

all

across

anxiously

awaiting next year's Jam.

The

fall

semester marked

the 40th birthday of

Ross Hall. The

to

celebrate.

in

1943 were

The celebration

8 and 9 so that

for the

entire

weekend of

festivities celebrating

Ross" birthday

The

and all-campus event went well and

karaoke, and more food. The party

the residents are anxiously looking

was

a blast

and lasted well

into the

forward to next year so that they can

come up with new ideas that will make

morning.

Ross an even more enjoyable place
Saturday afternoon, April

it

could be held in conjunction with the

were taken

Red Cross.

continued Friday night with a dance,

birthday was celebrated on the

weekend of April

a dunk, donations

9,

Ross" all-campus event.

to

li\e.

Rock
bv Allan Bell
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"Banners ready? March!" Talethia Wingo. Tyra Seldon, Felice Speed, Toya
Wilson. Doletta Danner, and Martha Riley preparing for the Tenth Annual Circle
City Classic Parade on Oct.
Talethia Wingo,

Veronica Locker taking a

w

ith

2,

1993. (Photo by

Toya Wilson, and
stroll

Hazel, a resident of Broad

Home

Ripple Nursing

Weekend

on Easter

1993. (Photo by Tyra

Seldon)

Q^veate^ Be^uUce-f QneciteA> Pnxi<yieM>
Sigma
Sorority, Inc.

Gamma Rho

was founded

at

Butler Universtiy on Nov. 12,

1922

More than

.

350

included the Match
Africare, the

National

I'l

Negio

Dimes

ol

Women

Inc

,

the

ban League, the Southern

Christian Leadei shipConlerence, and

A

undergraduates and alumnae

the National Health Association.

have since been
established throughout the

major support organization was the

United States, Bermuda. Africa

awarded scholarships

chapters

and the Bahamas.

On

Dec.

12,

National Education Fund Inc. which

students.

Sigma

to

deserving

Gamma

Rho's

Gamma Rho

slogan, "Greater Service, Greater

celebrated the reactivation of its

Progress," served as a foundation for

Alpha chapter. Although the
sorority was founded by seven

its

1991,

Sigma

objectives and activities.

This tradition was continued

school teachers, our membership

Gamma Rho

now includes majors from all the

with Sigma

colleges.

Olympics, the group's

first

Silly

annual

all-campus event, held on Sept.

Sigma
was

a

Gamma Rho

non-profit collegiate

sorority,

dedicated

to

the

17.

Housing unit representatives
competed in a variety of silly
challenges to complete the obstacle

Sigma

Gamma Rho

course.

of high scholastic attainment,

forward to bringing a new and exciting

community

perspective to greek

of our

lives,

which we

and the society

live.

Some

by Martha Riley

Tenth Annual Circle City Classic
Parade on Oct.

2.

1993. (Photo by

Aikim McTush)
Veronica Locker gets a birthday

shower of water balloons and slop from
sisters, Felice Speed, Tyra
Seldon, and Doletta Danner. (Photo by

Bee Thorpe)

sorority's support organizations

Veronica Locker
Tyra Seldon
Sonja Smith
Talethia
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Rho's Rhoer Club

preparing to march in the

her Sigma

in

of the

life.

Gamma

(little sisters)

looked

encouragement and promotion
service, the quality

Sigma

Wingo

Aikim McTush)

^kktlM

Chris Berrier

Norman Ege
Jeffrey Hamilton
Travis Havens

John Hawkins

Michael Keith
Brian Long
James Piko
Patrick

Rhyne

Robert Smith

Jason Stratman
Joshua Temples
Jonathan Walger

SIGMA NU
The men of Sigma Nu have
continued their strong traditions of
excellence in academics, athletics,

and campus

activities.

Throughout

the 93-94 school year, the

Sigma

Nu's carried a house grade point
average of 2.9 and one academic
Ail-American football player. In
athletics, the

Sigma Nu"s were

well

Omega

Frisbee Fling, were

active in other housing units

all-

campus events, and participated
in Geneva Stunts and Spring
Sing. Voodoo, the Sigma Nu
all-campus event, was a
smashing success.
the

It

featured

band Sponj. abed race, queen

contest and stupid

human tricks.

represented in Butler varsity sports

Overall 1993-1994 was a very

and intramurals. They took second

successful year for the

place in Spring Sports Spectacular.

Sigma Nu.

On

campus, the men of Sigma

placed

first

men of

Nu

place in the Alpha Chi

by Brian Donovan

The men of Sigma Nu and
trusty dog Katie gather for

their
their

annual house photo.
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Mary Jo

Andretti

Safiya

Andrews

Barbara

Asam

Julia

Ban

Tracv Barnard

Lisa

Beckman

Michelle Beeker
Natalie

Berman

Kari

Bowen

Becky Boyer

Marsha Bradford
Linda Broadfoot

Emily Brown
Heidi Browne

Tammie Caale

Christina Cass
Kristi

Chambliss

Christy Conarroe
Victoria

Cook

Christina Cournane

Tonya Criner
Misty Cumpton
Joni

Daum

Christina Davis

Sara Dillow
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Sara Eley
Jennifer Epple

Natalie Picks
Elizabetli

Flood

Kelley Gallagher

Angela Galligher
Kelly Gardner
Sarah Gerken

Kim

Gillihan

Michelle Gosewehr

Sarah Gourley
Jennifer Greene
Jennifer Hankins

Monica Hanson
Stacy Harris

Jeanne
Erin

Hawk

Haygood

Dawn Hayworth
Shannon Henderson
Heather Henle

Heidi

Hickman

Carla Hoagland

Leanne Huntsinger
Jennifer Hutchinson

Laura Jamison
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Evona Johnson
Jane Johnson
Jolie

Kaminski

Kathy Koester
Christine Kozelka

Justina Krouse

Christina Laukaitis

Kathy Lause
Rachel Levin
Danielle Lies

Angela Loi

Amy Long
Julie

Manker

Marissa Marez

Linda

May

Sarah McBride

Diana McClain

Karen McGranahan
Kristen

Meador

Kimberly Meisinger

Jennifer

Mengelkamp

Jenette Michalak

Angela Miles
Shannan Miller
Jennifer Milner
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Monica Montague
Becky Moore
Melissa Moreno
Larrisse Nelson

Betty Nisbeth

Kristin Norland

Rachel Northcott

Kimberly O'Brien
Shayna Odle
Julie Offutt

Tammy

O'Neill

Shilpa Patel
Kristen Perry

Andrea Pfansteiel
Kathleen Porcaro

Amy

Rentfrow

Sandra Reske
Sarah Rice
Niina Ronkainen

Connie Sartore

Andrea Sayler
Melissa Schieber

Rachael Schumann
Kris Sharp

Kuniko Shimaoka
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Megan Siebenhar
Carrie Sigle

Cindy Slates
Kimberly Sluss
Jennifer Smith

Tammi Smith
Lindy Spohn

Andrea

Stein

Heather Stockdel
Cheri Stowell

Rebecca Strong
Talboom

Kristen

Abigail Taylor

Suzannah Talyor
Lori

Jennifer

Thomas

Towner

Cassandra Towsey
Rachel Turner
Alicia Vonderheide

Laura

Wade

Kanika Warren
Jennifer White

Mary While
Wichmann

Erika

Christy Wilson

Alicia Yates

College is meant to prepare

from home
isa

Beckman

chats with her

relaxes and

roommate

while ignoring her studies.

(Photo by Rachael

Schumann)

to college

can be hard for

Residence Hall a preferred living
unit for women ofall ages? Schwitzer

obviously the only all-female

living unit

Schwitzer

to

because of how well people seem
to deal

with each other. Shannon

Reeder agrees,

"I

think that the

residence hall experience
essential to college.

on campus, but

is

claimed

recommend
new students

would

tran.sition

some people. What makes Schwitzer

is

offers. Several residents

they

one for the real world. The

is

teaches

It

there

patience and students gain insight

more?
Schwitzer Hall can be the

on how to deal with otherpeople."
Schwitzer

is

constantly

perfect transitional housing for those

first-time-away-from-home people.

What makes Schwitzer

different

from other residence halls?

It

are quiet units, a Living
unit,

and Learning

and an upperclassmen unit. Julie

Manken,

a freshman, expressed that

Schwitzer offers security and a clean,
friendly,

involved within the Butler
community as well as in the local
community. The residents of

offers

diverse living environments. There

and sociable environment.

Schwitzer are generous with their
time and their talents.

make

the residents

it

Many

of

a point to

share themselves with others.

Around Christmas,
donated a

residents

of 776 items of

total

Army.
some of the ladies
spent time reading names for the

clothing to the Salvation
Jolie

Kaminski, another freshman,

appreciates the leadership and
closeness of the

women

as well as

the privacy.

When asked about favorite
moments

in

Schwitzer, Shannon

Reeder, a freshman, replied, "The

day morning classes were canceled
because of snow." Freshman Cathy

Bagg enjoyed "coming back from
vacation and making the rounds to
friends" rooms and talking until all

In addition,

AIDS Quilt.

Others helped

fund-raiser for the

Safiya

Society.

in the

Leukemia
Andrews.

President of Schwitzer Hall

Government, aims for about one

community

service project a

month. The Executive Board also
contributes ideas and helps to

make them happen.

No

matter

how

diverse

hours."
a population Schwitzer has. there

Schwitzer

is filled

with a
will

wide variety of

rooms

ladies.

There are

always be

women who

are

willing to put others in front of
set aside

each unit for

in

international students

which allows

themsehes

for the

impro\ement

of the Butler and Indianapolis
for a

little bit

of cultural integration.

Contrary to some preconceived
notions,

freshmen.

Schwitzer

communities.

It

is

this type

of

integrity that attracts others to
is

not

all

Some women choose

Schwitzer for the privacy that

choose Schwitzer.

it

bv Heidi Schwitzer

lophomore Emily Brown has lived

in

two years. A member of
init 2NE, Emily directed Spring Sing
or Schwitzer this year. (Photo by
Ichwitzer for

lachael

SCHWITZER HALL

Shea Wright

Christina
are

all

Manukas and Virginia Ulm

dressed up for the Schwitzer

Autumn

Ball.

(Photo by Rachael

Schumann)

Schumann)
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Mutual Life"
it takes
IS looking for college interns
foresight to succeed Call the office listed
below to see how we can help

If you re a student with an eye to the future
take a look at Northwestern Mutual Life As

a Northwestern Mutual college agent you II
discover an opportunity to expenence a career
and put yourself miles ahead in the race for a
With our top performing
full time position
products plus intensive training program you
can advance as quickly as you wish For more
information call

Anita Wallis

Financial

Director of Recruiting
111 Monument Circle Suite 3800

Group

Indianapolis IN 46204

317/238 6646

The Quiet Company

The Principal Edge
Personal Fmancial Planner

If

you enjoy workmi, with people aie

have good communication

As a

self

skills contact

motivated and

IDS today

personal financial planner with IDS you

11

• extensive training
•

an extremely competitive compensation package

•

ongoing home

•

over 150 financial products and services

During the

Your edge on the

receive

future'"

..

office support

last five years

IDS

lias

to

draw upon

had an outstanding record

of sales and earnings growth
plannini„ and thoughtful

Our commitment to financial
prudent management of our clients

assets positions us for continued success in the 19905

Join us

Send your resume

to

Tim

J

Meister

CFP

IDS Financial Services

Inc

Suite 100
AftAmncin

s

Emwg Kr^aiy

9200 Keystone Crossing
Indianapolis Indiana 46240

EEO/M/F/H

The Principal Financial Group®
Des Moines Iowa 50392 0001

The value of people
it stalk

Disease has no respect for people. Unleashed,

prey nearly oblivious ofracial difference:

and nationtd

a country half a

irorkl airay,

hrrders.

Next door oi

in

a fonnidable

people suffer. 'The challenge of battle with such

euor/no/Ls\

battle be iraged.

ivork.

human

its

and yet

Without

co7Jjpro7nise.

the diverse talents a7id abilities ofall our

for new and better weapons with which

our

'
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to

experiences of our

richest resoiure in

innovative products.

This
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deistand that the variet)' of backgrouncb
is

is

the intrinsic iro/th of each of us dc/nands that the

This isivhyive doivhative do. And

employees
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each disease is ultimately defeated.

accomplished through the con-
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they seek to save.
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CHOLASTIC
Make

ADVERTISING, INC.

]untry,
ith :i9

a
career
break.

offices
of

and a

staff

more than 150

professionals.

Because we're

Advertising Specialists

It

never seems to

"I'ou

go

high hofje-s

and Consultants

fail

so rapidly, the

^'rl.lwi^g

a job with

iiitci

timing

aiict bii;

is riglit

lor

you to grow

right along with us.

dreams, and \ou end up
doing the same old thing, year

Atmosphere

after year.

Flexibility in
If

Providing professional sales

this

sounds

your

painfully like

maybe

present job.

it's

growing firm

Gunderson

to continuing professional

like Clifton.

education. Liberal

& Co. — where

opportunities for promotion

and

you tan do are the ones

1960 with

in

two offices and a
1

3.

we now

transfer. You'll find

it

all

here, just for the taking.

yourself.
If

Founded

in

Open access

types of clients.

to a

the only limits to what

you put on

job s|)eclalities

and assignments. Variety

time

you considereti moving on

and service support for
University and
College Yearbooks

personal

for

achievement and creatKity.

raiik

that

sounds

the kind of

like

career you want, take jioor

staff of

cue

•^

among the

— get

in

touch with us

today.

top 15CP.-\firmsin the

iuiu-

800-964-0776

Clifton,

Gunderson & Co.

_'H2!)

Meet You

At Geo, S
Co. (GSO),

Olive

Companies
&

ment

exist at

GSO,

in

Now
it's

ihtit

As the only national pharmacy chain

back

rural

community

join

a regional ac-

counting firm with a
national

reputation

career can go the distance with Walgreens.

benefits

and support

dards of excellence,
find out

when GSO

will visit Butler Uni-

versity.

that

a

make

it

1

lifestyle.

Your

8 years of record

profitability translate into the

easier for

you

to

make

the most of

skills.

pharmacy

first,

we

continually strive to find better

ways

to

enrich the relationship between customer and pharmacist, loin us.

For

more information about our Pharmacy openings, please
Dawn DiLullo, R.Ph., Manager/Pharmacy Relations,

contact:

Walgreen

Co,, Personnel Recruitment Department,

Rd. #65, Deerfield,

IL

Opportunity Employer.

IGEDS.OLIVESCO.

is

Our advanced Intercom pharmacy/satellite network,
innovative marketing strategy and hands-on training have
As a company
established Walgreens at the top of our industry,
your

that puts

for the highest stan-

America, we're

or a hard chargin' metropolis, you

growth and unprecedented levels of

..-.-«s<Ei®;;?S

in

almost everywhere you might want to be. Whether your choice

won't have to change employers to change your

you are ready to

Drive
2I1:)-1IK)1

you've met the challenges of your pharmacy education,

recognized, and ef-

If

II

t..

time to get acquainted with the opportunities Walgreens can

laid

rewarded.

.

(317)

to go!

ments are readily
forts are

•

America can

you want

otter.

outstanding achieve-

l',irli%v,i\

take you anywhere

we believe

in your career development. Real possibilities for advance-

\\,iU-rlront

IN 4fi2M

One of the Best Managed

We Are Ready
to

l.'ill.

W ateriroMi

i,ina|)oli.s,

300 Wilmof

60015-4600.1-800-274-0085. An Equal

FOUNDATIONS
IN EDUCATION

Atherton Union, Butler University
is proud to have played a part in the development and construction of Atherton Union. This
cooperative effort on the part of the students and Administration shows the importance of establishing a solid foundation for the future of Butler University. Verkler Incorporated believes in helping to build the futures of our clients and
friends. We are excited to have participated in yours.

Verkler Incorporated

GEMERAL CONTRACTORS

•

COIMSTRUCTION r./IANAGERS

Verkler Incorporated, 7240 Georgetown Road, Indianapolis, IN 46268 (317) 297-7054
Verkler Incorporated, 4406 Technology Drive, South Bend, IN 46628 (219) 232-5801
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How often
Don't let

--------, ^appearances
tool you'

""^^ '^''220 copier from Ricoh

may appear small
big Ume results
reliably

but

do you have

delivers

it

qua-kly

killer

and aflordably

Compact

in size this

energy

Sex without the

saving copier produces powerful
results thanks to a

sex^

wide variety

right precautions can turn

you off

good

for

o(

productivity enhancing leatures
like

a quick

iiist

copy speed

way reduction and

4

enlargement |ob

programming and
optional automatic

duplexing and sorting

Look abstinence
want

a

all

it

s

from

name synonymous

is

the only sure protection but

you how

diseases

You 11

professional

find

We

11

your questions

affordable

We

referral

KI€Si

So

for

life

us

your

And

life

Wc

just

caring

understanding

everything s confidential and

plus

HIV

counseling and

testing

bcint,

And make an appomtment

make

ihc smart choice

today

P

call (317) 925-6686
Planned Parenthood

o***4
Quality Apartments Since 1947

469-RENT

—1

TT

Printing
1
1

II

I

1

You Love Our Lower Rales
Daily Weekly & Monthly Rales Available
Major Credit Cards Accepted
11

M

F

Sat

Sam 6pm
9am 1pm

Lala Model Chr/sler

4343 West 38lh Street
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Cars & Vans

(317) 291 8225

and

know you and answer

For an appointment,

SMCE

to

provide testing and treatment of sexually

your own health and wtll

317/634 2913

TOT uOfflCE
Al/TOM TON

want

and much more

VanAusdall
-t-Farrar
tjut^r-r

we don t

about sexually transmitted

take the time to

transmitted diseases

with quaJity

to lead

teach you the facts of

all

But best of

Ricoh

to tell

uce, iNc
N Country Cluh Rd

2107

Indpls IN 46234
Phone (317)271 1222
Fax (317)271 1755

KEEP THE
STEAM IN YOUR
RELATIONSHIP
Oakbrook Village is the hot spot in Indy for luxury iparlmenl
hvmg' Wc offer t,rcai amenities like whirlpool sauna steam balhs
exercise equipment tennis courts pool

&

more'

Student discounts'

All your friends
say they're busy
that weekend

OAKBROOK
VILLAGE
APARTMENTS
CALL 293
62nd &

SANTAROSSA
Tlt£

TERRAZZO
MARBLE

fOv

5041

GEORGETOWN

MOSAIC &

TILE

MOSAIC PRECAST
CARPET
VINYL

fe~

CO

INC

TERRAZZO

and PRECAST & BUIU)ING SUPPLY CORPORAHON

Co

Adxaniagc \lo\ing And Storage

Inc

Hogan Transfer And Storage Ccrporaiion

875 1967
639 9383

EQUIPMENT

A^"-!

- PrsventBttvs Maintena ce rPM ) Sorvic«
- Complel* Un Truck Rebulkll g (Ga
Oas Dta

W

al

ElectHc)

- Hydraulic Cylinda Rapai
- Elactiic Moto Rsb ild ng
- SCR and EV 1 Servica (Complota Convaralon to OE SCR)
~ Ind trial Battary Raco dIUonIng / New B«ttary & CharQa Salas
- LP Gaa Conversion
- TI a Raplacamant (Solid and P aumatic) Portabia Tire P o
g
- AJI Maka Ha d Pallat Truck Rapol / Naw Pallat Truck Sala
I

2707

ROOSEVELT AVENUE

INDIANAPOLIS IND 46218
OFFICE (317) 632 9494
FAX 631-6567

Indianapolis.

MOBILE 431 1079
EVENINGS 465-7163

I

fM

^GZOG

CONGRATULATIONS 1994 GRADUATES

WEIHE ENGINEERS, INC

ffi

10505 N College Ave Indianapolis IN 46230
(31 7) 84&-6611
(800) 452 6408
FAX (317)843 0546

MICHAEL

L

DeBOY

Vice President

General Manager

eiOTEWuhlngtonSL

Indianapobs IN 46219

317-359^64

Civil

Enginoenng - Land Surveys - Site Design
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Cotitin^s. Inc.

nOI
Do you

lee)

monopoliied troubled or sorry you moved where you
Play

Make your move

to

lh«M£kVgam«ol

We Support

E

30th St Indianapolis IN 46205
Ph T 317 926 3411

life'

NEWPORT TOWNHOMES

3 BIks East of Michigan

did"*

Butler

^

291 1017

Rd on 71st St

Installers of the

IHSAA NCAA US

National

Hardcoun

and Butler University Championship Tennis Surface

University

Telamon
Congratulations
Class of 94

"Congratulations To

The

Class Of 94"

We support
Butler University!

Congratulations
Graduates*
320lUiT2lJr^TKi:CTlNbMN/)POUJ

IN 46210

Or7)43(37W

To

Congratulations
The Class of '94

Whatever your plans,

NBD would be proud to be a part
of your future

JOBCO, INC
PrinBelRii

(815)
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IL

875^505

n

Good luck

NBD
Bank

Conzratulations Butler Graduates!

Looking for a new
apartment home??
Lease an apartment
listed

at

below and pay

14 Communities

any NHP Community
NO application fee *

ROGERS POOLS
Since

255-3171

1959

THE ONE STOP SOURCE

m Indianapolis.'

Abmgton 298 8005

1

Spyglass 875 6600

2

Bent Tree 875 8088
Drift 291 7700
5 Deercross 297 4700
6 Bayhtad Village 298 75
7 Pebble Point 297 1338
8 Fisherman's Village 299 4727
9 ThtLandmgs25I 3400
10 Peppermill 545 606)
Cheswick 897 9200
11
12 Scandia 842 4005
13 Rivenvood 842 2434
14 Woods Edge 849 9400
3

4 Wind

1

1a
•SWSW

Please prcseni this ad on y ur Trsl

M^ E

/SvLilMPlI^
IrA RENTAL
(317) 897-3602

r<Good Luck

FOR ALL YOUR POOL NEEDS
Equipment

Chemicals

FILTERS

Pool Paint

HEATERS

PUMPS

6364 Wastf
Indian pot s

i|to(^

i

eld Blvd

IN

46220

Washington St

Indianapolis IN 46219

Fax <317) 897-«263

In

n

GLDERON

The Future

IROIHERS
:,

..

Locally

No

VENDING
.CO.

Owned & Operated Since 1946
Company Represents Us

Other

9702 E 30th

Bull Dogs!

street

899 1234
Best Wishes Class of d4i
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CongrAtuUtions
To The
Class of 1994

PHARMACY
SYSTEM®
800 264 3505
DIVERSIFIED

DATA SYSTEMS INC

INDIANAPOLIS INDIANA

WATER SOFTENERS
rnON FILTERS
RESIOENTIAL

a

COMMERCIAL

WATER CONDITIONING

EsTDYn
TIRE CENTER
INDY
CONGRATULATIONS TO THE CLASS OF

INC

LAFAYETTE AVENUE
CflAWFOFIDSViLLE INDIANA 47933
216

(317)

LAPAYETTE

ROAD

297 - 2526
1

800-367 6340

LIGHTING
STAGES
PROJECTION

ndianapolis

INTERCOM
COLOR MEDIA

ttage
ales and

entals
inc

3641

36Z 6340

1994

SPECIAL EFFECTS
SET UP & PERFORMANCE
SERVICE

905 Massachusetts Avenue
INDIANAPOLIS

IN 46202

ro2i
(317) 635 9430

M Keyi>TOMe flVeNoe

5S02e7II)T

255-9230
577-1545

Congratulations Seniors!

Shirley
•^

.^^fi°".
Family Servict
of

smcem&

Brothers

MORTUARIES

Offering Insurance-Fundtd fre-Arranjed

Funtral Protraras

The Family to turn
Needs Help
Admrnutntne Offim.

Comcast: Cable
154

to

when Your Family

M6 L Wuhuston St

197-9606

J

L

Tfie

Indiana Campus Compact
CONGRATULATIONS
Invites

you

to participate in the

Indiana Statewide Student Network

GRADUATES

The ICC and the ISSN offer mini-grants,
conferences, and trainings for students
community service

FROM
THE MARRIOTT STAFF
OF

Ifwt cfudUngt ftOfCt to serve and toe
give them a dmnct tofulfiilthzv aSihties

ATHERTON
RESCO
SUNSET CAFE
C-CLUB

•we wtif all understand that

we mast go forward together
-Trtsdmt

'SiU

CCmton

«>

Harriott
r

T

SIGMA GAMMA RHO SORORITY INC ALPHA CHAPTER

CONGRATULATIONS SORORS
WELCOME TO SIGMA LAND

Our commitment to you
doesn't

end at graduation

MANY ARE CALLED

We can help with yom Juture
employment needs, too
•Hinng new anployees

Developmg

•Fmdmg

BUT THE CHOSEN ARE

FEW

mternships
Valerie Bryant

your next job
Kimberly Jones

Studant and Alumni Career S«n<lc»s

317/263»9383

Kanika Warren
Danette Williams

Tanya Wright

HEAVEN
&
$ ENSUA L 7

Love 11th

STUDY ABROAD
THE SINGLE MOST EFFECTIVE AND DRAMATIC EXPERIENCE
STUDENTS CAN HAVE TO BROADEN THEIR INTERNATIONAL AND
INTERCULTURAL AWARENESS
IS

•

It will

shape your

life

for

years to come!

At no other tune in your life can you spend several months
in another culture, learn so much, earn college credit and
enhance your resume so significantly all for the approximate cost
of a semester here on campus
For further details contact
Office of International Affairs

Atherton Student Union

283-9888

:^(pha%gppaj^fpfuiSorontii. Inc.
%ffppa Cftc^ter
Congratufates Its ?{eu) Sorars
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